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THE ASHTON AMPLIFIER SYSTEM .
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• Volume Control Units
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Cosmos Design, Fenton, MS
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252-7623
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Speaker Stands
Record Cases — Wood & Metal
Nady Wireless Microphones
Astatic Microphones

Denver, CO

Danzlkem Research Ent. Ltd.,
Victoria, BC, Canada

Prl
ASHTON
ELECTRONICS

Promenade Shop, Portland, OR

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

340-K Turtle Creek Court
Sari Jose, CA 95125

(408) 995-6544
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Letters of interest to readers
appear in this section. Send
your comments to the editor
giving full name and address.
Unsigned letters are ignored.

Dear Editor:
My wife and I have taught Western square
dancing recently to gym classes in three different schools for a total of 12 days. The intense learning procedures seemed rather well
accepted by the students and the coaching
staff. We will attempt to spread this activity to
as many schools as possible while hoping
others from the square dance community will
do likewise nationwide.
Walter Freeman
Jasper, New York
Dear Editor:
Surely you're familiar with La Varsouvianna. The Scots call this La-Va; the Irish
do it in double-time under the name Shoe The
Donkey. Now I have recently acquired an LP
album, a reissue of a 1965 recording, which
includes this tune under the title of The Waltz

Vienna. The jacket cover says that other
names are: Verse Vienne, Step Waltz, Paddy
Candy, Cock Your Leg Up, High Ho and La
Valse du Pauvre Garconnet. The jacket further states the dance was introduced to
Parisienne society in 1853. Thought you'd be
interested in this bit of history.
Bill Johnston
Skippack, Pennsylvania
Dear Editor:
Several months ago you printed a letter
from a lady who was unhappy with the limited
amount of Advanced dancing at the Baltimore
Convention. I would like to set the record
straight. Dancing was in two different buildings, about two blocks apart. In the Convention Center there were two sessions called
Introduction to Advanced. However, in the
Civic Center there was Advanced dancing all
day and evening except for the dinner hour.
Most people visited the Civic Center at some
time because it housed the shops. If the lady
had read the program carefully she would
have found all the Advanced dancing she
wanted.
L. F.
Columbus, Ohio
Dear Editor:
Seven years ago when we retired we moved
to Florida where we found the square dance
level left a great deal to be desired. Position
and precision are not stressed. . . . Also we
Please see LETTERS, page 87
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4,1CLOGGIN' STUFF
from STEVENS STOMPERS

TAPS
WILL NOT CRACK
WE GUARANTEE IT!
DESIGNED TO NOT SCRATCH FLOORS. (The Burlington Co.
4-H Cloggers routinely dance on polished gym floors, I
repeat, gym floors!)
BEST SOUND - - - STEEL NOT ALUMINUM
OUTWEARS OTHERS 2 TO 1
Come in full sets of 2 toes & 2 heels. Ladies $7.85, Mens $8.05
Be sure to specify NAIL-ON's or GLUE-ON's. Shipping charges:
up to $25, add $2.50; $26 to $50, add $3.00; over $50, $3.50
CLOGGING SHOES - Promenaders — The best clogging shoes made.
CLOGGING COSTUMES - A whole new line of smart costumes
designed by Claudia just for clogging. If you've ever tried to
adapt square dance dresses to clogging, you know what I mean.
VIDEO TEACHING TAPES - Featuring Tim Roach and the Burlington
County 4-H Cloggers.
CLOGGING RiFrORDS - The largest collection of "just for clogginw
records you will find anywhere, and MUCH MORE.
Send for our FREE—NEW CATALOG.

VISA/MASTERCARD accepted.

STEVENS STOMPERS, P.O. BOX 60, MOORESTOWN, NJ 08057
or call us at (609)751-1332 or 235-9468
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NEW RELEASES
C-111 Hand Picked/Ida Red (Hoedown)
C-112 Chinese Breakdown/Fancy Sticks
(Hoedown)
C-515 Joy To World—Ken
C-3502 Lovin' You Baby—Ken & Gary
LATEST RELEASES
C-210 Sweet Country Music—Jerry
C-316 I'm Satisfied With You—Gary
C-411 Your Sweet Love— Beryl
C-703 If You're Gonna Play in Texas—
Marshall
C-803 Cherokee Maiden— Scott
C-607 In It For The Love—John & Wanda
CAL-7007 Traditions by Chaparral
LP & Cassettes

SCOTT

SMITH

GARY
SHOEMAKE

CHAPARRAL CONVENTIONS
for 1985
Aug. 23rd, 24th & 25th
Sacramento, CA
Aug. 30th, 31st & Sept. 1st
Oklahoma City, OK

Sept. 6th, 7th & 8th

CHAPARRAL RECORDS, INC.
1425 Oakhill Drive, Plano, TX 75075
(214) 423-7389
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I'm Interested in
1 Would Like to

The
CallerText

1

Virtually
everything you've ever wanted to know about
calling is now available to you in this 640-page,
loose-leaf edition of the Textbook for callers. If
you've decided to try your hand at this fascinating phase of the activity and wonder what's
involved — then you'll find your answers
here. Before you make the commitment, find
out what others who have been faced with this
decision have to say.
HE CALLERTEXT IS YOUR ANSWER:

E

What's the Difference
Between the New CallerText
and The Caller/Teacher Manual?
is designed to teach a person to CALL
W
square dances, the Caller/Teacher Manual teaches you how to
HILE THE NEW CALLERTEXT

TEACH others to square dance. So important is the teaching of
newcomers to the activity that we devoted an entire 320-page book to
just this one phase of calling. Taking each of the Mainstream Basics
one at a time in a suggested order of teaching, the Manual starts with
each definition, covers the styling and timing, makes suggestions
about the teaching and even points out the trouble spots. Drills are
provided for each basic as it is taught and illustrations help make the
teaching more understandable. The CTM is the perfect companion to
the new CallerText and, while each of the books is complete as a
separate reference work, together they provide you, the caller, with
an unlimited source of knowledge.

S

Learning to Call
be a Better Caller
What comes first in learning to call? When
do you know that _you're ready
• for your first
appearance before "live" dancers? What are
the financial involvements and rewards?
Here, in this special book, are hundreds of
articles written by 120 leaders in the field,
covering every aspect of the caller's art. Attitudes, philosophy, sound, choreography,
planning, history and background —
all
here, taken from 37 years of caller-information
articles featured in Sets in Order — SQUARE
DANCING Magazine.
Comments and articles written just for the
magazine by Dr. Lloyd Shaw, Ed Gilmore,
Lee Helsel, Bill Peters, Jim Mayo, Jack Lasry,
Jack Murtha and many others which will be

available to you in no other way. Truly, the
CallerText is a treasure chest of invaluable
information for the caller.
The beauty of this collection of callerknowledge is that it will never be out of date.
As a loose-leaf volume you may add articles or
your own notes as you wish and, in that way,
maintain the CallerText as your current guide
and reference.
The CallerText and The Caller/Teacher Manual are
bound loose-leaf in a reinforced, quality plastic 3-ring
binder for easy study and addition of new material.
IOM

ORDER FORM

copy(s) of
Please send me
The new Caller/Text — $49,95 per copy plus $7 shipping and handling*
The Caller/Teacher Manual for the Mainstream Program of Square Dancing
$29.95 per copy plus $4 shipping and handling*

ri

❑

(Californians please add 6% sales tax)

Send to:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
*Note: Foreign shipments will be charged at cost.

Amount Enclosed: $

The Sets in Order American Square Dance Society
462 North Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048
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the international organization of
square dance leadership, whose trustees cover the wide scope of the activity
(dancers, callers, associations, publications,
suppliers, the National Square Dance Conventions, record manufacturers and others),
has recently tabulated its latest poll. The results show clearly what many have imagined
to be the underlying concerns of the activity,
concerns that need to be faced now and no
longer shoved into the background.
Essentially the findings point to a modification of the way things are going at the present time — a recognizable point which potential dancers can reach in 70 to 75 hours of
lessons and an intelligent, complete list of
basics that can be taught and learned in that
period of time. What we hear, from the results, is that this would then be a realistic
Mainstream which would represent the
"foundation" program of square dancing.
We plan to run the findings, together with
an analysis, in the near future. At the same
time we will run a report coming out of
Denver, Colorado, that amplifies many of
these same concerns although at a different
strata. The Legacy results are tabulated from
the opinions of some 7,000 currently active
dancers. The Colorado findings come from
drop-outs, men and women who started
square dancing and dropped out for one or
more reasons. The two reports, when studied
together should be quite significant.
Having this information available is one
thing. Doing something about it NOW is
something else. Findings from questionnaires
in the past have generated little action. Oh,
the square dance activity has shaken its head
and said, "That's right. Something needs to be
EGACY,
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done. Then, just as quickly turned its back on
the problem, figuring that someone else
would decide on solutions and be responsible
for implementing them.
At the Philadelphia Legacy Meeting in
May a resolution was drafted by the trustees
requesting some sort of action from Callerlab.
Callerlab members at the same time had assigned an Ad Hoc Committee to decide on a
point of action. We'll be interested to see what
direction they take.
In the meantime, in addition to reprinting
the findings of the two questionnaires, together with some editorial suggestions combined with the good, clear thinking of a number of leaders, we're tackling this same challenge in our current series which started the
first of the year. The latest segment which
brings us almost to the present starts on page
11. We hope to provide a clear picture of how
the activity has reached its present situation
and present a workable solution. If any solution is to work it needs more than just lip
service. Any one program will have those who
favor it and those who question its workability. However, the most perfect program in the
world will only work if everyone gets behind
it. If we're going to build a strong tomorrow
for this activity, the building must start today.
The Revised Plus Program

this copy of
SQUARE DANCING Magazine is your
personal copy of the Illustrated Plus Movements Han book. This edition, which reflects
any changes that were made at the last
Callerlab meeting is the latest in a series of
updates on the various SIOASDS Handbooks.
Back orders are in the process of being
filled right now, in time to reach you for your
new classes, and current orders will be
shipped as soon as they are received. For
information on ordering, see the Shoppers
Mart, page 123 of this issue.
OUND INTO THE CENTER Of

About Liability Insurance
e EVERAL CALLS in the last couple of months
1,3 have made it clear that some changes in the
insurance structure are making it difficult for
square dance groups to get adequate coverage
for public liability. It used to be a fairly simple
9

matter to find some firm that would be happy
to write a policy covering the club, caller and
others from liability against injury on the
dance floor. Suddenly much of this has come
to a halt and callers, hall owners, associations
and club leaders are busily scouring the insurance community for some group that will
provide adequate coverage.
Reasons for the abrupt change are not exactly clear. Indications are that the concern is
not for square dancing alone but for all forms
of public gatherings and that in recent years
the number of claims have accelerated at such
a pace that the underwriters have become
alarmed.
Undoubtedly this will be solved in time.
Indications are that some clubs have been able
to get a satisfactory policy but that the cost is
very high. In some instances, clubs have

11 The Changing Scene
13 Whatever Became of Bruce Johnson?
14 As The Press Sees Square Dancing
18 Working With The Handicapable
20 Teen Dancers
22 The Long Road To Scotland
24 The Bookshelf
25 Advanced Dancing by Bill Davis
26 Mostly Modular by Cal Campbell
27 Contra Corner
27 Experimental Notes by Ray Rose
28 Take A Good Look: Scoot Back
29 The Dancer Walkthru
32 Traditional Treasury by Ed Butenhof
33 Roundancer Module: Especially for Callers
34 Paging the Round Dancers:
Marie and Harold Loess
35 Callers Notebook: Nine Month Classes by
Jack Murtha
37 35th National Convention
38 Stylelab: Arrangements of Contemporary Pt. V
40 Round the World
45 Workshop
49 The Plus Handbook
86 Caller of the Month: Bill Dean
90 On The Record
100 Current Releases
102 Square Dance Date Book
124 Our Advertisers
126 Fashion Feature
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sought advise from lawyers and, as a temporary measure, have had all members and
guests sign waivers before joining in the dancing. The band-aid treatment will only last so
long and hopefully the insurance industry will
come up with some reasonably priced coverage. We'll be happy to learn if you hear of
anything and we'll pass the word to others.
Hey Everybody, Look at Us!
ADISON AVENUE couldn't have done it any
better. That's what they said a dozen
years or so ago when Square Dance Week was
first introduced as a coordinated program in
which square dancers, everywhere, could
simultaneously attract the public and beckon
non-dancers to join in the fun.
The trustees of Legacy, the square dancing
communication organization, several years
ago took on the project of promoting this annual event. Recently it was decided to expand
from one week to an entire month, the month
of September being the logical time to awaken
folks everywhere to the fact that square dance
classes would be starting soon. And so in just a
matter of a little over a month from now,
Square Dance Month, 1985, will take the
spotlight.
It's a good time to start planning now, perhaps an open house for the non-dancers in
your area. You might, by checking, find that
one of the local churches would like to put on a
one-night stand as a means of attracting recruits for a future class. Be sure to use your
Indoctrination Handbook (you'll find it bound
into the center of your April, 1985, issue of
SQUARE DANCING) as background information for news interviews of all types.

M

A 35th Anniversary

W

known better, but then,
early in 1950, all who were involved in
square dancing were "discovering" the activity together. Much of what was done in those
days was a new adventure. If a caller set out to
travel and call in areas other than his own,
it was a precedent-setting event. If a caller
wanted to record a square dance call it was
possibly another first and a matter of experimentation. When the Chamber of Commerce
Please see 35TH, page 111
E SHOULD HAVE
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THE CHANGING SCENE

Confusing Times
We have been looking at the gradual
changes of square dancing up to the 1960's. A
point had been reached where 30 lessons
proved to be an ideal length of time to teach
the 75 basics referred to as the Extended
Basics of square dancing. In reality, these represented the Mainstream of the period.
Dancers still had time in class to learn to dance
smoothly, absorb some of the background and
niceties of the activity and enjoy the fun of
parties and other frosting on the cake. Those
who completed class had little trouble in moving into the existing clubs, a move which was
more horizontal than vertical. The next era
ushered in the big changes responsible for the
square dance activity as it is today.
square dancers were able
to treat square dancing as a casual hobby.
Commitment was something the callers made
to the activity, and necessarily so because of
the amount of preparation time each caller
needed to devote to his calling. The dancers,
on the other hand, had no commitment.
Theirs was a matter of choice; they could
dance as frequently or as infrequently as they
wished, but because the language of square
dancing did not change, the less frequent
dancers didn't feel obligated to devote endless
hours to the hobby in order to remain current.
The average dancer might belong to one or
more groups but dancing twice each month or
once a week might be the extent of involvement.
With the gradual disappearance of memorized calling and the acceleration of forms of
calling and dancing that depended upon new
movements and new language, the dancers
who were truly interested in being a part of
the contemporary movement found that they
too needed to commit themselves.
The onslaught of new terminology meant
that any caller could be introducing at least
one new term each month. In itself, this
wasn't a big problem. However, if each caller
P TO THIS POINT,
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in an area introduced one call each month and
the calls they introduced were not the same,
when a dancer visited clubs where different
callers were featured, it became a dancer
problem. The dancer could be faced with
learning not one new call each month but a
half a dozen or more, depending upon the
frequency and mobility of the individual
dancer.
During this time, the list of basics that a
newcomer had to learn before making a transition into club dancing was accelerating at a
tremendous pace. As previously mentioned,
the magic number was 30 two-and-a-half-hour
sessions, a time period which experience had
dictated could not successfully be extended
further. The amount of material to be learned,
however, increased steadily with the result
that what had been a relaxed learning period
sufficient for covering 75 basics, had become a
cramming project. There was more terminology to be taught, drilled, retaught and practiced repeatedly until it could become a part of
the dancer's instinctive reaction, and yet extra
time was not allowed for this to happen. As a
result much of the styling, the development of
attitudes, the practice of dancing smoothly
and considerately, was sidetracked. It had become a case of quantity versus quality, with
quality at the short end of the stick.
The Changing Class Scene
Eventually classes reached a saturation
point and as the number of basics increased,
so increased the mortality rate for new
dancers. Comfortable dancing, in the proper
spirit, was not getting the attention it once
enjoyed in the class.
The makeup of the average individuals
coming into class had not changed. They were
still attracted by the points that had sold them
in the first place — a friendly, easy-to-learn
activity, low in cost with plenty of places to
dance once the learning time was over. Some
of those with demanding professions, such as
the doctors, lawyers, architects and others,
11

who enjoyed square dancing but whose time favor of dancing with almost anyone else.
restrictions precluded more than a casual in- Where. normally, in the past, it had always
volvement, began to disappear from the been that dancers would welcome others into
scene.
their squares, now they realized that in many
As noted previously, a successful class pro- instances the new graduates, were not yet up
gram is aimed at the average class member — to their dancing ability. Their reaction time
not geared to the quick learners or to the was slower. The result was that new dancers
slowest-learning dancers. Now with more and often caused squares to break down, thus emmore to learn, the quick-learners were be- barrassing the new dancer and frustrating the
coming the survivors. Where at one time a experienced dancer. This had a doubleclass might drop 10% of its enrollment barrelled effect. The experienced dancers,
through normal attrition, now it was becom- aiming for smooth, unbroken dancing,
ing apparent that classes graduating 50% of gathered unto themselves — restricting newthose originally enrolled was more the norm comers from joining them. At the same time,
than the exception.
the nervous newcomers tended to group toComplications Setting In
gether into squares with other new dancers as
A domino or chain-reaction was beginning protection against possible embarrassment.
to set in. Existing square dance groups, re- The result was that the blending of the two, an
sponsible for a great deal of the recruitment of essential learning factor, was no longer the
new class members were beginning to feel the rule.
pinch as fewer graduates were able to make
This is, of course, a general, overall view.
the transition into the club. The financial re- Not all situations were the same, and in many
sponsibilities were increasing for the groups instances, where the caller who had taught the
as hall rentals went up, callers' fees climbed new dancers also called for the club, he or she
and all expenses continued to soar. With all of was able to make the new dancers look good,
this facing them, the clubs were saying to the by calling things they knew, while gradually
caller, "Move your class faster so that the working in the newer movements and therepeople we recruited can join the club." This by, establishing the feeling of security they
acceleration, of course, was for all the wrong needed. This, however, was often the excepreasons. It was not that we would like the tion rather than the rule and many times
dancers to be part of our friendly group (we callers who conducted the class were not the
did, of course) but that we need their money if same ones who called for the clubs. In some
instances, club callers changed with every
the club is to remain solvent.
It's easy to see that as time went on the club night.
Here we had a paradox. Enthusiastic
bridge between class and club got wider. The
combined effect of shorter classes and more to dancers were working hard to recruit from
learn took its toll. Even though the dancers among their friends and acquaintances, peohad been taught the required material, they ple whom they thought would make good
were not always able to fit into the club struc- square dancers. At the same time, classes
ture. While club dancers had been willing to sometimes became arduous, and presented
come to the class as helpers, encouraging situations, not at all as had been promised to
those whom they recruited, they now found it the newcomers. While an effort had been
difficult to absorb the same individuals into made to recruit new dancers, it seemed as
their club. Although taught the necessary though the effort was almost doubled to find
basics, the newcomers sometimes lacked by ways to eliminate them from the activity, if not
three or four years the dancing experience of by the end of class, certainly in the initial
stages of moving into club dancing.
the average club member.
One could almost liken the situation to apIt was at this point that cliques began to
enter the scene. Oh, there probably always plicants trying out for a certain job. Many
had been setup squares, individuals wanted to show up at the hiring office (beginning of class)
include friends now and then, but this was and are given a battery of tests (class lessons).
something different. This was a case ofexclud- Slowly one by one, the applicants (class meming dancers one didn't want to dance with in
Please see CHANGING SCENE, page 115
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WHATEVER BECAME OF

BRUCE
JOHNSON?
of over 15,000 dancers and
1 thousands of others who filled the stands
were in high pitch as Dr. Lloyd "Pappy" Shaw
approached the microphone. "Ladies and
gentlemen, it gives me great pleasure to introduce one of our fine young callers who I
predict has a brilliant future in square dancing
ahead of him — Bruce Johnson!"
The crowd gathered in Santa Monica, California, that July night in 1950 and exploded
into roars of applause as the young caller, not
too long out of navy blues, stepped up to the
microphone. Jack Barbour and his band had
already started the introduction and Bruce
sailed off into a smooth patter of "Inside
Arch." It was a night few who attended will
ever forget, and Bruce, who at that time was
one of the young leaders in Southern California square dancing added one more notch of
success in his climb towards square dance
stardom.
The first that many dancers had heard of
Bruce was through his recordings on the
Windsor label — first as a recording artist,
later it's production manager. Bruce became
one of this country's first traveling callers hitting many of the states and provinces and
traveling to Europe and Japan on square
dance pilgrimages for the Air Force.
While one might have thought that traveling would soon get top priority, it turned out
that Johnson's home club responsibilities became his key interest and pleasure. Fairs and
Squares, which he formed more than 30 years
ago, still meets at the Peabody School in Santa
Barbara every Saturday night with Bruce at
the microphone. The same school is the site of
his Thursday night dances with his LeftFooter's club, that group which he formed
many years ago as a step between class and
club, a program, incidentally, that has worked
successfully for Bruce and the Santa Barbara
dancers over the years.

Bruce Johnson, caller,
as he appears in
the Square Dance
Hall of Fame

TV HE CROWD
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An involved gentleman, whose college degree in music led him into a short-lived career
as a school teacher, Bruce has conducted
callers' schools, served on innumerable vacation institute staffs, headed his own record
company and become involved in almost
every phase of square dancing. He is a triple
threat man who handles the rounds in his
programs with equal alacrity as he does his
squares and also an occasional contra or two.
This caller is a rare bird in that his ideals
regarding the activity and the way he treats it
have not changed over the ahnost four decades since he first started out.
Bruce was one of the founding members of
Callerlab when it organized in February,
1971. His portrait hangs among others of
square dancing greats in the Hall of Fame, and
yet, with all of this, Bruce will tell you he is
essentially and above all a club caller.
So, if you're wondering what has happened
to Bruce Johnson, he's alive and well living
with his wife, Mary, at their home in Santa
Barbara, California. Teaching and cueing
rounds, calling for his clubs, and handling a
few guests spots now and then, he is still very
much in the picture, and those over the years
who have enjoyed Bruce's calling and his special brand of enthusiasm would find it hasn't
changed — if anything, it has improved.

Just in case you may wish to say "hello":
Bruce Johnson
4025 State St. #14
Santa Barbara, CA 93110
(805) 967-8375
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Two slick magazines featured square dancing in recent months. Rural Georgia
(left) and the cover of the
Farm Journal (below)

As the Press
Sees
Square
Dancing
R
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The $50 million hog form
Aiming for top wheat yields
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ECOGNITION OF THE VALUE of

square dancing
by the press seems to continue on the
upswing. Newspapers and magazines are in
business and they must find square dancing
attracts readers and sells their product. Obviously their coverage also helps sell our product.
The recent spreads shown here are only a
portion of those received over the past few
months, but they cover a wide geographical
area as well as a wide variety of releases. Gone
are the clays of simply listing "where and
when" to dance; welcome in the era of fullpage articles, lots of photos, good quotes
about the activity and stories written with an
appeal to the general public.
Look at the various leads given to some of
these releases: Friendship set to music;
Square dancing for fun and fitness;Square
dancers do si do for exercise and relaxation.
Two themes which seem to he perennial favorites with writers are: Not for squares and
Swing your partner. But then why complain?
After all, it is true. Many, unfamiliar with our
dance, continue to employ the term do si do
which while still danced traditionally is seldom called at club level. But again, we won't
argue. If the balance of the story is correct and
ifwe continue to get lineage in today's press —
that's what counts!
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1985

• Joanna Cassidy leaves comedy behind
• Cable TV listings
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As though the cover of the Sunday supplement of the New Bedford Massachusetts, The
Standard Times, weren't enough, several
pages (below) of Bowsprit Magazine, were devoted to square dancing in the area. Note the
attractive costuming of both the men and
women in the pictures. Congratulations to
these gals for appropriate skirt lengths.

The ea rid sT (clK es up,
Wait Minnick cells the
tune, and Own, Westgate swings Debra

'

Oaf reties into ad ion.
The dance in an

'Bow to your partner,' he calls;
the square dance has begun
Nita, .Me arnek is new of Oa inosttoodoesleut square deuce
callers to the are..

By Jackie Sheckier
0.711.5.POrAlag
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to meet a tot at Wee people.," wad the wit sprawl Minnick
- When

we started here. It was a very sirtintr Mont of square
Asst dot the ounce steps Hut we're

clawing. We
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tile..

Tonight. Minnick Wands on a stage or mall ptatrOrnt In
the front at the hall and rolls out stem for the &totters to

perform
- Bow to your fanner bow to year runny Now
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time to a tune from Me guitar and Clair Carpenter 's WRY,
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PM, In run. cades, Now.

wtnac , ddhrind has beounto to woptraf In the New Sedfote
Area Oat tame isa donee annOW every nigh of Mt Week
according to Gary Westgate, president at ItatritavectS
Mid& Town Twirlers.

"Theres lye 17,00111MAPT.1,110 Stompers. Quftwy Sadourt,
Fairhaven Sty 511017 &MORE.. Wareham Tropp Swingers
Taunton Saver (Ity Twirlers. Fall Sleet Liners Fartionoute
Town Kew-Wm Westport Plighland Squares annitotete
Rorlyeod anti Jaliets Mel Some eHhers i SnuW m e ethers!,"
Westgate cud ticking oft the name, dab los finger,

'inhere else ran you go for Iva, than $2.50 s person soil
11.0• an CV61141g el good tau dancing food and door prom,

Some quotes from the

wouanne.taerner

Bowsprit Maga-

zine: "I have never met so many
friendly, outgoing people in my life."
"Square dancing is the only place I've
seen where it doesn't matter what your
age, race, creed or occupation is." To
me it's a place to relax, an escape valve."
You leave a square dance feeling there
is a lot of good in the world."

5.'h

Coach Hines: fancy footwork
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The Fresno Bee, Fresno, California,
took a cartoon approach to its coverage, and did an outstanding job of
interviewing members of Dick
Waibel's Steppers & Stompers.
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With microphone in hand, Ted "Coach" tithes, qattS a square dancing tune for fifth- and Sixthgraders frOrn Danbury's !Robert* Avenue School at Western Connecticut State University In Danbury Hines, an associete professor of physical ediscation at WestConn, has been teaching square
dancing at the un iversity for the past 19 years
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The News Times of Danbury, Connecticut, interviewed Ted Hines, physical education
teacher at Western Connecticut State University. (Three photos above) Coach Hines
has taught everything from tennis to yoga,
weight-lifting to swimming but his favorite
subject is square dancing. "Square dancing
teaches social intercourse and helps one
develop social amenities . . . It also teaches
one to be comfortable with touching."
-
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The Spinning Wheels of Fargo, North Dakota, with their attractive club banner.

Working With the

Handicapable Dancer
1984, SQUARE DANCING
1 Magazine presented a list of caller/leaders
who work with exceptional dancers. It was
noted that the list would be updated in 1985
and you will find the compilation at the end of
this article.
It is heartwarming to receive letters from
callers and dancers who give of their time to
offer this activity to those who are limited in
the type of recreation in which they can participate. Here is a quote from Gary Stewart
which gets right to the heart of the subject: "It
may not be important to a lot of square dancers
but to square dancing it is very important (i.e.,
N SEPTEMBER,
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wneetenatrs). It

shows that square dancing is a hobby for
everyone and anyone can learn to square
18

dance. All you need is a smile, a tune, a caller
willing to teach and a partner willing to laugh
with you." Indeed, square dancing is for
everyone!

A Central Contact
This past year, the United Square Dancers
of America established a committee to coordinate information about individuals and groups
working with the disabled. This committee
will also serve as a forum for identifying such
groups and exchanging ideas beneficial to
their growth. The co-chairmen of the committee are Mac and Chieko MacKenzie and Frank
and Nancy Cherry. They can be reached at
P.O. Box 280, Gulf Breeze, Florida 32561
(telephone 904-932-6367). SQUARE DANCING Magazine intends to direct all future inSQUARE DANCING, July, 1985

formation as well as questions relating to
handicapable dancers to their attention and
suggests that all others working in this special
field contact them.
The Spinning Wheels
As a salute to all handicapable dancers, we
take a look at the Spinning Wheels of Fargo,
North Dakota. In April, 1981, the Fargo Park
Board asked Howard and Evelyn Clemens if
they would be interested in trying to establish
square dancing under their program. (You
may recall this was the International Year of
Disabled Persons.) The Clemenses were interested, having worked for many years with
such groups in Jamestown, and the Spinning
Wheels were formed. The club meets every
Wednesday evening from 7:00 to 9:00 PM, all
year 'round. Presently there are 15 members,
ages 18 to 66. The dancers propel themselves
in either manual or electric chairs. The club
dances all Mainstream basics and some Plus
movements which flow easily. In addition to
their own enjoyment, the Spinning Wheels
demonstrate and entertain at nursing homes,
senior citizen parties, basketball games,
shopping centers, schools, etc. Transportation is provided by the Fargo Park District
bus. The Clemenses are assisted by Bill and
Laurie Ness who take over when Howard and
Evelyn are out of town.

Evelyn
and
Howard
Clemens

Badge of Honor
Handicapable dancers, like square dancers
everywhere, are proud of their club badge.
The Anns & Andys, a mentally handicapped
group of El Cajon and San Diego, California,
is such a group. Dancing since 1973, the group
is currently led by Lola Kendrick and called
for by Mike Woods. The Anns & Andys have
participated in several local events and demonstrated at the 1976 National Square Dance
Convention in Anaheim.

ANNS
ANDYS

MARY
SAN DIEGO

1

Directory of Leaders of Exceptional Dancers
Bill Anderson, 215 Potter Ave., Staten Island,
NY 10314
Warren Berquam, 3775 County Rd. 92 No.,
Maple Plain, MN 55359
Horst Buresch, 3000 91 Hanover, West Germany
Jack & Lois Carroll, P.O. Box 142, Federalsburg, MO 21632 (wheelchair)
Frank & Nancy Cherry, 257 Man-O-War
Circle, Cantonment, FL 32533 (mentally
retarded)
Howard & Evelyn Clemens, 1336 Sandstone
Dr., West Fargo, ND 58078 (wheelchair)
Chuck Collings, 216 So. Collingwood Ave.,
Syracuse, NY 13206 (wheelchair)
Jim & Pam Cooper, 4956 Brewster Drive,
Columbus, OH 43232 (wheelchair
Richard & Jan Fehrmann, 2565 Telegraph, St.
Louis, MO 63125 (wheelchair)
Harold Fergus, 4429 Broadhurst, Columbus,
OH 43213 (mentally retarded)
Colin Fox, 9 Campbell St., Glen Waverly,
Victoria, Australia 3150 (blind)

Edna Gillespie, telephone (213) 280-5509,
Alhambra, CA (blind)
Edward Graff, 3261 Pasternack P1., San
Diego, CA 92123 (deaf)
Judy Hogan, 3536 No. Rifle Rd.,
Rhinelander, WI 54501 (mentally retarded)
Mary Jenkins, Mockingbird Hill-in-Minerva,
Olmsteadville, NY 12857
Gil Josephson, 719 So. Belgrade Rd., Silver
Springs, MD 20902 (wheelchair; psychiatric)
Nonie & Bob Joyce, Rt. 5, Box 34, Scottsboro,
AL 35768 (mentally retarded)
Mac & Chieko McKenzie (Committee for
Handicapable Dancers), P.O. Box 280,
Gulf Breeze, FL 32561
Peter V. Mazik, 435 Malboro Rd., Memphis,
TN 38119
Bea & Ed Murray, 9528 146th St., Edmonton,
Alberta T5N 2Z1 (wheelchair)

Please see DIRECTORY, page 116

Teen Dancers
by Barbara Bockelman, Laverne, Oklahoma
Don Main, Bearcat
Promenaders' caller/teacher

W

an old grandma going
to a teen dance and having a wonderful
time? That's what happened to this grandma
recently! Every tip was fun at the graduation
dance for a group of 30 teenage square dancers
calling themselves the Bearcat Promenaders
from Fargo, Oklahoma.
Ranging from seventh to twelfth graders,
the Bearcats took 14 weeks of lessons in the
local community center from Don Main, Vici,
Oklahoma. The young dancers, representing
almost half of their local school enrollment in
their grades, graduated with a flourish of left
allemandes, right and left grands and a variety
of other Basic and Mainstream calls.
These teenagers have been appearing first
as observers and then as participants with
older, more experienced dancers at the area
square dances. As one seasoned dancer
stated, "These youngsters amaze and almost
embarrass me. Anything new the caller walks
us thru, they know after one time. It may take
OULD YOU BELIEVE

me several tries before I catch on."
The teenage club is the idea of John and
Georgia Gilchrist, whose daughter is one of
the Bearcats. The Gilchrists said, "We live in a
community of about 300 people. There's little
for youngsters to do and people wanted something that is good, clean fun. Since we enjoy
square dancing so much, we thought we'd try
to interest the teens in our activity."
Response was enthusiastic with 40 young
people arriving for the first lesson; 30 of these
graduated. Other community members gave
wholehearted support with time, money and
encouragement.

The Caller's Reaction
Enthusiasm for the youth project showed
in Don Main's voice when asked why he was
interested in the teen group. "For one thing,
we have young square dancers in our family
and we enjoy the activity together. This is a
family activity." And as he talked, he looked at
the group gathered on the dance floor enjoy-

The kids dancing with adults at an area dance.

All photos by Barbara Bockelman

Some of the Bearcats
gather for a group photo
during a dance.

ing refreshments. "Just look at the mixture of
ages out there — teens, their parents, their
grandparents and their guests. There's no
generation gap here. You know, a basic rule of
square dancing is that you don't pass up a
square to dance with someone more to your
liking. Everyone mixes and has a good time.
Main continued, "And another thing — because square dancing is a basic American
dance, it gives them a sense of heritage. Also
since no drinking, profanity or rough movements are allowed, it's a mighty good place for
teenagers to be. Anytime a community can get
kids involved in square dancing, it will help
keep them off the streets and busy doing
something constructive.

View from the Teens
One of the young dancers, Eric Pittman,
grinned as he explained why he became interested in square dancing. "I wanted to square
dance because I watched Grandpa and

Grandma dance and thought it would be fun.
Now Grandpa says he's afraid I may get to be a
better dancer than he is."
Another dancer, Sally Aim Wade, pointed
out that she was first introduced to square
dancing in elementary physical education at
Arlington, Virginia. "I really enjoyed it then,
so when I heard that square dance lessons
were beginning, I decided to join."
The Elk City Cloggers, a youth group aged
7 —13, along with an adult clogging group,
provided intermission entertainment. The
sloggers, taught by John James of Leedey,
Oklahoma, have pedbrmed at the recent New
Orleans World's Fair, at the Oklahoma State
Square Dance Festival and at the Red River
Community House in New Mexico.
Several members of area square dance
clubs joined the Bearcat Promenaders at their
graduation making it a mixture of ages having
a good time dancing together.

YOUR 1985 PREMIUM RECORDS THEY'RE A HIT!
If, by any chance you haven't ordered your four LPs this year, you're missing
something really great! For the first time, one record label, Chaparral, took on the
project and four of its callers, Ken Bower, Jerry Haag, Beryl Main and Gary Shoemake
have turned out a fabulous series with one record each in the Basic, Mainstream, Plus
and A-1 programs. As a subscriber you're entitled to purchase any or all. They're only
$2.25 each or $2 when you order two or more. Interested? Send for a flyer.
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1985
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The High Road
the Low Road
the Long Road
To Scotland
Patty and Gary Ping
N 1973 GARY AND PATTY PING were

introduced to
1 square dancing at the Naval Base in Rota,
Spain. (You may recognize that's quite a bit
south of Scotland.) Upon completing their
lessons, they joined the Rota Whirlaways.
Several months later, a callers class was instigated and both Gary and Patty joined it. Unfortunately the teacher was transferred back
to the States a short time later and that ended
the Pings' calling lessons.
When they were transferred to Pensacola,
Florida, they continued their dancing and also
had their first baby. (Florida, too, is not in a
direct line with Scotland.) When Stacey was a
year old, Patty wrote Dick Armstrong, who
had introduced them to calling, asking how to
continue her instruction. Dick replied by
phone and sent his extra turntable until she
could buy one of her own. With this encouragement Patti began practicing at home and

soon was presenting one singing call each
week at their club dance.
Three-and-a-half years later the Pings
moved further south in Florida to Homestead
AFB. (This is really taking the long road to
Scotland) Here, Patty became serious about
her calling and taught her first beginner
square dance class . . . and her second . . .
and her third, which had 10 squares. She also
attended a callers school run by Jack Las ry and
Al Brundage. During this time the Pings were
introduced to Vi and Stan Nye from Great
Britain, who, when they returned home, sent
Patty a copy of Let's Dance, the British square
dance publication.

The Road Ends
The Pings' next move was to (yes, they
finally made it) Scotland. Upon arrival Patty
joined the British Callers Association and immediately started teaching a clogging class

The Tartan Twirlers include a wide age span, if the little one on mama's lap may be considered a member.
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Members of the first
graduating class ready
to receive their
diplomas.

(which is one of her fortes). The graduates
from this class helped form her first Scottish
beginner square dance class which graduated
in September, 1984. These new dancers became a club, calling themselves the Tartan
Twirlers. (Tartan, of course, is the word used
for the different plaid materials signifying various Scottish clans.)
In the ensuing months, the Tartan Twirlers
have danced at several Scottish galas, which
are fund-raising events, at local hospitals and
at the RAF Edzell Base activities, where they

are stationed. This past January, the Pings
were given a letter of appreciation by the
Commanding Officer of the Base commending them for their square dance activities.
Anyone traveling to Scotland (by a more
direct route, we hope) is invited to dance with
the Tartan Twirlers. RAF Edzell Base is located halfway between Aberdeen and
Dundee. The Pings can be reached by phone
at 03564-569, and, Patty says, "We love to
have visitors."
Mops make up the fourth couple during a stunt.

THE BOOKSHELF

Motion at the
Flip of the Hand
a reader wrote us recently
. . . why not put out one of those flipbooks on square dancing? You know, the kind
that has a picture on each page and you simply
flip the pictures in order to get the motion of a
square dance basic, in action." Most of us have
seen the type of book the writer was referring
to, one where perhaps a high-jumper is captured on film in a series of sequences which
shows the procedure to the cross-bars, the
take-off and each successive instance in the
jump. The individual can either flip through
the several dozen photos which are mounted
on successive pages in order to get the flow of
the action or he can stop at any point and study
exactly where a hand or foot should be placed
for the best results.
In coming up with what he thought was a
new idea, our correspondent brought to
memory at least two books that have appeared
in the past.

A

GREAT IDEA,

HONOR YOUR PARTNER — by Derlacher,
1949, published by the Devin-Adair Company,
New York
EEKING INTO A BOOK Oil square dancing written 35 years before is rather like opening
up a trunk that has been stored in the attic for
years. Out of the pages roll glimpses of square
dance history covering many years. Honor
Your Partner is one of those rare collections
that chronicles the past at just that point when
the gates of contemporary square dancing
were beginning to swing open. Like many
of its predecessors, this volume contains not
only background information on square dancing as it was during the period immediately
following World War II, but also the written
descriptions and calls of many dances with
accompanying musical arrangements. Although at this time, some of the major recording labels had started to produce records for

P
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Flip pages capture
the action
photo by Dave Draper

square dancing, most of these included the
calls and the individual just setting out to call
and teach others had to surround himself with
a band — a group of "live" musicians.
Although the volume has been out of print
for many years, you may still find a copy in
your local library or you might just check some
of the square dance record and book dealers
that advertise in this publication. It truly is a
collectors' item and one that is fun to read in
view of the changes that have been made in
the activity over the years.
It's also great fun to flip the pages of
THE SQUARE DANCE — published by Manning
Hall and Merton Bindery, Los Angeles, 1951
HIS "HOW TO" BOOK stresses the ease of learn-

ing to square dance through Flip 0 Vision
— simply read the basic and watch the action.
And the action of the Sage Brush Swingsters is
delightfully smooth as they whirl thru the allemande left, right and left grand, swing, etc. ,
in the style of the 50's. This may not be the
greatest teaching method ever devised but
some things never change. Listed among the
helpful hints is "Listen to your caller, as he is
the one who tells you what to do."
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1985

ADVANCED DANCING
by Bill Davis, Sunnyvale, Calfornia

Callerlab
Convention
Report
in Phoenix
addressed several topics of interest to Advanced and Challenge dancers (and callers).
They included the question of who are partners in a wave; the specifics of the crossing
rule for Advanced and Challenge calls; rule
changes on definition of chain reaction and the
Plus call . . . and roll. We shall discuss each
one.
Who is Your Partner in a Wave?
This question was raised at the Chicago
convention in 1984 because of the vote to
delete from the preamble to the Advanced
definitions the statement ". . . For the purposes of these definitions ends and adjacent
centers in a wave shall be identified as partners." The Callerlab Program Coordinating
Committee (PCC) was charged with the responsibility of making a recommendation on
the answer to the question, "Who is your
partner in a wave?" The PCC recommended
that the question should be treated as a nonissue since it does not affect choreography in
popular use today. I agree that partner in an
ocean wave is not referred to in spoken choreography at the Plus level or below and, hence,
in that context is a non-issue. I must now
conclude, however, that since the intent of
the non-issue recommendation relates to
"choreography" and not to definitions that it is
appropriate for the Advanced definitions
committee to reinstate the preamble statement previously used, i.e., for the purposes of
the definitions only, ends and adjacent centers in waves are identified as partners.
The Crossing Rule
The PCC suggested that each program review its definitions and state explicitly for each
definition what the crossing path should be.
The Challenge definitions subcommittee

T

HE APRIL CALLERLAB CONVENTION
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therefore agreed on the following: Cross cast
back and pass the axle would specify a right
shoulder pass. (The Challenge definitions
have been approved by the definitions subcommittee and, on their recommendation, by
the Challenge committee. They are being
sent out to all members of the Callerlab Challenge committee for use on a trial basis for one
year as a prerequisite to their being adopted
on a permanent basis.) Crossing rule specifics
were not addressed at the Advanced level because the approved wording of the definitions
that might have been affected (e. g. , cross cloverleaf) already addressed the sense of the
rule by calling for a sashay action, i.e., belle
goes first.
Definition Changes
After much debate the definition of chain
reaction was modified • slightly. The exact
wording is to be worked out by the definitions
subcommittee to the effect that the very center dancers and the dancer they face are to
pass by the shoulder that is opposite to the
hand hold of the very centers. Thus, from a
left-hand one quarter tag facing dancers pass
left shoulders. The definition of and roll at the
Plus level was changed (clarified?) by adding
to the explanatory note at the end of the definition the statement that those standing still at
the end of the call preceding and roll will do
nothing for the and roll. Thus, for swing thru
and roll from a right-hand wave or facing couples the new ends would not roll. That is, they
must determine that when they complete
their part of the call others are still moving,
hence, they must be standing still and cannot
roll. For the first time we now have a definition in which a dancer must know what another dancer is doing in order to execute his
part correctly. Specific calls other than swing
thru were not discussed so that the intent on
many calls is not known (e.g., curlique and
roll, spin the top and roll, mix and roll, to
name a few). These results, even though they
25

may be unpopular with some at the moment,
could have the effect of settling some points
that have been controversial in the past.

After Thought
The age-old question of hands came up via
the styling committee's recommendation.
Hands up was reaffirmed. An additional admonition was included to apply to all standards established by the styling committee, to
wit, ". . . it is the obligation of all members

. . . to wholeheartedly subscribe to the established standards of . . . styling . . ." Previously, all Callerlab program determinations,
including the content (calls) on the lists themselves, were offered as suggestions for those
who felt the need. Most took the suggestions
as direction; but there was no obligation. The
question now arises, "What is the definition/
intent of the idea of obligation?" Sanctions
were not discussed. Time marches on!

MOSTLY
MODULAR
by Cal Campbell, Ft. Collins, Colorado
of the square dance
figures were built around geometric patterns. Dorothy Shaw always told us that any
good square could be drawn as a large symmetric doodle and she used to illustrate the
point with examples on the fellowship notes.
It seems like we have lost this feeling in much
of the modern choreography we dance today.
It is a real pleasure to find the occasional caller
who obviously pays attention to the overall
choreography of the dance and doesn't just
call whatever comes to mind in the heat of the
moment. Several of the Mainstream basics
lend themselves to geometric patterns and
can easily be fitted into modular choreography. Cloverleaf is a good example. Try drawing out a doodle of the following two setups
and I think you will see what I mean.

M

ANY YEARS AGO, most

ZS-ZB
Four ladies chain
Heads pass thru
Cloverleaf
New centers pass
thru

ZS-ZL
Four ladies chain
three quarters
Sides pass thru
Cloverleaf
New centers pass
thru
Star thru

In the following zeros, two types of patterns
are formed. In the first two, the cloverleafs are
done by two couples. In the last two, a double
pass thru is used to set up an even larger
geometric pattern. Be careful to assure that
your timing allows the dancers to dance large
comfortable cloverleafs.

ZB-ZB
Pass to the center
Centers half square
thru
Cloverleaf
New centers pass
thru

ZL-ZL
Centers turn thru
Cloverleaf
Ends start thru
Square thru
three quarters
Slide thru

ZB-ZB (tz)

ZL-ZL (tz)

Pass to the center
Double pass thru
Cloverleaf
Centers pass thru

Ladies chain
Pass thru
Wheel and deal
Double pass thru
Cloverleaf
Centers right and
left thru
Pass thru
Star thru

Two conversion modules round out the set.
Please notice that the conversion from a zero
box to a zero line is a technical conversion.

ZB-ZL (tz)
Star thru
Pass thru
Double pass thru
Cloverleaf
Centers flutterwheel
Pass thru
Star thru

ZL-ZB
Diagonal end
ladies chain
Pass thru
Wheel and deal
Double pass thru
Cloverleaf
Centers pass thru
Right and left thru

CONTRA NMI m444004400
W

that there desires of ever becoming a caller, you might
are many of you who have an interest in like to try moving some of your square dance
contra dancing that goes beyond the stage of friends through an evening of contras in your
curiosity. Perhaps you've danced one of the home, using a selection of the fine, with-calls
long line dances and would like to learn more. records that are available.
Why not spend a little time this summer in
Or maybe you've read about them in this column but have never seen them danced let learning more about the contras? There might
alone had the opportunity to participate in be someone in your area who calls them and
even one of the hundreds that are available you might be able to actually get in there and
give them a try. Or, if you're heading to one of
today.
It might be that as a contemporary caller, the many summer vacation institutes, you
you would like to add a dash of the variety to might aim for one that includes contra dancing
your program that this traditional form has to on the program — a number of them do.
If this interests you, why not plan now to
offer. You may realize that for a large part,
contras can be done with the simplest of include contras in your fall classes and club
square dance basics. This means they can be dances and use the balance of the summer
introduced to your new dancers along with the months to get ready. Incidentally, the Contra
squares with the result that your dancers will Manual" can be ordered from the American
get a stimulating taste of dancing to the musi- Square Dance Society, using the special order
cal phrase. You might like to try them out on form on page 122.
your more experienced dancers who have a
CONTRA LEADER PASSES
natural desire to learn all they can about the
Art Seele, long-time square dance caller
many facets of the activity.
and strong supporter of contras as a vital
Perhaps you're a teacher and cuer of round part of the square dance scene, succumbed
dances and, realizing that contras are also to a heart attack on June 5th. Art, who up to
prompted or cued in a similar fashion to the last April was Chairman of the Callerlab
rounds, might like to try your hand at intro- Contra Committee, was author of a number
ducing them to your dancers as a means of of popular contras, including Rutgers
adding a new dimension to your program.
Promenade. Our sympathies to his wife
Or, as a dancer with no grand illusions or Anida, his daughter Betsy Gotta, and other
members of the family.
E ARE CONTINUALLY REMINDED

EXPERIMENTAL NOTES

I

Compiled by Ray Rose, Van Nuys, California

R & R: From waves, lines and some T-bones: Centers run & roll; new centers trade and roll.
From a static square

:

Heads lead right . . circle to a line
Right and left thru . .. pass thru
R&R
. right and left
Centers pass thru

SQUARE DANCING July, 1985
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TAKE A GO
LO

a feature for dancers
LET'S TAKE A LOOK
AT EMPHASIS CALL
SCOOT BACK

JOE

BARBARA

A

B

C

F
BARBARA: Even more important than the

movement: Starting formation — box circuquarterly selections in our estimation, are the late (A). Dancers facing in step straight for"Emphasis Calls" that Callerlab issues several ward to join adjacent forearms (B) turn half
times each year. Instead of coming up with (180°) and step forward to end in the position
something new all of the time, this program vacated by the dancer who was facing out (C).
sets out to improve current dancing by under- Meanwhile, each dancer facing out runs into
scoring movements that tend to provide the position vacated by the dancer who is
trouble for the dancers. Last month we talked doing the forearm turn. When done from right
about the Circulate Family and this month, hand boxes (A), the dancers facing in turn by
also a part of the Mainstream, we'll take a look the right (B) and the dancers facing out run
at another MS Emphasis call: Scoot Back.
right. When done from left hand boxes (D) the
JOE: Because the definitions tell it all, we dancers facing in turn by the left (E) and the
like to repeat what Callerlab has said about the dancers facing out run left.
28
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The Dancers uktiql.clittla
COMMANDMENTS OF PUBLICITY
y

MONTH we included 10 Commandments of Advertising. This month we take
a look at the following helpful suggestions re
girding publicity which come from K. Stanley
and are reprinted from the NSSARDA
NEWS, publication of the North Shore
Square and Round Dance Association on the
East Coast.
AST

(1) Thou shalt get the work out, by answering
the five W's — who, what, when, where
and why.
(2) Thou shalt not take anyone's name in vain;
information doubly, or thou
always be
might be guilty of libel.
(3) Thou shalt always meet deadlines or thou
shalt find thy communications in the circular file.
(4) Thou shalt type all releases double-spaced
and include thy name and telephone
number, for otherwise how shall thy information be verified?
(5) Thou shalt pass thy files on to the next
chairman so the wheels of progress shalt
not clog.
(6) Thou shalt think ahead.
(7) Thou shouldst have personal contact with
other publicity people. "A friend in need
is a friend in deed,"
(8) Thou shalt compile a list of newspapers
and radio stations in thine area so that thy
releases will flow smoothly and take less
time to send forth.
(9) Thou should be sure that thee, and only
thee, does thy job. All media information
should be cleared with thee first.
(10) Keep thy image clean so that thy
fellowmen will realize that square dancing is a serious and dedicated, yet enjoyable endeavor.
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1985

BADGE OF THE MONTH

JACK
ALLISON
SOUTHERN LIGHTS
HENDERSONVILLE. N.C.

4
Question: Take a group of people who
work at a General Electric plant that makes
outdoor lights, offer them square dance lessons, and upon graduation when they decide to form a club, what will they call it?
Before you answer, add one more bit of
information: They live in the South.
Answer: Southern Lights.
Obviously the lights have shone brightly
for these fine folk for they started with 26
members in 1982 and today their club has
grown to 100.
The Southern. Lights dance Mainstream
with announced Plus tips and include two
rounds between squares. Meeting the first
and third Saturday of each month, they
welcome all visitors to Hendersonville,
North Carolina.
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FLAW NAMEIsiN&oil

CLUB FUN

SQUARE
DANCE
BINGO

NAVE PEOPLE SiiN THEIR NAMES-ONE To
A SOW, UNTIL SHEET 15 FULL -

NAMES WILL B E CALLEb B1114.0 STYLE!

FREE

and a

COUNTDOWN
GAME
T

Square Dance Club in card, it is crossed off or punched out. The
Oregon share the following idea as an ex- individual with the first straight line (horizoncellent way to get-acquainted or to extend tal, vertical or diagonal) completed — wins.
fellowship within a club or class.
The prize? That's up to you. It might be a
Based on the well-known game of bingo, free admission to the next dance or whatever
this sheet of paper is to be filled with mem- suits your program best.
bers' names (instead of numbers). As each
To play Name Bingo, you need a minimum
person arrives, he or she is given a bingo of three squares present or it will be impossisheet. It is up to them to get other club mem- ble to complete a bingo cards with names.
bers to sign, one name per square. While this
To make the games, simply make a master
signing is taking place, it provides a good op- sheet and then duplicate it in whatever quanportunity for people to visit with each other. tity you will need.
Simultaneously as each person arrives, he
A simple idea but one which can add a little
should sign a separate sheet of paper or a card something extra to an upcoming dance. Keep
which is then put into some kind of container it fun by playing it just once (an evening).
(box, jar, bag, etc.). These identifications will
Countdown Game
be used later to call out the bingo names.
The Lads and Plaids also share an idea they
At some point in the evening, possibly dur- used at their Christmas dance last year. They
ing an intermission or at the refreshment called it "Christmas Countdown," and
break, the program chairman will draw the awarded colorful poinsettia plants as prizes.
names. Be sure each member has either a However the idea could be adapted to any
pencil to cross off the names or something dance, at any time of year. Like Name Bingo,
with which to poke a hole through the names. it is quite simple in format but adds something
Then in the manner of a regular bingo game, extra to an evening.
as a name is called, if that name appears on a
The Lads and Plaids used the idea during
30

HE LADS AND PLAIDS
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their refreshment period, awarding a separate
prize to each refreshment table. Thus many
individuals won, which made it especially interesting.
Each person was given a sheet of paper and
a pencil. They very quickly completed the
questions and then, working together at each
table, discovered who had the highest point
value. These individuals stood, were recognized, and received a gift. The questions
asked by this club were as follows. Obviously
the questions could be changed to suit any
club's personality and point values could be
adjusted as desired.
Points for years you have danced
(2 points per year)

Th WA KTI
If you have been president or past
president of the club (25 points)
If you have held any elected club
office (10 points)
If you have ever danced in a square
with a club caller (1 point)
If your birthday occurs in December
(10 points)
If your birthday is today (50 points)
If you finished this list (5 points)

If you both square and round dance
(10 points)
Number of letters in your first name
(2 points for each letter)

Total the points
An occasional extra-curricular stunt or

theme adds spice to any club dance.

A SQUARE DANCE CUP PLATE
C

in addition to dancing,
L.3 sometimes have other unique hobbies.
Such a couple is Susie and Art Griep of Huntington Beach, California. For many years the
Grieps have collected cup plates.
You say you don't know what a cup plate is?
Well, we didn't either until Susie and Art
presented us with one of their tea rose pink
cup plates. Approximatey 31/2" in diameter,
these were used in early days along with deep
saucers and cups without handles. The cup
was placed on the cup plate, after pouring the
hot drink into the saucer to allow it to cool and
then to be drunk.
Cup plate collectors have an annual convention just like square dancers. They buy
their cup plates in antique stores, flea
markets, auctions, from each other, and, like
most hobbyists, are constantly on the lookout
for these tiny objects.
There are also contemporary cup plates,
such as the one Art Griep has designed. The
mold, following his design, was made and cast
by hand in Ohio. Each cup plate is made by
hand so each will be a tiny bit different.
The Grieps are donating all profits from the
QUARE DANCERS,

sale of this cup plate to various non-profit
square dance organizations. Their limited
edition cup plate is entitled "Square Dancing
American Folk Dance." It depicts dancers
doing early square dance figures. If you're
interested, you can contact Art and Susie at
P.O. Box 2162, Huntington Beach, CA 92647.
Square dance figures in various formations dance
around the perimeter of the cup plate. The photo does
not do justice to the detail of this delicate work.

criaeitional orreasury

X

By Ed Butenhof, Rochester, New York
L SCHEER, A TRADITIONAL CALLER from

Colorado, wrote me to say one of his new traditional dancers who had originally come from
Scotland, had asked him to do Strip The Willow, an old favorite there. Al didn't know the
dance and asked if I could help, since I also
have some folk dance background. As it happens, I did know the dance and when I wrote
him, it occurred to me that you might be
interested too. It's not a square but it's a four
couple dance and would be a nice change of
pace for your dancers. I wrote Al as follows:
"We saw Strip The Willow done in Scotland at a party. The phrasing was almost nonexistent though I'm sure it had phrasing once.
Any reel will do as long as it's fairly fast. The
party crowd liked it wild and exhilerating
rather like western traditional square dancing
as opposed to the New England variety."
STRIP THE WILLOW
Formation: Four couples in a line with four men
facing four women as in the Virginia Reel.
First couple turn partner twice around then
First lady reel the set
Lady goes left to second man, right to partner,
etc., but the man simply walks down the center
working only with his partner.
First man reel back
When they reach the bottom, the first man
reels back in the same manner; this time the
woman walks up the center reeling only her
partner.
Both reel down
When to the top they both reel down in normal
Virginia Reel mode.
Second couple reel
The second couple begins the same pattern
as soon as the first goes by, but before they're
finished. The first couple stops at the bottom
when they finish their reel.

When I saw it, the reels were done as fast as
possible and each couple started as quickly as
a space opened for them and each went
through the pattern several times — until
tired. Though normally for four couples, I
saw it done with five and six in several cases,
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also. Have fun with it.
Some of our squares derive from folk
dances (and also the reverse). This one was put
together by Ted Sannella, a traditional caller
from Massachusetts, and was based on the
German folk dance, Der Windmueller.
PIONEER POLKA QUADRILLE
Music: Mount Gabriel Reel is suggested but
other reels will work fine, or try a polka.
—, Head couples polka around
They polka round each other and end leaving
the ladies back to back in the center, men back
home.
—

—

—

, Side couples polka around
The same thing. Ladies are now all in the center looking out and the men are all home.
Gents right single file
They promenade all the way around (looking
the ladies over), take a wide path, there's plenty
of time.
Right to partner left to next
All balance forward
and back
Turn half by the left, — — balance again
Turn full by left and the ladies chain
A fast turn to get full around in four counts,
couples should be told to close up the space
between them to make it.
Chain back
, Take your corner promenade
5

—

—

—

—

—

—

—,

—

—, Head couples polka around
Do twice for head couples, then twice for side
couples.
—

—

—

THE HERITAGE OF DANCE
If square dancing is indeed the folk dance of
this country then it seems significant that
those who take part in it be aware of its many
forms and are able, even if only to a small
degree, to dance some of the dances of the
past. Being aware of the roots and being able
to enjoy a heritage square or two is like adding
an extra dimension to our joy of dancing.
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ROUN DANCER

Especially
for Callers

MODULE

Here are some helpful tips
to callers in planning for
their fall square dance classes
TN COOPERATION WITH CALLERS who might like
some guidance in using rounds within the
square dance program, Roundalab publishes a
leaflet that briefly covers some of the more
important aspects of teaching the basics of
round dancing. Since rounds tend to generate
smoothness in dancing as well as an awareness
of timing and listening, it is suggested that
they be included in a square dance basic class.
Rounds can, and do, include simple mixers
and line dances.
Here are some excerpts from Roundalab's
Callers Manual:
A Lesson Plan
Use your teaching skills for rounds as for
squares with this major exception: Round figures must be shown and demonstrated, as
well as spoken. Also emphasize that steps
must be taken in the correct number and on
the beat, as in square dancing. This will also
strengthen your emphasis on timing, rhythm
and listening.
Begin early in the class progression, even
the first night. The new dancers will accept
rounds as just another part of the overall program.
Structure your current lesson plan to include an introduction to rounds. One "tip" or
module per night is about all that should be
programmed.
Explain your purpose, identify terms, directions, positions, poise, balance, unity of
partners, and otherwise create a solid and
proper foundation for teamwork.
Develop basics through slight variations of
the rhythmic walk. Pyramid this development
by further varying one step of each basic to
create a new basic. Example: Change the
third step of a side two-step from side to forward and we create the box. Change the secSQUARE DANCING, July, 1985

ond step from close to behind and we have a
vine, etc.
Drill dance basics thoroughly.
After graduation, encourage your dancers
to join an easy round dance club or class and
you continue using mixers and easy rounds.
Successful Teaching Techniques
(1) Use extra amount of time for demonstrating a movement along with oral instructions. (2) Do not rush the individuals or class
through a particular movement. (3) As you
teach, put movements together that flow together. (4) Keep dancers at ease and with a
smile on their faces. (5) Do not pick on individuals by name when they have a problem
following instruction, but rather have the class
go through the difficulty together, providing
further demonstration and instruction. (6) Do
not let the leader of a square dance club push
you to get your class out of basics so they will
have more dancers at their dance. (7) Do not
try to teach too many basics in a lesson just
because you think a few are becoming bored
practicing a certain figure that is difficult for
others. (8) Do not use the same piece of music
in a lesson for the whole lesson; use a variety of
music that is good. (9) Do a lot of hash cueing
as the class progresses, but be sure that your
cues flow well and most certainly should work
out with the phrasing of the music. (10) Keep
enthusiasm in the dancers. (11) Build their
confidence. (12) Use standard Roundalab
terminology.
This introductory manual for callers also
includes a suggested sequence in teaching the
basic round dance steps. There is information
with regard to the definitions of positions,
figures, and the all-important understanding
of' a cue sheet. There is a recommended sequence for teaching mixers and easy rounds so
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that every dance taught builds on the knowledge gained from learning the previous one.

Suggested Dances
The following dances will provide material
which can be successfully included in the
square dance beginner program:
Flip Flop Mixer (Grenn 15006) Introduces
line of dance, facing position, banjo position.
Everywhere Mixer (Grenn 15005) Center of
hall, reverse line of dance, side-close-sideclose, do sa do. Be sure dancers take eight
steps on the do sa do.
Winter Mixer (Grenn 15013) Varsouvienne
position, adjust, one step balance, star and
twirl. The one step balance is the square
dance Alamo style balance.
Summer Comfort Mixer (Grenn 15012) Introduces butterfly position and grapevine.
Also reverse line of direction.
Manning's Mixer (Grenn 15011) Vine, right
and left grand, square dance swing. An Alamo

Marie and Harold Loess N. Riverside Illinois
▪ N MANY WAYS,

Harold and Marie are sym▪ bolic of a good number of square and round
dance leaders throughout the country who,
for many years, have quietly gone their way
bringing happiness and fun through dancing
to countless people and now, in semiretirement, can reminisce with joyful satisfaction.
Harold and Marie were most active for
close to 35 years and reluctantly set aside
round dance teaching responsibilities when
Marie developed a knee problem. They have,
however, maintained the associations and
friendships made throughout the busy, tightly
scheduled years. "We like to stay in touch
with our people," said Marie, "so we continue
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balance uses a close instead of a touch used in
previous mixers. The right and left grand is a
wrong way grand.
I Miss My Swiss (Belco 290) Kick and a solo
roll.
White Silver Sands (Grenn 14028 Cue sheet is
written in 2/4 time. The first option on the
balance is recommended.
Jessie Polka (Blue Star 1588) Forward twostep, second and third steps done on second
beat of measure. No hold. Additionally:
Left Footers One Step and Sleepy Time Gal
make up the basics. If you wish to take your
class further, the booklet contains 10 more
recommendations for dances to be used progressively. Other teaching manuals are also
available to guide you through the more intricate levels of round dance instruction, if you
desire. For your complete copy of the Roundalab Callers Manual, write to 3 Churchill
Rd., Cresskill, NJ 07626.
to attend festivals and occasional meetings."
Charter members of the Chicagoland Round
Dance Leaders Society, they have served as
President, Secretary and Treasurer of the organization. Up until the eighties, they taught
three classes a week — basic, easy and
intermediate/advanced. Rounds for three
square dance clubs were on the agenda as well
as the Round Dance Whirl and Hoedown
Club, which met regularly for over 20 years.
Marie explains, The group no longer exists
because arrival of the golden years gradually
took half the members to Florida and the remainder to Mesa, Arizona, where many continue to dance."
In addition to teaching rounds, Harold
called and taught square dancing for 8 years.
As choreographers, they introduced a number
of well-accepted rounds. Among them was
Dreams of Happiness, a top selling record in
the 60's. When asked for an opinion on the
current state of rounds, Harold and Marie
agreed, "We're probably old-fashioned but if
dances were written to music instead of the
music picked to fit the choreography, the result would provide routines far easier to remember and smoother to dance. If the melody
repeats itself, then why not also repeat the
pattern? We believe music talks, and if you
listen it will tell you what to do."
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1985

The CALLERS
Nine Month Classes

-■■

by Jack Murtha, Yuba City, California

A

should be like a fine meal. There should be
time to enjoy each course and each one should be of uniformly high
quality leaving the diner eagerly waiting for the next course to be served.
At present, many square dance classes for the neophyte are horribly unbalanced, rushed and of poor quality. Instead of newcomers eager to go on, there
are too many who are only eager to get out. We are serving many rich desserts,
but no salads or fruits and the newcomer can justly ask, "Where's the Basics?"
Those who sponsor nine month dancing programs have the opportunity to
serve a gourmet meal to their new dancers.
The Basic Program is the salad, soup and hors d'oeuvres. It is ideal for a 36
week school year taking 29 sessions for lessons and presenting 49 of the most
important basics in square dancing. The new learner can learn these calls well
in the time given and can feel very competent dancing them. Better yet, even
an inexperienced teacher has time to present some of the half sashayed and left
handed versions so important for skilled dancers today. There are two extra
bonuses: (1) When the class stops for the summer, the new dancers will feel a
great sense of accomplishment having learned well the Basic Program calls. If
an opportunity presents itself during the summer, they will go dancing and feel
very competent dancing with strangers and friends alike. (2) Also, because of
the pleasant and successful first course, they will look forward to the next
course starting in September.
The Mainstream Program is the main course. Between September and
December new dancers complete the main course and graduate at the height of
the square dance season! The club has from January through May to get them
involved in club activities, to take them on visitations and to festivals and to
convince them that they, the new dancers, can have a great time in this new
recreation.
Other Wonderful Programs now available are the desserts. These programs
add greatly to the richness of the square dance activity. The skilled Mainstream
dancer can choose to participate in contra, clogging, round dancing, traditional
and Plus programs, or even better, become a caller!
Contrast this with present practices in which nine month classes try to teach
all the Mainstream (or worse, the Plus) calls between September and May. The
class has felt rushed, had too limited practice with many basics and has had very
few variations of the calls which are most flexible and interesting. They
graduate and end their lessons at the lowest point in the square dance year!
Looking forward to several more months of confusion, broken squares and
GOOD SQUARE DANCE PROGRAM
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patronizing dancers dampen the new dancers' eagerness for the next course.
As one dancer told me, "I don't need another job, I already have one!"
Why don't all of us follow such a course schedule? Because in our rush to get
to the dessert we have cut out the salads and main dishes. There are few places
for Basic Program dancers to dance and Mainstream Programs are geographically spotty. There are marvelous Mainstream Programs in many areas, but
there are some areas which have eliminated them almost completely.
Rushed square dance classes remind me of the university athletic dilemma.
I just read of a well-known California State University which finds most of its
outstanding athletes are not earning an academic degree in the expected four
years. To get a degree, the athlete must come back after his playing days have
ended and take the academic courses necessary to graduate. Many square
dance clubs are doing the same thing. They rush new dancers through to
graduate telling them in effect, "Don't worry, we'll teach you to dance after you
join our club." We have the cart before the horse.

Areas Can Change Their Programs
With a cooperative effort those who must restrict their square dance seasons
to the months between September and May can work together to create a
better program. All the tools are in place:
Salad, Soup, Hors d'oeuvres — New dancers start in September and learn
the Basic Program. They complete their 30 week program feeling very competent and eager for the next course. If they miss several weeks of dancing over
the summer, it won't cause any problem because they have learned well the
program so far and will remember what they have learned.
Main Course —In September they continue their lessons (a real incentive to
come back) and by December they have learned well the Mainstream Program. They graduate at the height of the dance season. Between January and
May, they dance up a storm and have a great time with their club. They are still
eager when the summer break comes again.
Dessert —In September they can choose a dessert and start into an additional program or just relax and enjoy more of the main course. Well prepared,
they could choose contras, round dancing, Plus, clogging . . . we now have
many choices for well prepared new dancers.
I just called at the California State Convention and was amazed to find a large
Mainstream hall filled with dancers. Some came up and said, "We've decided
to dance in here where we can have some fun!" Perhaps dancers will soon start
voting with their feet for more Mainstream Programs. It occurred to me that if
several festivals reversed their general practice and put callers like Marshall
Flippo in a big Mainstream hall and the less skilled local callers in the Plus hall,
we might find the vote is really for the most interesting and enjoyable callers
and dancing not for Plus over Mainstream. Working together every area can
increase the quantity and quality of their Basic and Mainstream Programs and
should do so to the benefit of every new dancer for years to come.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: An educator and active square dance leader for over 30
years, Jack Murtha is well qualified to analyze and compare teaching programs.
His development of the activity in the school system, from elementary grades to
university, is notably recognized, as is his collaboration with Bob Ruff in the
recording of teaching albums. His timely "nine month classes" article is thought
provoking. If you are interested in the concept, write Dr. Jack Murtha,
Sutter County Supt. of Schools Office, 146 Garden Hwy. , Yuba City, CA 95991.

35TH NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION®
JUNE 26, 27, 28, 1986
Indianapolis Convention Center & Hoosier Dome

INDIANAPOLIS,
INDIANA

W

HEN THE NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION promenades to Indianapolis June

26-28, 1986, after a 20-year absence, the reconvening "back home again in Indiana" will
be a pleasant contrast for dancers.
In 1966 when the convention came to the
Hoosier state, Indianapolis was just stirring
from its Naptown image. But today, just as
there is a renewal of interest and national
recognition for square dancing, there is a renewal for Indianapolis; she is exploding into a
metropolis with all the vigor and enthusiasm
of a noisy hoedown.
There has been a rejuvenation of the downtown, site of the Hoosier Dome, in which
conventioneers will dance. Nearly $200 million in developments will be completed by
convention time. Two new hotels have
opened near the $77 million Hoosier Dome
and a third is planned. In the last two years 18
restaurants have opened within walking distance of the convention site. Shuttle trolleys
operate right past the Hoosier Dome. Carriages cart sightseers around the downtown
area. Fast interstate routes make suburban
hotels and motels less than 10 minutes from
dancing.
The Hoosier Dome and adjacent halls provide 300,000 square feet of dancing space and
the football field is a spectacular squaring-up
arena under a billowing ceiling of white, 95
feet overhead.
In this unusual setting, these practical aspects beckon an expected 40,000 to Indianapolis for the greatest spectacle in dancing:
Travel: Among the 15 airlines which land
in Indianapolis is Delta, designated the official
airline of the 35th National Convention,
which guarantees flying dancers the best rate
available.
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1985

Indianapolis is an easy drive from most
major cities: Boston is 941 miles; Dallas, 882;
Houston, 997; New York City, 646; St. Louis,
231; Chicago, 186, and Denver, 1,224.
Housing: Downtown Indianapolis, called
the Mile Square because of its shape and size,
offers more than 2,000 rooms, with more to be
ready by 1986. Outlying areas, only 10 minutes away, have nearly 9,000 more rooms.
Camping: Special camp sites for the convention total 2,200, and arrangements include
transportation to the convention center only
45 blocks away.
Climate: Indianapolis averages 71.7 degrees and June can be comfortably balmy.
June averages 4.09 inches of rain; a dry convention is a good bet. Relative humidity averages only 62 percent in June at 1 p.m.
In 1986, Indy is no longer in the sticks.
Good news for those who plan to dance under
the Dome in the heart of Hoosier hospitality.

ROSTER OF KEY PERSONNEL
Ernie & Barbara Stone, General Chairman
3529 Lantern Lane, Columbus, IN 47203
Don & Eleanor Walker, Asst. General Chairman
RR 5, Box 203A, Franklin, IN 46131
Bill & Louise Menke, Business
2305 Newton St., Columbus, IN 47201
Jim & Becky Long, Education
328 Indiana Ave., Sullivan, IN 47882
Jerry & Janet Adams, Registration & Housing
RR 1, Box 371, New Palestine, IN 46163
Phil & Rosa Cleary, Services
1402 North Pricilla, Indianapolis, IN 46219
Ron & Pat Herr, Program
RR 4, Box 210, Morgantown, IN 46160
Jerry & Mary Ann Hitler, Publicity
PO Box 142, West Newton, IN 46183
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on the arrangements
that fit into square dance choreography
also appears in the new CallerText which is
slated to be off the press and in the hands of
purchasers sometime during this month. This
program, together with the previous illustrated Formations series, gives dancers and
callers a two-way view, photographs and diagrams, of the wide variety of setups available
in this activity.
Once again, our thanks to the Bruce
Johnsons, the dancers in Santa Barbara, California, and photographer, Ron Kelley, for the
visual treatment.
HIS FIVE PART SERIES

ZERO COLUMNS: Alternating sexes in
each column with a girl in front of each boy.
Callerlab Designation: OC

The Arrangements
of Contemporary
Square Dancing
By Bill Peters, San Jose, California
Part V

Finally, here are the symmetric arrangements that occur in right facing columns (C).
Note that the numerical designations for column arrangements are related to the numerical designations for facing line arrangements.
If, from any lines arrangement we call touch
one quarter, the dancers would form a column
arrangement with the same number as the
original lines arrangement.
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00
DD OD
NUMBER TWO COLUMNS: Same sexes
together in each column; 2 boys leading 2
girls.
Callerlab Designation: 2C
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00

110
00

ONE HALF COLUMNS: Alternating sexes
in each column with a boy in front of each
girl.
Callerlab Designation: 1/2C

NUMBER ONE COLUMNS: Same sexes
together in each column; two girls leading
two boys.
Callerlab Designation: 1C
0

00
00

•

NUMBER THREE COLUMNS: A girl in
each of the four center positions, with a boy
at the head and a boy at the end of each
column.
Callerlab Designation: 3C

SQUARE DANCING, July, 1985

0
0
NUMBER FOUR COLUMNS: A boy in
each of the four center positions, with a girl
at the head and a girl at the end of each
column.
Callerlab Designation: 4C
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will be tied in with the Sesquicentennial. This
is the year to think "Texas Sesquicentennial
and Square Dancing." — Pete and Elsie Scher
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Those with items of special interest
should send them to NEWS EDITOR,
SQUARE DANCING, 462 No. Robertson
Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif. 90048.
Letters will be read and appreciated
although time may not allow the personal acknowledgment of each one.

Quebec
The 9th International Universal Round
Dance Council Convention will take place at
the Queen Elizabeth Hotel in Montreal, July
24-27. Seminars, clinics and evening round
dance parties make up the program. Further
information may be had from the Education
Chairpersons, Bill and Carol Goss, 722
Lawler Ave., Wilmette, IL 60091.
Texas
1985 is the 150th birthday of Texas. The
first town to receive its Sesquicentennial flag
was Tomball. Along with many special yearlong activities, Tomball has big plans for
square dancing this year. A barbecue and
country western dance will include square
dance exhibitions. Class and club activities

On August 2nd and 3rd, the Mississippi
Gulf Coast 23rd Annual Square Dance Festival will be held at the Convention Center
Exhibit Hall of the Mississippi Coast Coliseum in Gulport-Biloxi. Marshall Flippo will
call Friday night; Beryl Main and Dave Taylor
will take Saturday afternoon and evening.
Jerry and Barbara Pierce will cue rounds and
conduct a round dance workshop. Jason
Guthrie will entertain with his fiddling and
classical violin playing. For information contact Harold and Pauline Smith, 4502 Kendall
Ave., Gulfport 39501.
Ohio
Gus Heismann has been teaching and calling square dances for 50 years. Starting with
4-H Clubs in the 30's, YMCA's and a number
of halls in the Cincinnati area, Gus can truly
be called the father of square dancing in the
Southwestern Ohio area. His calling on the
WCPO-TV and WLW-TV Diamond Jubilee
Square Dance Show in the late 40's and early
50's was one of the primary factors that led to
the popularity of the activity in this area. Gus'
teaching philosophy is that square dancing is
something to enjoy both in the dancing and in
the fellowship inherent in this activity. In
1953 Gus and his wife, Marian, and their five
children purchased a farm, living in the house
and converting the barn into a square and
round dance center. The Hayloft has been a
beehive of dancing activities and, with the

Jerry and Janice Jestin and accompanying dancers aboard the Song of Norway. Four states and two provinces
were represented; all enjoyed combining dancing and sightseeing on their vacation.
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Square dancing enjoyed a "first" when it was held in 750-year-old Orebro Castle, Sweden.

help of the dancers, has been kept in good
repair over the years. Thanks for 50 years of
— Hayloft Twirlers
square dancing, Gus!

Sweden

There is a new tradition being born in Sweden, that of a "Castle" dance. The Narkes
Squaredancers in Orebro had 200 dancers
Washington
After 26 years of calling for clubs in participate last year and we plan to make it an
Longview and Olympia, Walt and Gladys annual event. The Orebro Castle is about 750
Williams, of Kelso, are retiring. The couple years old; the ground was done in the 12th
began square dancing in 1957 and it was "just Century; the towers came in the 1570's and
natural that Walt would also take up calling." what it looks like today came about at the end
As the youngest of 14 musically inclined sib- of the 18th Century. The 1984 dance was the
lings, he has performed with his family since first one ever done in Orebro Castle. The
age four at Grange functions and area social mayor of Orebro, who lives in the Castle,
affairs. Although Walt will no longer be call- came down and wondered what it was all about. We show her what we were doing; we
ing, the couple will continue to dance.
—Daily News take a grand march and then we dance for her.

Orebro Castle, Sweden.
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She was so interested, she wants us to ring
her when we start a new course in square
dance.
Anders Nyqvist
—

Colorado
The 27th summer of Saturday night square
dances is underway at Lyons Elementary
School Gym in Lyons. A different caller each
Saturday night; an excellent cuer each week.
All are invited. Overnight camping permits
can be obtained for Meadow Park by calling
823-6692

Illinois

Hawaii

The Prairie Promenaders of Farmer City
are an active club. They annually entertain at a
local nursing home. They design a float for the
annual local parade. They participate in two
community festivals by hosting free square
dances. They write a weekly square dance
news column in their weekly newspaper.
They participate in various club specials and
sponsor club visitations to other clubs. In addition, they believe in going that extra mile for
any club member in distress. This was shown
this past January when members turned out in
19° below zero weather to serve lunch at a
farm machinery auction of a recently deceased
member of the club. Portable space heaters
kept the large farm garage at a temperature
where bidders/buyers could partake of the
hot dogs, coffee and pie. — Roberta Persons

Square and round dancers on Oahu are
losing two very fine friends and round dance
teachers, Ed and Mary Susans. In retiring the
Susans are moving to the Mainland. During
their years on the island they have been active
in club and federation activities and brought
the first round dance club into the Hawaii
Federation of Square Dance Clubs. They
strongly advocate that square and round dancing belong together. The clubs in the area bid
them aloha and know that whatever area they
settle in they will be a valuable asset to the
square and round dance activity. Mahalo for
many years of friendship and dancing enjoyment.

Alaska
The 19th Annual Alaska State Square and
Round Dance Festival takes place July 3-6 in

Prairie Promenaders braved the
winter cold in Illinois to man a lunch
counter at a fellow club member's
farm sale.
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Daily dancing on the Tropicale under clear Mexican
skies was enjoyed by those who traveled with square
and round dance leaders, Pat and Kim Barbour, Iry and
Betty Easterday, Wade Driver, Starlynn and Johnny
Wykoff and Rita and Chris Veer.

terday. A highlight of the cruise was a
country/western concert put on by the staff
members.

More Ohio

Wasilla. Elmer Sheffield and Paul Marcum
are featured callers, backed up by local, state
and visiting callers at the Trail End dance.
Round dance workshops as well as evening
programmed rounds are part of the schedule.

Florida
The Florida Square and Round Dance Hall
of Fame selected Jack and Carolyn Lasry, (the
late) Jay and Mike Fenimore and Gordon and
Edna Blaum as 1985 inductees into the Flor— Bow & Swing
ida Hall of Fame.

At Sea
273 dancers, callers and support staff recently returned from a fabulous week aboard
the Tropicale. Dancing was enjoyed every day
aboard ship with the sports deck reserved just
for the use of the square dancers. Land visits
were made to Puerta Vallarta, Mazatlan and
Cabo San Lucas. Chris and Rita Vear organized the tour which included callers, Pat and
Kim Barbour, Wade Driver, Johnny Wykoff
and round dance leaders, Iry and Betty Eas-

The thirteenth recipient of the Leprechaun
Award and Central Ohio's newest honor couple are Pam and Jim Cooper. This time around
the award is truly a family affair. Jim's parents,
the Don Angles, were square dancers who
finally enticed Jim and Pam to try it in 1974.
Pam's interest in calling developed soon after
and in less than two years she had moved from
dancer to caller. At this point, the Coopers'
children joined the square dance ranks and
the Kalico Krowd square dance club became
truly a family unit, from caller to third generation dancers. In 1976 the Coopers saw
wheelchair dancers perform at the National
Convention in Oklahoma and the seed was
planted to work with these enthusiastic people. It wasn't long before The Wheel Chair
Kids came into being with Pam doing the
calling for them. Now the entire Cooper family travels with the Kids and while Shelly and
Rob have shared their parents for many years,
they also have gained 19 brothers and sisters.
In addition to dancing, family activities, including camping in the summer months, are
planned, and, of course, the families of the
wheelchair dancers join them for many of the
activities. Imagine traveling with a "family" of
some 67 people, especially when they attend a
square dance convention. It becomes mind
boggling and wallet flattening. To assist in the
finances, a Friendship Banner has been designed. A contribution of one dollar or more
puts your name on the banner, which is displayed on trips and helps with travel expenses. This is a couple (and family) Ohio is
— Bill and Elaine Lawn
very proud of.

THE BEST JUST GOT BETTER!
Last year Hilton Audio Products did a survey of Micro-75A
owners to find out what changes they would like to see in
their equipment. At this time we are proud to announce
the set born of that survey!
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• 20% MORE POWER

• MORE RANGE ON THE REMOTE MUSIC CONTROL
• OPTIONAL 110/220 VOLT SWITCH
• THE LATEST ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY
• TWO 1/4 INCH PHONE JACK SPEAKER SOCKETS
• STANDARD 3 PRONG AC POWER CORD
• SAME SIZE, WEIGHT AND PRICE!
For Full Information, Write or Phone:

HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS
1033—E Shary Circle, Concord, Ca. 94518
(415) 682-8390

FOR LEADERS IN SQUARE AND ROUND DANCING
July, 1985

HELPER CALLS
by Gene Trimmer, Paragould, Arkansas

S

listed in the Callerlab
Basic/Mainstream list are not really versatile in themselves, while they help other
calls become more versatile. The calls divide,
circle to a line and walk and dodge, among
others, tend to fit that category. Some of these
calls, or at least their choreographic principle,
may he used to provide a bit more than we
ordinarily use with them.
Divide — part of the separate family — is
more exact in its execution than separate because the dancers must, in divide, move one
quarter around the square to follow the next
call. Some interesting and fun things can be
accomplished with this call. It can be very
effective from static square, double pass thru
and trade by formations. It does require selective calling (outsides [trailers] divide and
anything while the centers do something else)
but with a bit of practice it can be accomplished very well. First, a few modules which
all stir the bucket in a sweep one quarter to the
right direction.
OME OF THE CALLS

All four flutterwheel
All four couples divide and star thru
Heads right and left thru
Sides right and left thru
All four ladies chain
All four couples divide and star thru

Sides right and left thru
While the heads divide and star thru
Zoom . .. pass thru
Sides square thru five hands
While the heads divide and star thru
All pass thru . trade by

We can also use all four couples divide and
touch one quarter to set up an Alamo style
circle or follow with box the gnat to end in a
right and left grand circle. Using all four couples divide to other facing dancer calls is also
possible. Let's do a bit of choreo with the call
divide.
Heads square thru five hands
Sides divide and star thru
All pass thru . trade by ... swing thru
Single hinge . . . boys run . . . lines pass thru
Wheel and deal ... centers square thru
While the others divide and star thru
Pass to the center
Square thru three quarters . . . left allemande
Sides pass thru . partner trade
Square thru five hands
While the heads divide and slide thru
All do sa do to make ocean waves
Swing thru . .. boys run .. . tag the line
Centers in . .. cast off three quarters
Pass thru ... wheel and deal . .. zoom
Grand right and left

We can also use this call for a few quick
setup modules to zero box as follows:

All four ladies chain
Heads right and left thru
Sides divide and star thru behind the heads
Everyone double pass thru
Leaders partner trade . . . swing thru
Boys run . . . ferris wheel ... star thru
Pass thru ... partner trade
Everyone divide and touch one quarter
Left allemande

Four ladies chain
Heads square thru five hands
While the sides divide and star thru

Everyone divide and
Touch one quarter to an Alamo style
Left swing thru ... left allemande

All four couples divide and star thru
All four flutterwheel

SQUARE DANCING, July, 1985
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Promenade ... don't stop
Heads wheel around
Pass thru . wheel and deal
Centers swing thru . single hinge . . . boys run
Everyone divide and
Touch one quarter to an Alamo style
Left swing thru
left allemande
Sides square thru . , swing thru . . boys run
Ferris wheel . . veer left . . veer right
Pass to the center . .. star thru and back out
Everyone divide and box the gnat
Grand right and left
All four ladies chain
All four couples divide and do sa do
Arm turn right to wrong way thar
(Boys center and star)
Shoot the star ... left allemande

Circle to a line is a call we use almost exclusively in standard position following a heads or
sides lead right. It need not be so because
there are many other ways we can lead into it.
We can even insert it midway in a routine and,
in doing so, add variety to what would otherwise be a simple and maybe even boring choreography.
For isolated sight or mental image use we
will first use it from a setup equal to heads or
sides lead right which then terminates in zero
lines. Following that we will use it with an
across the street box which will terminate in
facing lines with, as an example, the number
four couple facing the number one man and
number three lady. This particular setup can
be converted to a zero box with flutterwheel
. . . slide thru or any of its equivalent
modules.
Heads pass the ocean . . . swing thru
Swing thru ... boys run ... veer left
Circle to a line .. . pass thru
Wheel and deal . . swing thru . single hinge
Boys run ... right and left thru
Pass the ocean ... boys run ... veer left
Circle to a line .. . right and left thru
Pass thru ... partner trade
face partner
Turn thru ... left allemande
Sides touch one quarter .. . walk and dodge
Circle to a line .. . pass thru
Tag the line in .. . box the gnat
Right and left thru ... pass thru
Wheel and deal ... veer right ... veer left
Circle to a line . pass thru
tag the line
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Leaders U turn back ... box the gnat
Grand right and left
Heads swing thru ... slide thru
Circle to a line ... pass the ocean
Boys run ... couples circulate . . boys run
Swing thru . .. swing thru ... slide thru
Pass thru
wheel and deal . .. slide thru
Pass thru . partner trade
Reverse flutterwheel ... swing thru
Slide thru ... circle to a line
Pass the ocean ... swing thru
swing thru
Boys run ... promenade home

(Across the street box)
Sides lead right . . . touch one quarter
Split circulate ... boys run
Right and left thru . . . touch one quarter
Circulate ... boys run ... circle to a line
Pass the ocean . . . recycle . . . left allemande
Heads star thru ... pass thru
Right and left thru ... swing thru
Girls U turn back . . ferris wheel . . . veer right
Veer left ... circle to a line
Right and left thru . . . flutterwheel
Slide thru . . . pass thru . trade by
Swing thru ... boys run ... wheel and deal
Circle to a line ... right and left thru
Ladies chain . . . slide thru .. left allemande
Sides star thru . pass thru
Right and left thru ... eight chain four
Right and left thru
circle to a line
Right and left thru ... ladies chain
Star thru
. eight chain six
Right and left thru ... circle to a line
Right and left thru
flutterwheel
Star thru ... rollaway half sashay
Pass thru ... right and left grand

Now for a bit of mixed use with circle to a
line while we lead into it a bit differently. Be a
little careful when using this with dancers who
are not well versed in position use.
Heads half sashay ... touch one quarter
Girls run
circle to a line (girls break)
Pass thru .. wheel and deal ... zoom
Box the gnat ... square thru three quarters
Left allemande
Sides lead right
touch one quarter
Split circulate ... boys run
SPECIAL WORKSHOP EDITORS
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Workshop Editor
Joy Cramlet
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Touch one quarter ... circulate ... boys run
Right and left thru veer left
Ferris wheel .. . swing thru ... girls run
Veer left . . . circle to a line (girls break)
Touch one quarter ... circulate .. . boys run
Swing thru . .. turn thru
left allemande

In the Mainstream we can still use formations which are not actually within their definitions without ever naming those formations.
We simply use the Mainstream formations
contained within formations such as diamond
and give the dancers some experience at feeling it before we give it a name. When you
analyze the parallel diamond formation you
see an ocean wave contained in a box circulate
foursome and those formations we can use.
We do it by having the ocean wave swing thru
or single hinge or cast of three quarters, etc.,
while we give the outside four dancers in the
box something to do such as circulate, face in,
face out, U turn back, etc. Let us look at a bit
of it by first having boys in the box circulate
foursome, then the girls and then mix it.
Head ladies chain . . . head promenade halfway
Lead right ... right and left thru ... veer left
Girls single hinge . .. center girls trade
Boys circulate double
And the girls swing thru . girls single hinge
Ferris wheel ... pass thru
Left allemande
Sides touch one quarter .. . walk and dodge
Swing thru ... boys run
Girls single hinge ... center girls trade
Boys circulate and face in ... girls step thru
Star thru
couples circulate
Bend the line ... touch one quarter
Circulate double ... girls run
Right and left grand

Girls circulate double
While center boys trade
Boys swing thru and
Cast off three quarters . couples circulate
Tag the line right .. . couples circulate
Chain down the line . . . slide thru
Left allemande
Heads swing thru
slide thru
Circle to a line ... right and left thru
Dixie style to an ocean wave ... boys trade
Left swing thru . . . boys run . . . girls circulate
Boys cast off three quarters
Center boys trade . . . boys single hinge
Couples circulate . . . tag the line
Boys U turn back . . . star thru
Promenade

(Mixed)
Sides square thru ... touch one quarter
Ends circulate .. . center run
New centers single hinge
Very center girls trade
Wave swing thru while others
Box circulate and face in
Wave dancers step thru and
Star thru with outsides ... California twirl
Star thru . . . pass thru ... trade by
Left allemande

Since the glossary definition for along the
line (which includes down the line) was
changed to include ocean waves and two-faced
lines, we now actually have the MSQS call
chain down the line covered in the glossary.
By definition, the MSQS call is limited to right
hand two-faced lines or left hand ocean waves
but that still gives us a lot of choreography
while holding to the boy-courtesy-turninga-girl limitation.
Heads crosstrail thru
Separate around one (lines)
pass the ocean
Girls trade .. . swing thru . boys run
Chain down the line . . . pass thru
Bend the line ... right and left thru
Pass the ocean . . . girls trade . . . swing thru
Boys run ... chain down the line
Slide thru ... left allemande
.

Head ladies chain ... touch one quarter
Girls run ... pass thru ... touch one quarter
Centers trade ... boys fold
Dixie style to ocean waves . . . boys circulate
Girls run ... girls single hinge
Center girls trade .. . boys circulate
Girls swing thru ... girls single hinge
Couples circulate .. . tag the line left
Promenade home
Sides pass thru and cloverleaf
Double pass thru
leaders partner trade
Touch one quarter ... split circulate
Single hinge ... girls trade
girls run
Boys single hinge
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1985
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Sides lead right . . . veer left
Couples circulate . . . chain down the line
Flutterwheel ... pass thru
Wheel and deal .. . swing thru . .. boys run
Chain down the line . .. touch one quarter
Boys run ... circle to a line
Pass thru ... partner trade ... find corner
Left allemande

47

Heads right and left thru
Dixie style to an ocean wave .. . boys trade
Left swing thru .. chain down the line
Square thru ... slide thru
Right and left thru
Dixie style to ocean waves ... boys trade
Left swing thru ... chain down the line
Pass thru ... bend the line
Right and left thru
Dixie style to ocean waves ... boys trade
Left swing thru ... chain down the line
Slide thru ... left allemande
Sides pass the ocean . .. girls trade
Recycle ... pass thru ... touch one quarter
Scoot back ... boys fold
Dixie style to ocean waves . . . boys scoot back
Left swing thru ... girls circulate
Chain down the line ... touch one quarter
Circulate ... boys run
Square thru three quarters ... trade by
Touch one quarter . . scoot back . boys fold
Dixie style to ocean waves . . . boys scoot back
Left swing thru ... girls circulate
Chain down the line . crosstrail thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right ... veer left
Girls circulate . .. couples circulate
Chain down the line ... right and left thru

Dixie style to ocean waves . boys trade
Left swing thru ... girls circulate
Chain down the line ... flutterwheel
Star thru ... pass thru ... trade by
Square thru three hands
Left allemande

THREE TIDBITS
by Mike Sikorsky, Tustin, CA
Mainstream (squared set out)
Allemande left Alamo style
Swing thru
heads walk and dodge
Sides walk and dodge
Partner trade and roll
Right and left grand
Al (zero boxed out)
Swing thru . girls run
Cross over circulate
Cast a shadow
Right and left grand
Al (singing call)
Heads star thru and spread
Pass thru . turn and deal
Girls pass in
Girls square chain thru
Touch one quarter
Boys circulate
Swing .. . promenade

HERE'S YOUR PERSONAL COPY of
THE UP-DATED PLUS HANDBOOK
NOTE THE YELLOW CORNER

The Illustrated

PLUS

Movements of
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YOUR LEARNING AIDE
Just think, this invaluable guide to the PLUS program, the movements that follow the Mainstream
Program (Mainstream Handbook was included in
your June issue), are all here with the Callerlab
definitions, styling and timing notes. A great help,
not only for new dancers, but for anyone dancing in
programs beyond Mainstream.
For ordering instructions, see pages 122 and 123
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Official Publication
of The Sets in Order
AMERICAN SQUARE
DANCE SOCIETY

THE PLUS MOVEMENTS OF SQUARE DANCING
Here is the Plus Program as adopted by CALLERLAB. This Handbook was prepared by the editors of SQUARE DANCING Magazine,
official publication of The American Square Dance Society.
HE MOVEMENTS DESCRIBED in

this Handbook
I have been selected by the members of
CALLERLAB —The International Association of Square Dance Callers, as the ones that
make up the program immediately following
Mainstream. The definitions of these movements have been worked out with the aid of a
team of veteran callers and geared especially
to the dancer. With the exception of a few
editing liberties taken in punctuation and
capitalization (for purposes of consistency
with the copy in our other Handbooks), the
material shown here is essentially the same as
released by Callerlab. No editorial changes
have been made to alter the meaning of the
definitions.
The descriptions of the movements are
written in such a way that they can be executed from a number of different setups.
Dancing by Definition is the name of the game
in today's square dancing.
As in the case of the previous Illustrated
Basic/Mainstream Handbook*, this edition
includes styling and timing notes following
each definition. The timing notes or suggested
number of steps are given both from a static
square (SS) and when the dancers are in motion. A number of factors enter into the timing
and these we have explained in each instance.
In most cases, the illustrations are designed to
pictorially explain each movement in only one
of its most common forms.
A dancer, in order to reach the various
plateaus set up by CALLERLAB, needs to
have learned all the basics at one program
before progressing on to the next. For that
reason, you may wish to check the entire list of
movements from the Basic Plateau through
Plus. You'll find them in the back pages of this
book.

*The Illustrated Basic/Mainstream MovemAnts of
Square Dancing Handbook includes the descriptions,
styling and timing notes for the Callerlab basics 1-49
and Mainstream movements 50-68. Individual and
quantity rates are available on request. Published by
The Sets in Order American Square Dance Society, 462
No. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048-1799,

The PLUS movements are intended for
those who have learned the Basic and Mainstream Basic Plateaus and have become proficient in dancing them over a considerable
period of time. It is not that these PLUS
movements are especially difficult but that
sufficient additional time is needed to assimilate each one.
In Appreciation
This Handbook is the joint product of many
dedicated individuals. Prior to the birth of
CALLERLAB, research on definitions, styling and timing was accomplished by caller/
leaders working closely with The American
Square Dance Society and its official magazine. To all who have contributed to the pages
that follow — our thanks.
Thanks also to Bruce and Mary Johnson,
photographer, Ron Kelley, and the dancers of
Santa Barbara, California.

The Plus List
Here are the 28 movements that make up
this phase of the Basics. While listed alphabetically, callers may choose to present them in
the sequence suggested by CALLERLAB
see the list on the back pages of this book —or
they may wish to use a sequence of their own.
This is entirely optional. However, all of the
PLUS movements should be learned and
danced automatically before moving on to
another program.
All Eight Spin the Top
Anything and Roll
Anything and Spread
Chase Right
Coordinate
Crossfire
Diamond Circulate
Dixie Grand
Explode Family
a. the Wave
b. and Anything
Extend (the Tag)
Flip the Diamond
Follow Your Neighbor
Grand Swing Thru

Linear Cycle
Load the Boat
Peel the Top
Ping Pong Circulate
Relay the Deucey
Remake the Thar
Single Circle to a Wave
Spin Chain the Gears
Teacup Chain
Three Quarter Tag the Line
Track II
Trade the Wave
Triple Scoot
Triple Trade
Turn and Left Thru

All photos, type, art and layout copyright 1985 by Bob
Osgood, 462 North Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90048-1799.
Printed in the U.S.A.

ALL EIGHT SPIN THE TOP
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PLEASE NOTE: As Plus movements are
changed by Callerlab, they will be reflected in
future printings of this Handbook. While
some language may change, it will not affect
the usefulness of this Handbook for learning.
— the editor
_

ALL EIGHT SPIN THE TOP: Starting
formation —thar star, wrong way thar, right
and left grand circle. If started from a thar
star, the handholds forming the center star
are released as each center dancer and the
adjacent outside dancer arm turn one half
(180°). Those, now in the middle, star three
quarters (walking forward), while the new
outsides move forward one quarter around
the perimeter of the circle to join hands with
the same person again in a thar star formation. If started from a right and left grand
circle, everyone turns by the right halfway
(180°) with the person they are facing, then
completes the call as above (new centers
star left three quarters, etc.).

(180°) is a forearm turn. The star portion is
performed using standard star styling utilizing
palm star hand positioning. Outside dancers
moving forward have hands in natural dance
position, ready to assume appropriate position
for the next call. Ladies may use skirt work.
TIMING: 10 steps.

ANYTHING AND ROLL: Starting formation—various. The term " . . . and roll may
be added to any call which, by definition,
causes one or more dancers to have turning
body flow to the right or left at the completion

of the call, but not to a call which, by definition, has all dancers walking straight forward
at the completion of the call. The call is an
instruction to the dancer(s) to turn individually in place, one quarter (90°) more in the

STYLING: The initial arm turn one half

PARTNER TRADE AND ROLL

TOUCH A QUARTER AND ROLL

STYLING: At the completion of the movedirection of body flow determined by the preceding command. Note: If " . . . and roll" is
added to a call which, by definition, has some
dancers walking straight forward, or standing stationary, at the completion of the call,
those dancers will do nothing for the ". . . and
roll."

ment preceding the roll (anything), release all
handholds and allow the established momentum to set the direction for the solo turn in
place. Arms are returned to natural dance position and ready to assume appropriate position for the next call. TIMING: 2 steps.

STAR THRU AND SPREAD

WHEEL AND DEAL AND SPREAD

ANYTHING AND SPREAD: Starting formation—various. This call can be used. in three
ways: (1) If only some of the dancers are
directed to spread (e.g., from a static square,
heads star thru and spread), they slide apart
sideways to become ends, as the inactive
dancers step forward between them. (2) If

the "anything" call finishes in lines or waves
(e.g., follow your neighbor), the centers anticipate the spread action by sliding apart
sideways to become the new ends, while the
original ends anticipate the spread action by
moving into the nearest center position. (3) If

STYLING: All dancers blend into the apthe "anything" call finishesin tandem couples (e.g., wheel and deal from a line of four), propriate hand position and styling desigthe lead dancers slide apart sideways, while nated by the formation resulting from the call
the trailing dancers step forward between (e.g., ocean wave styling after the call "follow
your neighbor and spread").
them.
TIMING: 2 steps.

CHASE RIGHT

CHASE RIGHT: Starting formation two
couples back to back. Each right hand
dancer does an exaggerated zoom action,
moving into the position previously occupied
by the right hand dancer behind him, to finish
facing in the same direction as when he
started the zoom action. (The net result is the
same as if the right hand dancer had done a
right face U turn back and box circulate
twice.) The left hand dancer follows (chases)
the right hand dancer by doing a flip into the
vacated position, and then a box circulate
one position. Finishes in a box circulate formation.
STYT IV-2 : All da ncers havearms in natural dance position. Ladies' skirt work optional.

Right hand dancer uses flowing motion rather
than an abrupt turn around. When two couples (e.g., the heads) do chase right in the
center of the square, it is important for those

doing the zoom motion to keep the action tight
and avoid bumping into the outside dancers.
At the same time, those not involved in the
chase right move, if possible and comfortable,
away from the center to allow more space for
the action. TIMING: From a box 1-4 distance,
6 steps. From a static square (SS), 8 steps.

COORDINATE: Starting formation
columns. All dancers single file circulate
once and a half. The center six (three adjacent pairs) trade (turn 180°). The very center
two dancers release handholds and walk diagonally outward to the end of the forming
lines. Ihe two lonesome dancers walk
ahead, moving in a quarter circle, to become
the other ends of the forming lines.
STYLING: The center six dancers (three

adjacent pairs) use hands up position for trail- dancers join hands with a couple handhold.
ing action. After the very center two dancers No time allowed for skirt work.
release handholds and move forward, all
TIMING: 8 steps.

COORDINATE

DBD

Dancing By Definition

During the early 1980's a new term came into the square dancer's vocabulary. Up to
this time, square dancing adhered to APD (All Position Dancing), a concept of dancing
where dancers were able to dance any position or spot in the square regardless of sex.
With the introduction of DBD, this idea became clearer. You'll notice most of the
definitions in this handbook use the terms in-facers, out-facers, ends, centers, etc., to
indicate who is to take the action. The exceptions to this wording are those movements
where there is a definite man's and lady's part, such as box the gnat, star thru, curlique
and a few others.
You'll find that if you follow the definitions, as we have them here, you'll have little
or no trouble dancing today's figures.

CROSSFIRE

they step forward and remain facing out.
CROSSFIRE: Starting formation—twofaced line, parallel lines of four, inverted
line(s). As the centers begin to trade, the
ends cross fold. Upon completing their trade,
the centers release hands and step straight
forward forming an ocean wave or mini wave
with the dancers they are facing. If the trade
leaves the original centers facing no one,
THE DIAMOND FORMATION

STYLING: If starting formation is a twofaced line, center dancers use hands up position for trading action and blend into normal
mini wave styling. If starting formation is
parallel lines of four that results in centers
facing no one, that couple joins hands with a
couple handhold. TIMING: 6 steps.

DIAMOND CIRCULATE: Starting formation—any diamond. Each dancer moves
forward to the next position in his diamond,
changing his original facing direction one
quarter (900) toward the center of the diamond. Points become centers, and vice
versa. If the call is directed to facing diamonds, all must pass right shoulders.
STYLING: It is important that dancers

The DIAMOND FORMATION is just one of many setups
that come into use in the PLUS plateaus

maintain diamond formation as they move diagonally from one position to the next. Center
dancers of diamond blend into hands up position as in ocean wave. Dancers at the points
maintain arms in natural dance position. Ladies may utilize skirt work. TIMING: 3 steps.

SETTING UP A DIAMOND

DIAMOND CIRCULATE

DIXIE GRAND: Starting formation Dixie
grand circle, double pass thru, quarter tag or
any formation in which only four of eight
dancers can start. Leaders start the call by
DIXIE GRAND

Please also see FLIP THE DIAMOND

joining right hands with the facing dancer
and pulling by. Each dancer moves ahead
around the circle and gives a left hand to the
next, pulling by, and a right hand to the next,
pulling by. Regardless of the starting forma-

tion, as the movement progresses, the formation converts to a circle.
STYLING: Styling is similar to the description for the basic right and left grand. Dancers
use handshake hold for alternating pull by
movements, releasing hands as dancers pass
each other. Skirt work is not recommended.
TIMING: 6 steps.
EXPLODE FAMILY: (From waves only.)
Starting formation—any four dancer ocean
wave. (a) EXPLODE THE WAVE: Everyone
releases handholds, steps forward and turns
a quarter in (90°) to face the adjacent
dancer, and right hand pulls by that person,

to end as couples back to back. (b) EXPLODE AND ANYTHING: Everyone releases handholds, steps forward and turns a
quarter in (90°) to face the adjacent dancer,
and does the "anything" call (e.g., right and
left thru, star thru, etc.).
STYLING: A handshake hold is used as the
dancers right hand pull by. For position orientation (in explode the wave), hands are joined
in a couple handhold at the completion of the
call. In all other "explode and ." figures,
follow the styling suggestions for each of the
"and . " figures used. TIMING: Explode
the wave, 6 steps. Explode and anything, 2
steps for the explode portion.
.

.

.

EXPLODE THE WAVE

EXPLODE AND ANYTHING
From photo C it's possible to do:
Explode and
right and left thru
Explode and , square thru
Explode and
star thru
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

From photo C (but before hands
are joined): Any number of logical
follow-up movements can be used.

EXTEND (THE TAG): Starting formation—
double pass thru, parallel ocean waves, (half
tag), any tag (one quarter or three quarter)
formation. All dancers release handholds (if
necessary), step forward and form an ocean
wave with the couple they are facing. If the
extend leaves dancers facing no one, they
remain facing out. If the starting formation is
right handed, dancers extend to a right
handed formation; if the starting formation is

left handed, dancers extend to a left handed
formation. From a double pass thru formation, dancers extend to a right hand quarter
tag formation. From a quarter tag formation,
dancers extend to parallel waves. From
parallel waves, dancers extend to a three
quarter tag formation. From a three quarter
tag formation, dancers extend to a completed double pass thru formation.
Please see photos next page

EXTEND (THE TAG)

STYLING: All dancers move forward
smoothly during extending action. Dancers
utilize previously described styling for resulting formations at the completion of the call
(e.g. , ocean wave styling, couple handhold for
double pass thru formation, etc.).
TIMING: 2 steps.

the nearest center position (see definition of
flip in rear of handbook) and join hands to
become the centers of the forming wave or
line. When "flipping" a facing diamond, the
points always take the inside path, and the
centers always take the outside path.
STYLING: From a normal diamond for-

FLIP THE DIAMOND: Starting formation
any diamond. The centers of the diamond do
a diamond circulate to the next position in
their diamond, while the points flip 180° into

mation, all dancers blend into hands up position as required for ocean wave basic. If the
starting formation is a facing diamond, all
dancers blend into a couple handhold.
TIMING: 3 steps.

FLIP THE DIAMOND from DIAMOND CIRCULATE
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FOLLOW YOUR NEIGHBOR: Starting
formation—box circulate. Dancers facing in
release hands with the person next to them
(their "neighbor") and step straight forward,
join adjacent forearms with the one they
meet, and turn three quarters (270°) to become centers of a new wave. At the same
time, the dancers facing out follow their
"neighbors" by moving forward in a three
quarter looping turn (270°), turning towards
their "neighbor," to finish adjacent to their
neighbor as the ends of the new ocean
wave. When done from right hand boxes, the
dancers facing in turn by the right hand and

the dancers facing out loop around right
face, to finish in a left hand ocean wave.
When done from left hand boxes, the
dancers facing in turn by the left hand and
the dancers facing out loop around left face,
to finish in a right hand ocean wave.
STYLING: The facing in dancers use a
forearm turn in .the center, blending into
hands up position as they meet their "neighbor" in the ocean wave. To enhance the flowing action of the dance, facing out dancers
execute a flowing three quarter looping turn as
opposed to an abrupt spot turn.
TIMING: 6 steps.

FOLLOW YOUR NEIGHBOR
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AND SPREAD (See Anything and Spread )

The
BASIC PROGRAM
of AMERICAN
SQUARE DANCING
1. Circle Family
a. Left
b. Right
2. Forward and Back
3. Do Sa Do
4. Swing
5. Promenade Family
a. Couples (Full, 1/2, 3/4)
b. Single File
c. Wrong Way

6. Allemande Family
a. Left
b. Right
c. Left Arm Turn
d. Right Arm Turn
7. Right and Left Grand
Family
a. Right and Left Grand
b. Weave the Ring
c. Wrong Way Grand

8. Star Family
a. Right
b. Left

9. Star Promenade
10. Pass Thru
11. Split Family
a. Outside
Couple
b. Ring
(one couple)
12. Half Sashay Family
a. Half Sashay
b. Rollaway
c. Ladies In, Men Sashay
13. Turn Back Family
a. U Turn Back
b. Gents or Ladies Backtrack
14. Separate Family
a. Separate
b. Divide

15. Courtesy Turn
16. Ladies Chain Family
a. Two Ladies
(Regular, 3/4)
b. Four Ladies
(Regular, 3/4)

17. Do Paso
18. Lead Right
19. Right and Left Thru
20. Grand Square
21. Star Thru
22. Circle to a Line

23. Bend the Line
24. All Around the Left
Hand Lady
25. See Saw
26. Square Thru Family
(1-5 hands)
a. Sauare Thru
b. Left Square Thru

27. California Twirl
28. Dive Thru
29. Cross Trail Thru
30. Wheel Around
31. Thar Family
a. Allemande Thar
b. Wrong Way Thar
32. Shoot the Star (Regular.
Full around)

33. Slip the Clutch
34. Box the Gnat
35. Ocean Wave Family
a. Right Hand Wave
b. Left Hand Wave
c. Alamo Style Wave
liva.viu L.)CA I LA I I Li t.-0

36. Pass the Ocean
37. Swing Thru Family
a. Swing Thru
b. Alamo Swing Thru
c. Left Swing Thru

40. Wheel and Deal Family
a. Line of Four
b. Two-Faced Lines

38. Run Family
a. Boys
b. Girls
c. Ends
d. Centers
e. Cross

41. Double Pass Thru
42. Zoom

39. Trade Family
a. Boys
b. Girls
c. Ends
d. Centers
e. Couples
f. Partners

43. Flutterwheel Family
a. Flutterwheel
b. Reverse Flutterwheel
44. Sweep a Quarter
45. Veer Family
a. Left
b. Right

46. Trade By
47. Touch 1/4
48. Circulate Family
a. Boys
b. Girls
c. All Eight
d. Ends
e. Centers
f. Couples
g. Box
h. Single File
(Column)
i. Split
49. Ferris Wheel

THE MAINSTREAM PROGRAM
50. Cloverleaf
51. Turn Thru Family
a. Turn Thru
b. Left Turn Thru
52. Eight Chain Thru
(1-8 hands)
53. Pass to the Center
54. Spin the Top
55. Centers Family
a. Centers In
b. Centers Out
56. Cast Off 3/4
57. Walk and Dodge
58. Slide Thru

59. Fold Family
a. Boys Fold
b. Girls Fold
c. Ends Fold
d. Centers Fold
e. Cross Fold
60. Dixie Style to An
Ocean Wave
61. Spin Chain Thru
62. Peel Off
63. Tag Family
a. Tag the Line (Full, 1/2)
b. Partner Tag
64. Curlique
65. Scoot Back

66. Fan the Top
67. Hinge Family
a. Couples Hinge
b. Single Hinge
c. Partner Hinge
68. Recycle (waves only)
QUARTERLY SELECTIONS
(at time of printing)
Chain Down the Line
Grand Parade

THE PLUS PROGRAM-(In a suggested order of teaching)
Teacup Chain
Linear Cycle
Ping Pong Circulate
Load the Boat
Extend (the Tag)
Coordinate
Anything and Spread
Spin Chain the Gears
Track II
Anything and Roll
Follow Your Neighbor
Explode Family

a. the Wave
b. and Anything
Relay the Deucey
Remake the Thar
Diamond Circulate
Single Circle to a Wave
Trade the Wave
Flip the Diamond
Grand Swing Thru
Crossfire
All Eight Spin the Top
Triple Scoot

Chase Right
Dixie Grand
Peel the Top
Three Quarter Tag the Line
Triple Trade
Turn and Left Thru
QUARTERLY SELECTIONS
(at time of printing)
Load the Windmill
Ping to a Diamond
Spin Chain and
Exchange the Gears
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LINEAR CYCLE: Starting formation
par- NOTE: Many movements can be executed
allel ocean waves of four. Dancer waves to from formations beyond those shown for the
be either right or left-handed. This is a Plus program. For example, linear cycle can
three-part call. Part 1. The ends and adja- be danced from any formation in which the
cent centers hinge. Part 2. Those facing out end and adjacent center can single or partfold behind those facing in and all dancers ner hinge. In addition, for this particular
will then move forward in a double pass thru movement, when linear cycle is danced from
action. Part 3. If the hinge is right-handed, inverted lines or some three-in-one lines, the
peel right; if the hinge is left-handed, peel left passing rule shall prevail. This information is
to end as facing couples. From a right-hand not applicable for the Plus program but alerts
hinge, all will pass right shoulders. From a callers to the fact that in order for dancers to
left-hand hinge, all will pass left shoulders. execute certain movements beyond the Plus
TIMING: 8 to 10 steps. program, more instruction is necessary.

LINEAR CYCLE

GRAND SWING THRU: Starting formation—tidal wave, ocean wave of six dancers.
Those who can turn by the right one half
(1800), then those who can turn by the left
one half (180°). If "right" is not specified
preceding the command to grand swing thru,
it is understood to be a right-handed grand
swing thru. If grand left swing thru is required, it must be specifically directed "grand
GRAND SWING THRU

left swing thru," in which case, those who
can turn by the left one half (180°), then
those who can turn by the right one half
(180°).
STYLING: Styling is specifically the same
as described for the basic swing thru.

TIMING: 6 steps.

LOAD THE BOAT: Starting formation—
lines of four, with centers facing in, and the
ends of each line facing the same (in or out)
direction. The end dancers move forward
around the outside, passing right shoulders
with three moving end dancers, and turn one
quarter in (90°) to stand beside the third person passed, facing the center of the set as a
couple. Simultaneously, the center four

dancers pass thru, turn their backs to their
momentary partners, partner trade with their
new partners, and pass thru.
STYLING: The end dancers, while moving
on the outside, leave enough room for the
center dancers to work comfortably. Arms are
held in natural dance position throughout the
action, blending into the appropriate hand
position for the next call. TIMING: 12 steps.

LOAD THE BOAT
The traffic patterns for
both the inside and outside dancers are indicated
in the first photograph.
The actions of the center
four dancers are shown
by the symbols in
each photo.

PEEL THE TOP: Starting form ation —Z formation, or box circulate. The lead dancers
peel off as the trailing dancers step straight
forward and take adjacent hands; everyone

then does a fan the top.
STYLING: Lead (lancers have arms in natural dance position and adjust hands to ap-

propriate position for next call. It is important
that dancers move slightly forward before
starting the "peeling" motion. Center dancers

use hands up position and styling as described
in the basic swing thru. TIMING: 6 steps.

PING PONG CIRCULATE: Starting forma-

(dancers numbered 1,2,3,4 in figures 1 and
2) to ping pong circulate, or only those on the
inside track (dancers numbered 5,6,7,8 in
figures 1 and 2) to ping pong circulate.

tion—quarter tag. The movement starts and
ends in a quarter tag formation. Each dancer
circulates, or moves forward one position,
along the path shown in figure 1. The movement may also be called when there is a left
hand wave in the center. In this case, the
path circulated along is as shown in figure 2.
It should be noted that the circulate paths are
independent of each other. Therefore, it is
possible for only those on the outside track

PEEL THE TOP (from a Z formation)

STYLING: Styling is the same as previously
described for the basics pass thru and partner
trade. Dancers in center use basic ocean wave
styling. Outside dancers join hands in couple
handhold.
TIMING: 6 steps.
PING PONG CIRCULATE

e e
e
END

END

ELAY THE DEUCEY

:

.

•

•

NOTE: We've identified one man A and one
lady • so you can follow them through the
action.

RELAY THE DEUCEY: Starting formation—parallel ocean waves. All circulates in
this definition refer to the circulate path established by the ends of the original ocean
waves. No dancer ever stops moving during
this call; the pauses written into the definition
(i.e., the action described as half circulate)
are there for clarity of description and teaching purposes only. Each end and the adjacent center dancer turn one half (180°). The
new centers of each ocean wave turn three
quarters (270°), while the others half circulate, forming a six person wave and two
lonesome dancers. The wave of six, working

REMAKE THE THAR

REMAKE THE THAR; Starting formation
thar star or wrong way thar. The handholds
forming the center star are released as each
center dancer and the adjacent outside
dancer arm turn one quarter (90°) to form a
momentary Alamo ring. In a continuously
flowing movement, everyone releases holds
with the dancers they just turned, and with

as three pairs, turns half, while the others
half circulate. In the wave, the center four
turn half, while the other four dancers half
circulate. The wave of six, again working as
three pairs, turns half, while the others half
circulate. Finally, the center four of the wave
turn three quarters (becoming the centers of
the new waves), while the outside four half
circulate to become the ends of the final
waves.
STYLING: Basic swing thru styling is utilized for turning movements within the ocean
wave formations. Circulating dancers do the
circulate action with arms in natural dance
position, blending to hands up ocean wave
formation at the conclusion of the call.
TIMING: 20 steps.

the other hand, turns the next adjacent
dancer one half (180°) to form another momentary Alamo ring. Without stopping, they
release holds at the completion of the half
turn, and, with the other arm, turn the next
dancer three quarters (270°) to form another
thar star or wrong way thar.
STYLING: Forearm turns are used for
turning action. As in all forearm turns, it is

important that the holds are firm, without
being rough, and that they are released easily.
Ladies use skirt work, when they are the outside
dancers in the than star. All styling tips as
described in the basic allemande thar are apTIMING: 10 steps.
plicable.

SINGLE CIRCLE TO A WAVE: Starting
formation—facing dancers. Facing dancers
join both hands with each other and circle left
halfway. Without stopping, they drop hands
and individually veer left slightly, blending
into a right hand mini wave. If the caller directs "single circle three quarters to a wave,"

facing dancers join both hands with each
other and circle left three quarters, then continue to execute the rest of the call as above.

STYLING: In circling, the two dancers are
slightly offset to the left so that their dance
partner in the circle is more to their right than
in front of them. Use smooth dance step, not
buzz. When joining hands for circle, gents
turn palms up, ladies palms down. Arms are
bent comfortably at the elbows. Exert a small
amount of pressure while circling. Blend into a
hands up ocean wave position.
TIMING: 4 steps.
SINGLE CIRCLE TO A WAVE
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and, may we Introduce:
The Handbook you are reading is the second in a twobook series that covers the standard movements of square
dancing. The 64-page Basic/Mainstream Handbook, containing 450 action photos, covers the Basic Program (basics
1-49 in family groupings) and Mainstream (basics 50-68).
These movements comprise the prerequisites for anyone
moving on to learn the 28 movements contained in this
Handbook. (Price: 750 per copy plus postage.)

eS
American Square Dance Society
The S

• plthlisher of this ancl otbier Hanclbo-ks, Mai-111'11s 'Intl Texts, is the
home of the Square Dance Hall of Fame and sponsor of the prestigious
Silver Spur awards. Its location at 462 North Robertson Boulevard, Los
Angeles, California 90048-1799 is a research and archives center for the
activity. Questions relating to this or other publications issued by the
Society may be directed to this address.

SPIN CHAIN THE GEARS: Starting
formation—parallel ocean waves. Each end
and the adjacent center dancer turn one half
(1 wry The new centers of each ocean wave
turn three quarters (270°) to form a new
ocean wave across the set, as the other four
dancers do a U turn back (turning in toward
the center). The centers of the wave trade
and then release hands with each other.
Four dancers on each side of the square now
form a four hand star and turn the star three
quarters, forming a new wave across the set.
Centers of this wave trade momentarily, reforming the wave across the set. The two

SPIN CHAIN
THE GEARS

outside pairs of dancers of the center wave
now turn three quarters (270°) as the other
four dancers turn back (turning away from
the center).
STYLING: Dancers turning in ocean wave
formations use styling as previously described
for the basics swing thru and spin chain thru.
For star portions of basic, refer to styling as
indicated by the basic star right. When turning into the star or out to the wave, use a
flowing turn rather than an,abrupt aboutface. In star patterns, ladies' outside hands
may be used to work skirts. TIMING: 24 steps.

TEACUP CHAIN

We've identified the number one man and lady with A
and the number four lady
with a • to help you follow
them through the action.

TEACUP CHAIN: Starting formation static
square, or proceeding from everyone doing
a left arm turn with partner. The caller will
specify two ladies to move to the center at
the start of the call, e.g., "head ladies center
for a teacup chain." For the rest of the definition, these two ladies will be called the
"specified ladies." The specified ladies (both
head ladies or both side ladies) move to the
center and star right three quarters to meet
their corners for a left arm turn. At the same
time, the other two ladies move to the right
around the perimeter of the square to their
corners and do a right arm turn. Following
the arm turns, the specified ladies move
around the perimeter of the square to their
new corners for a right arm turn, while the
other ladies go to the center and star left
once and a quarter to meet their new corners
for a right arm turn. The specified ladies then
move to the center and star left once and a
quarter to their new corners for a right arm
turn, while the other ladies move to their new
corners (around the perimeter of the square)
for a left arm turn. Finally, the specified ladies
move to their new corners (their original
partners) for either a courtesy turn or a left

arm turn leading into the next command,
while the other ladies move to the center and
star right three quarters to meet their new
corners (their original partners) for either a
courtesy turn or a left arm turn leading into
the next command. Everyone finishes with
his/her original partner. If the caller desires
the men to execute the ladies' part and vice
versa, as described above, the starting formation is a static square with all couples half
sashayed, or proceeding from everyone
doing a left arm turn with their partner. The
proper call is then "head/side men center for
a teacup chain."
STYLING: Center dancers turning in star
patterns use hands up styling. All turns with
outside dancers are forearm turns. When not
leading into another command, a courtesy
turn, as previously described, is used at the
conclusion of the call. Outside dancers (usually the gents) dance with arms swinging naturally front one forearm turn to the next, being
as graceful as possible in a movement that
offers little other than pivot movements. Ladies may enhance the styling of this basic
through skirt work with outside hand.
TIMING: 32 steps.

THREE QUARTER TAG THE LINE

THREE QUARTER TAG THE LINE: Starting formation—parallel lines of four, inverted
line(s), two-faced line(s), three and one
line(s). Each dancer turnsindi~id ialll, to face
the center of the line and walks forward passing right shoulders with oncoming dancers.
Lead dancers pass by two dancers and end
facing out. Trailing dancers pass by one
dancer and step to a right hand ocean wave

in the center of the set. Ends in a three quarter tag formation. If the call is done from any
single line of four, it ends with a mini wave
between two out-facing dancers.
STYLING: Styling is similar to that previously described for the basic tag the line. Trailing dancers blend into hands up position for
ocean wave or mini wave as dictated by starting formation.
TIMING: 4 steps.

TRACK II

TRACK II: Starting formation completed in natural dance position, blending into a
double pass thru. The dancers work in tan- hands up ocean wave formation at the concludem, that is, the trailing dancers follow the sion of the call.
TIMING: 8 steps.
lead dancers. Those in the right track move
single file to the left, counterclockwise, stay- TRADE THE WAVE: Starting formation
ing to the inside of the dancers on the left any four dancer ocean wave. Dancers facing
track, who move single file, clockwise, to the the same direction in the wave trade with
right on the outside. The movement con- each other. Right hand waves become left
tinues as in a double pass thru, until the hand waves, and vice versa. Ends of the
dancers have reached parallel right hand wave become centers and vice versa.
ocean waves.
STYLING: As in any trade, dancers first
STYLING: As dancers are moving simulta- step slightly forward to clear the wave before
neously in opposing directions, it is important turning toward dancer with whom they are
for them to provide moving room for one an- trading. Assume hands up position in basic
other. Those on the outside must avoid crowd- ocean wave styling.
TIMING: 6 steps.
ing those in the center. All dancers hold arms
TRADE THE WAVE

1

TRIPLE SCOOT: Starting formation
columns. Dancers facing each other on a
diagonal (three pairs) step forward to join
adjacent forearms, turn one half (180°) and
step forward to finish in the position vacated
by the dancer who was originally adjacent to
them in the column. Meanwhile, the end
dancers in the column who are facing out
single file circulate into the position vacated
by the dancer who is doing the forearm turn.
When done from right hand columns, the
TRIPLE SCOOT

dancers facing in turn by the right. When
done from left hand columns, the dancers
facing in turn by the left.
STYLING: Styling is similar to that described for the basics turn thru and fold. Facing out dancers emphasize an arcing turn
(180 0), providing time for facing in dancers to
clear their position. After using a forearm
turn, dancers blend into hands up position in
the column at the conclusion of the call.
TIMING: 6 steps.

TRIPLE TRADE: Starting formation—tidal
wave, tidal two-faced line, point to point diamonds, six dancer ocean wave, any three
pairs of adjacent dancers. The two end
dancers remain in place as the three adjacent pairs of dancers (the six in the center)
trade with each other.

TRIPLE TRADE

TURN AND LEFT THRU: Starting formation—facing couples. Each dancer does a
turn thru with the dancer he is facing. Each
couple then does a courtesy turn.
STYLING: Styling for this basic is previ-

STYLING: Dancers use hands up position
for trading action. Styling from all workable
formations is similar to that described previou.sly for the basic swing thru.
TIMING: 4 steps.
TURN AND LEFT THRU

ously described in the definitions for the two
basics turn thru and courtesy turn.
TIMING: From a box, 8 steps.
From a static square (SS),10 steps.

The PLUS OS
QUARTERLY SELECTIONS
Quarterly Selection
program is a series of one or more figures,
or calls designed for a unified approach of
workshopping by callers using the Plus program. These movements are selected upon
vote of Callerlab committee members
throughout the United States and Canada.
Quarterly Selections are limited to one call
per quarter (starting each February) and each
call has a shelf life of six months unless extended by vote of the membership of Callerlab. There is no restriction as to the number of
calls on this list but tradition has limited it to,
no more than six or seven. At the time of
printing this Handbook, there were three
calls on the current Plus Quarterly Selection
list. As with the Mainstream Quarterly Selection program, no dancer is expected to know
these calls without a walkthru or workshop.

T

HE CALLERLAB Plus

PING TO A DIAMOND: Starting formation
quarter tag; ending formation is center to
center diamonds. From any quarter tag formation, everyone extend the tag once; all do
one half of a split circulate to form a diamond.

TIMING: 4 steps.
LOAD THE WINDMILL: Starting formation
facing lines of 4. The end dancers do the
ends action of load the boat; i.e., they circulate two places around the outside of the set
and, when they meet the third dancer, they
touch one quarter to become ends (leader/
trailer for number one and number four) of
the final column formation. Simultaneously,
the center four do a swing thru and, without
stopping, cast three quarters by the right to
end as column centers.

TIMING: 10 12 steps.
-

SPIN CHAIN AND EXCHANGE THE
GEARS: Starting formation — from facing
couples or parallel ocean waves. From parallel ocean waves (right-handed for ease of
description) start like a normal spin chain the
nend nren.e.r.r..%+
4
turn one
I
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Those dancing the Plus Program may find
the basic, Anything and Roll, used in conjunction with any of the following (shown in
alphabetical order):
California Twirl & Roll
Cast Off 3/4 (waves only) & Roll
Fan the Top & Roll
Flip the Diamond & Roll
Fold Family & Roll
Peel Off & Roll
Peel the Top & Roll
Run Family & Roll
Single Hinge & Roll
Slide Thru & Roll
Spin the Top & Roll
Star Thru & Roll
Touch 1/4 & Roll
Trade Family & Roll (not couples)
Trade the Wave & Roll

half, new centers turn three quarters, while
the ends U turn back, and the very two centers of the wave trade. All form two left-hand
stars (but before turning them, the outfacing
points should raise a hand, indicating follow
me; they will be the "leaders of the exchange") and turn the stars three quarters.
"The leaders of the exchange" will now lead
the star out to the right, around the outside of
the other star, like an S pattern, then into a
momentary single file column of four. (Note:
If started from heads zero box, i.e., heads
square thru, step to a wave, the column will
be formed along the sides of the square.)
Lead dancer in the column does a right face
U turn back and touch a quarter with the
second dancer in the column, as the third
dancer in the column quarters right face individually and the fourth dancer in the column quarters left face individually. (Note: As
the dancers become more familiar with the
call, the fourth dancer will tend to walk
"straight out" of the S pattern onto the end of
the wave rather than finish in a momentary
column and then quarter left face individually.) The movement ends in two parallel
right-hand ocean waves (at the sides of the
square if started from the heads Box 1-4.)

TIMING: 24 steps.

For those who have followed Style Lab in SQUARE
DANCING Magazine, please turn the page and you will
discover how Spin Chain and Exchange the Gears was
presented in this monthly column.

SPIN CHAIN and
EXCHANGE the
GEARS
(February, 1984) we diagrammed Spin Chain, etc., and commented that, in our opinion, it brought back
into the activity some of the pattern flow not
too frequently seen in contemporary patterns.
While the diagrams do a good job of catching
the action, sometimes, and particularly in a
movement that seems destined to remain
around for a while, the photographic treatment often appeals to a wide section of the
dancing public. With that, let's take a look,
through the lens, at Spin Chain and Exchange
the Gears.
We'll start from a square (1) have the head
couples do a square thru and then step to a
wave (2) and we're ready to start. The ends
and adjacent dancers turn a half (3). The new
centers — in this case the men (4) — turn
three quarters (5) to make an ocean wave
across the center (6) and, as they're turning,
the ladies who are at the ends do an independent U turn back. The very two centers of the
wave do a trade (7) and, following the trade, all
of the dancers are lined up so they can make a
left hand star (8).
At this point, the out-facing points (in this
instance ladies one and three) raise their free
hands as a signal to "follow me" (see closeup 9). This gimmick of raising the hands will remind them and the others that they will be
leaders in the coming exchange.
The two stars will turn three quarters (10).
The leaders of the exchange will now lead the
other three who were in the same star, single
file, diagonally across the square (11). As the
three dancers follow the leader (12) they pass
right shoulders with the oncoming column
(13) and around the outside of the location of
the other star (14). Having reached the other
side, the lead dancers in each column do a
right face turn followed by the others (15-16).
ARLIER THIS YEAR
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Having reached the end of the line, the
lead dancer in each column does a right face U
turn back and a touch a quarter (17) with the
second dancer in the column. At the same
time, the third dancer in the column turns one
quarter right face, individually, and the fourth
dancer in the column simply steps up (18) with
the result that the movement ends (19) in two
parallel right hand ocean waves (20). Everyone, except the in-facing ends, will finish up
standing in the spot diagonally across the
square from where they started. The centers
of the wave finish up having diagonally exchanged places while the out-facing ends of
the wave will finish up having exchanged
places and the in-facing ends of the wave finish
up in the identical spot where they started.

Your Own Notes Here:

Styling Comments from
Arms in Natural Dance Position: Arms

should be held slightly bent in comfortable
position in anticipation of the next movement.
Dance Step: Should be a smooth, effortless gliding step in which the ball of foot
touches and slides across the surface of the
floor before heel is gently dropped to floor.
The length of stride should be fairly short with
the movement coming mostly from the knees
down. Dance step must be coordinated with
the beat of the music. In general terms, short
gliding steps which utilize both ball and heel
of the foot make a comfortable dance step.
DANCING HAND POSITIONS
Couple Handhold: Inside hands joined.

Men should always hold palms up, ladies
palms down. In the event of a same sex
couple, the left hand dancer turns palms up,
right hand dancer turns palms down. Arms
should be bent with hands held slightly
higher than the elbow. Forearms adjacent
can be held close together in locked-in position for wheel around type of movement.
Forearm: The arms are held past the
wrist but not past the elbow joint. Each
dancer places the hand on the inside of the
arm of the person with whom he is to work.
The fingers and thumb are held in close. The
center of the turn will be at the joined arms,
so, while turning, each dancer is moving
equally around the other.
Handshake Hold: Use a comfortable
handshake with hands reached and touched
at about average waist height. Thumb
should overlap the back of the opposite
dancer's hand. It is important in right and left
grand to release hands when passing. Do
NOT stretch or lean over to reach the next
hand.
Loose Handhold: Hands revolve around
each other maintaining contact and a certain
degree of security or stabilization. Slight
pressure is all that is required.
Hands Up: Hands are joined in crossed
palm position, i.e. opposing dancers place
palms together with fingers pointing up, then
tilt hand out slightly which will result in a
crossed palm position. Thumbs are gently

closed on the back of the opposing dancer's
hand. As the turning action starts, wrists are
straightened.
Box Star/Packsaddle: Four men with
palms down take the wrist of the man ahead
and link up to form a box.
Palm Star: Place all hands together with
fingers pointing up and thumbs closed gently
over the back of the adjacent dancer's hand
to provide a degree of stabilization. Arms
should be bent slightly so that the height of
the hand grip will be at an average eye level.
Posture: Dancers should stand erect and
tall, shoulders back. Often tall people have a
tendency to stoop, but should not.
Pull By: The action brings two people
toward each other. Hands should be
dropped before bodies cross a common
plane.
Skirt Work: Ladies hold skirt in free hand
about waist high using very slight rhythmical
flourish to move skirt in front and back, right
hand moving with left foot, left hand moving
with right foot.
Promenade Ending Twirl: The man
raises his right hand holding lady's right hand
loosely as she twirls clockwise underneath,
ending in squared up couples position.
Definition of the term flip (as used in
flip the diamond): The term flip is used to

mean an action where the designated
dancer(s) will roll 180° in either direction,
assuming the position that was originally adjacent to him. It is the same action that would
occur if the designated dancer (the "flipper")
was asked to do a run around an imaginary
adjacent dancer and into the imaginary
dancer's position on the floor.

STYLING FOR BASIC
SQUARE DANCE CALLS
Bow (Honors) To Your Partner: Men

turn slightly to face your partner, making eye
contact. Place left hand behind back or at left
hip, palm out. Place right foot in front of left
foot. The right foot should be pointed toward
the lady with the toe touching the floor. Man's
right hand holds lady's left hand. Both leas
are straight, with weight on the back foot. An
acceptable traditional variation of styling is
that the men bow slightly from the waist as
the ladies acknowledge with a curtsy. Ladies
turn slightly to face your partner making eye
contact. Left foot should be pointed forward

with toe touching the floor, right foot in back.
Right hand holds skirt toward center of the
square, right arm bent at elbow. Place left
hand in partner's right hand. Both legs are
straight with weight on back foot.
To Your Corner: Men, right hand holding
partner's left hand, turn slightly to face corner
making eye contact. Place left hand behind
back or at left hip, palm out. Place left foot in
front of right foot. The left foot should be
pointed toward corner with toe touching
floor. Both legs are straight with weight on
the back foot. An acceptable traditional variation of styling is that the men bow slightly
from the waist as the ladies acknowledge
with a curtsy. Ladies left hand in partner's
right hand, turn slightly to face corner making
eye contact. Place right foot in front of left
foot with the right foot pointed toward corner
and the toe touching the floor. Both legs are
straight with weight on back foot.

Formations from
af3)1
Starting Formations: Starting formations are listed for each of the defined calls.
They are the most commonly occurring starting formations for the calls, in use at the time
these definitions were approved, but they
are not necessarily the only possible starting
formations, given the dynamic nature of the
square dance activity.
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Facing Dancers: Facing dancers, unless
otherwise specified, may be any combination of men and women.

Couples: Couples, unless otherwise
specified, may be any combination of men
and women.
There are also rules in square dancing
which apply under certain circumstances and
situations.

Passing Rule: Whenever two dancers
are walking toward each other and are about
to collide, they pass right shoulders and continue.
Same Position Rule: Whenever two
dancers are walking toward each other and
are required to occupy the same position,
they join right hands in a mini wave, sharing
that position.
Crossing Rule: Whenever two dancers
are facing in the same direction and are required to cross, the right hand dancer passes
to the left in front of the left hand dancer,
while the left hand dancer passes to the right
behind the right hand dancer. (Rule currently
under consideration by Callerlab.)
Facing Couples Rule: Some calls, which
normally start from ocean waves, can also
be done when dancers are in-facing couples
(e.g., all eight spin the top, grand swing thru,
relay the deucey, spin chain the gears). In
this case, the dancers first step into a momentary right hand ocean wave and complete the call, unless the caller specifically
directs a left hand call (e.g., left relay the
deucey), in which case the dancers step into
a momentary left hand ocean wave and
complete the call. The following calls cannot
be done from facing couples; that is, a mini
wave or ocean wave (as stated in each call's
definition) is required as a starting formation:
Explode family, follow your neighbor, ping
pong circulate, trade the wave.
Ocean Wave Rule: Some calls which
normally start from facing couples can be
done when dancers are in ocean waves (e.g.,
turn and left thru). In this case the dancers
have already stepped forward toward the
facing dancers and are ready to complete
the remaining action of the directed call. For
the sake of dancer comprehension and
teaching purposes, it may be necessary, initially, to have the dancers back up into facing
couples, then step back into the wave and
complete the call.

THE 1985 PREMIUM RECORDS
For the first time, the subscriptionpromotion LPs include singing calls, two to
each record. The Chaparral team of Bower,
Haag, Main, and Shoemake has added the
variety to one of the old favorites.
SINGING CALL, Band 3
EVERY STREET'S A BOULEVARD
by Ken Bower, Jerry Haag, Beryl Main,
Gary Shoemake
Circle left
Every street's a boulevard in old New York
Every street's a highway to my dreams
Walk around that corner lady
Seesaw your own
All four ladies promenade
Roll it round you roam
Home you go with a do sa do
Back to the corner there
Allemande left come home and promenade
There's an east side, a west side
The uptown and down
Oh how I'd like to be in New York town
Well now the head two couples square thru
Count 'em four you know
Make a right hand star roll it once around
Heads star by the left in the middle
Go all the way back there
To the same two go right and left thru
Turn that girl and then swing thru
Then swing thru again
Swing the corner lady promenade
There's an east side a west side
The uptown and down
How I'd like to be in New York town
The head two couples square thru
Count 'em four you know
Let's make a right hand star now
Heads star left go all the way
With the same two do a right and left thru
Turn the girl that way veer left ferris wheel
Pass thru swing the corner waiting there
Promenade
There's an east side a west side
The uptown and down
Oh how I'd like to be in New York town
Circle to the left
Every street's a boulevard in old New York
Every street's a highway to my dreams
Left allemande that corner
Do a do sa do your own
Men make a left hand star in the middle
Roll it round you roam
Turn thi pnrtnar h■
tho right
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That corner allemande
Come back swing your lady promenade
There's an east side a west side
The uptown and down
Oh how I'd like to be in New York town
Two and four you square thru
In the middle of the ring you know
Let's make a right hand star now
Sides star by the left
Turn it all the way around
Right and left thru turn that girl around
Veer to the left ferris wheel come in
Pass thru swing the corner girl promenade
There's an east side a west side
The uptown and down
Oh how I'd like to be in New York town
The sides promenade go halfway around
Come down the middle
With a right and left thru on home
Square thru four hands around
Do a do sa do with the corner lady
Once around and then swing thru boys trade
Corner swing swing the corner there
Promenade
There's an east side a west side
The uptown and down
Oh how I'd like to be in New York town
Circle left
Every street's a boulevard in old New York
Every street's a highway to my dreams
Walk all around that corner lady
Seesaw around your own
The men make a right hand star in the middle
Roll it round you roam left allemande corner
Come back swing your own swing that lady
Then you promenade
There's an east side a west side
The uptown and down
How I'd like to be in New York town
Oh yeah, I'd like to be in New York town

ROUND DANCES
SO MUCH— Grenn 17070
Choreographers: Dan and Jane Bloom
Comment: An enjoyable two-step routine to
dance. Good big band sounding music. One
side of record has cues.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 CLOSED M facing WALL Wait; Wait;
Side, Close, Fwd, —; Side, Close, XIF
end facing LOD in SEMI-CLOSED, —;
PART A
1-4 Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step end M
faro liVAI I in ni nqpn i
rfri&es,
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Fwd, ; Side, —, XIF, ;
5-8 Side, Close, Bk end SEMI-CLOSED face
LOD, —; Walk —, 2 end CLOSED, —;
Turn Two-Step; Two-Step end BUTTERFLY M facing WALL;
9-12 Vine, 2, 3, 4; Walk, —, 2, —; CLOSED M
face WALL, Side, Close, XIF, —; Recov,
Side, Thru, —;
13-16 Turn Two-Step; Turn Two-Step; Open
Vine, — 1 2, —; 3, —, 4 end SEMI-CLOSED
facing LOD, —;
PART B
1-4 Circle Away Two-Step; Circle Together
Two-Step end BUTTERFLY; Vine, 2, 3,
Touch; (Wrap Bk) Side, XIB, 1/4 R Turn
face LOD, Touch;
5-8 Fwd Two-Step; (Unwrap) Thru, 1/4 R
Turn face WALL, Close end in CLOSED,
; Fwd, Close, Bk, —; Bk, Close, Fwd,

9-12 Side, Close, Side, Close; Side, —, Thru
to SEMI-CLOSED face LOD, —; (Fwd
Turn to BANJO) Fwd,
Fwd/Check in
BANJO, —; Fishtail;
13-16 Side, Close, XIB, Side; Fwd, —, 1/4 R
Turn face WALL in CLOSED, —; Side,
Close, Fwd, —; Side, Close, XIF to
SEMI-CLOSED face LOD, —;
SEQUENCE: A— B— A— B end CLOSED M
face WALL for Ending.
Ending:
1-2 Side, XIB, Side, Front; Apart, —, Point,

ONE KISS Grenn 17069
Choreographers: Jay and Boots Herrmann
Comment: An interesting waltz not easy level.
The music has a nice big band sound. One
side of record is cued.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 OPEN-FACING Lead hands joined Wait;
Wait; (Step Fan) Bk, Draw, —; (Step
Fan) Fwd, Touch, M facing LOD in
CLOSED, —;
PART A
1-4 (L) Waltz Turn; (L) Waltz Turn; Fwd,
Lunge, —; R Turn/Recov, Fwd, Recov;
5-8 Bk, Side, Close; L Diamond Turn
BANJO; L Diamond Turn; Hesitation
Change;
PART B
1-4 Open Telemark; Manuv, Side, Close;
Open Impetus SEMI-CLOSED; Weave, 2,
3;
5-8 Twisty%lima; Finish Weave; (Fan Swivel)
Thru, Fan, Point BANJO; Bk, Bk to
CLOSED, Check;
9-12 Dip, Twist, —; Recov, Draw, Fwd CON-
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TRA BANJO; Closed Wing; Closed
Telemark;
13-16 Manuv, Side, Close; Pivot face LOD,
Fwd, Fwd; Pivot face RLOD, Bk, Bk;
Hesitation Change;
SEQUENCE: A A B A A— B plus Tag.
Tag:
(Twirl to LEFT-OPEN and Point) Side,
1
Recov, Point.
BILL BAILEY CHARLESTON Merry-GoRound 003
Choreographers: Wayne and Barbara
Blackford
Comment: Lots of action in this two-step. The
music really makes you want to dance.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 Face LOD no hands joined Wait; Wait;
Swivel L,
Swivel R9
Swivel L,
Swivel R,
PART A
1-4 (Fwd,
Point Fwd, —; Bk,
Point Bk,
—; Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step;) Man
holds four meas.
5-8 (W holds four meas.) Fwd, —, Point
Fwd, —; Bk, —, Point Bk end CLOSED M
face WALL, —, Fwd Two-Step; Fwd
Two-Step;
9-12 Side, —, XIB, —; L Turn Two-Step M
face COH; Side, —, XIB, —; R Turn
Two-Step M face WALL;
13-16 Basketball Pivot, —, 2 face RLOD, —;
Basketball Pivot, —, 2 face LOD in
SEMI-CLOSED, —; (Twirl) Fwd, —, 2, —;
Pickup to CLOSED,
2, —;
PART B
1-4 Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; Rock
Fwd,
Recov, —; Pivot, —, 2 end M
face RLOD, —;
5-8 Traveling RLOD repeat action meas 1-4
Part B except to end M facing LOD;
THE WALTZ YOU SAVED FOR ME—MerryGo-Round 003
Choreographers: Bob and Lu Paull
Comment: A relaxing waltz routine to very nice
waltz music.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 OPEN-FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, Point,
; Together to BUTTERFLY M face
WALL, Touch, —;
PART A
1-4 Waltz Away, 2, 3; Waltz Together, 2, 3;
(Twirl) Vine, 2, 3; Thru, Face Close;
5-8 Waltz Balance L, 2, 3; Waltz Balance R,
2, 3; Side, Draw, Close; Side, Draw,
Close;
9-12 Waltz Away, 2, 3; Twinkle Thru, 2, 3;
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Twinkle Thru, 2, 3; Manuv, 2, 3 end M face
RLOD;
13-16 (R) Waltz Turn; (R) Waltz Turn; Hover
end SEMI-CLOSED face LCD; Thru,
Face partner & WALL in CLOSED,
Close;
PART B
Fwri, Qidel (Inca;Rk, Qpich, rinse; nrift
Apart, 2, 3; (Wrap) In Place, 2, 3;
5-8 Bk, 1/4 R Turn, 1/4 R Turn M face COH;
(Unwrap) In Place, 2, Turn end SIDECAR
DIAGONAL LOD & WALL; Twinkle, 2, 3
BANJO;Fwd/Turn Face WALL & partner
in CLOSED, Side, Close;
9-12 Balance Fwd, 2, 3; Drift Apart, 2, 3; Together to TAMARA, 2, 3; Circle Away, 2,
3;
13-16 Circle Together to TAMARA, 2, 3; Circle
to BUTTERFLY, 2, 3 M face WALL; Vine,
2, 3; Thru, Face, Close;
SEQUENCE: A - B -- A- B A plus Ending.
Ending
1
Dip Center and Twist.
BABY ELEPHANT WALK-Red Boot 910
Choreographers: Steve and Jackie Wilhoit
Comment: This two-step routine is not difficult.
The music is a bit different and interesting.
Cues one side of record.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 BUTTERFLY M face WALL Wait; Wait;
Apart, -, Point, -; Together,
Touch,
!WM.

DANCE
1-4 Side, Close, Side/Close, Side; Swivel,
Close, Swivel, Close; Side, Close,
Side/Close, Side; Swivel, Close,
Swivel, Touch;
5-8 Roll, 2, 3, Touch; Reverse Roll, 2, 3,
Touch; Side, Touch, Side, Touch;
Apart, Touch, Together, Touch;
9-12 Twisty Vine, 2, 3, 4; Fishtail; Fwd,
Close, Bk, -; Bk, Close, Fwd end
SEMI-CLOSED facing LOD, -;
INTERLUDE
1-4 Step, Swing, Bk, Touch; 1/4 R Turn, 2/3
1/4 R Turn, 2/3 facig RLOD; Rock Bk,
Recov, 1/4 R Turn, 2/3; 1/4 R Turn, 2/3
face LOD, Rock Bk, Recov;
SEQUENCE: Dance - Interlude - Dance
Interlude -- Dance (meas 5-12) - Interlude
- Dance Interlude - Dance (meas 5-12)
plus Ending.
ENDING:
1-4 BUTTERFLY M face WALL Vine, 2, 3, 4; 5,
6, 7, 8; Side, Touch, Side, Touch; Apart,
Touch. Together, Touch; Butterfly Tilt.
9-12 Progressive Scissors end SIDECAR;
Progressive Scissors end BANJO &
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1985

check; Fishtail; Side, Close, XIB, Side;
13-16 Fwd, Lock, Fwd, Lock; Fwd,
1/4 R turn
M face WALL in CLOSED, -; Side,
Close, Side, Close, Fwd, -, 1/4 R Turn to
face LOD in OPEN, -;
SEQUENCE: A - B- A
B- A end in OPEN
facing LOD for Tag.
Tag:
•• =1.
1-2 Swivel L, -, Swivel R, -;
Apart/Point.
■

9

GOOFUS- Blue Star 2271
Choreographers: Clark and Ginger McDowell
Comment: Easy and fun two-step. The music
has a very pronounced beat. There are cues
on one side of record.
PART A
1-4 OPEN face LOD Step, Brush, Step,
Brush; Run, 2, 3, 4; Cut Back, 2, 3,4; Dip
Bk, -, Recov to BUTTERFLY M face
WALL, -;
5-8 Side, Close, Fwd, -; Side, Close, Bk,
-; Vine, 2, 3, 4; 5, 6, 7, 8;
9-12 Toe, Heel, XIF, -; Toe, Heel, XIF, -;
Side, Close, Side, Close face LOD;
Walk, -, Pickup to CLOSED, -;
13-16 Progressive Scissors end SIDECAR;
Progressive Scissors BANJO; CLOSED
Turn Two-Step; Turn Two-Step;
PART B
1-4 Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; Fwd,
Close, Bk, -; Bk, Close, Fwd, -;
5-8 Vine Apart, 2, 3, Touch; Vine Together,
2, 3, face in CLOSED; Turn Two-Step;
Turn Two-Step;
SEQUENCE: A - A end SEMI-CLOSED B - A
plus Ending.
Ending:
1-2 (Twirl) Walk,
2, -; Apart,
Point,

SINGING CALLS
HEAD OVER HEELS IN LOVE
By Murry Beasley, Texhoma, Oklahoma
Record: Lore #1217, Flip Instrumental with
Murry Beasley
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Circle left
Think I'll go across the ocean
If I don't lose my notion
I just got to forget you if I can
Allemande left corner girl do sa do your own
Boys star left roll it once you go
Turn the partner by the right left allemande
Swing the girl around and promenade
I'm feeling so good that I don't know what to do
Cause I'm head over heels in love with you
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FIGURE:
One and three square thru four hands you go
Around this corner girl do sa do swing thru
The boys run right bend the line do a
Right and left thru turn the girl
Pass the ocean there recycle round my friend
Swing the corner girl and promenade
I'm feeling so good that I don't know what to do
Cause I'm head over heels in love with you
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.
THE PARTY'S OVER
By Elmer Sheffield, Tallahassee, Florida
Record: ESP #129, Flip Instrumental with Elmer
Sheffield
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Well the four little ladies chain
Gonna turn a little girl around
Better rollaway circle to the left
You're gonna roll that girl a half sashay
Circle to the left while you're that way
Allemande the corner and you weave that ring
Turn out the lights the party's over and
Swing your girl around and promenade
Call it a night the party's over
Tomorrow night's the same old thing again
FIGURE:
Well now those head couples square thru
Four hands around there get around
The corner do a do sa do swing thru tonight
And let those boys run right
You tag the line and all face right
Boys cross run and the girls trade then
Wheel and deal her swing that girl promenade
Call it a night the party's over and
Tomorrow night's the same old thing again
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.
HEY GOOD LOOKIN'
By Buddy Weaver, Hilo, Hawaii
Record:. River Boat #222, Flip Instrumental with
Buddy Weaver
OPENER:
Circle left
Hey good lookin' what you got cookin'
How's about cookin' something up with me
Left allemande your corner come back do sa do
Four ladies promenade the ring
Well you're gonna turn your partner right
Corner allemande come home swing and whirl
Promenade the land
Say hey good lookin' what you got cookin'
How's about cookin' something up with me
MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Four ladies promenade once around the ring
Get back home swing your man around
Join hands circle to the left around you go
Left allemande and weave the ring
I got a hot rod Ford and a two dollar bill

And I know a spot right over the hill
Swing and whirl the pretty little girl
Promenade around the world
Hey good lookin' what you got cookin'
How's about cookin' something up with me
FIGURE:
Heads square thru while the sides rollaway
Meet the outside two then swing thru
Boys run right then right and left thru
All pass thru then you wheel and deal
Those centers square thru three hands
Swing that corner gal and promenade
Say hey good lookin' what you got cookin'
How's about cookin' something up with me
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.

QUADRILLE

Quadrilles are a perfect go-between for the
round dances and the squares. While danced
in typical square formations and using square
dance basics, the instructional calls are
prompted much in the same manner as one
would cue a round — on the last beats of a
phrase just preceeding the action. Listening
to the with-call side of this record while following the written calls is a good way to learn
how to add these pleasurable dances to your
repertoire.
GRAND SQUARE SIX QUADRILLE
By Jack Murtha, Yuba City, California
Record: Square Dancetime #009, Flip Instrumental with Jack Murtha
DANCE:
(Chord) — Sides pass thru
— — Separate go around two -you go — — — Heads pass thru
— — Separate go round two — —
Home you go — — Sides face grand square six
— Bow to partner — Swing
Promenade
-

1•111!

Sides pass thru

NOTE: Sides lead twice: Sides pass thru first and
sides will face for the grand square six. Heads
lead twice: Heads pass thru first and heads will
face for the grand square six.
ALTERNATE FIGURE:
Sides slow square thru
Split two round one
At home do sa do
Sides face
Grand square six
NOTE: Footwork for the slow square thru is slow,
slow, quick, quick, quick per hand. Allow 16
beats of music.

INTRODUCING THE "PRODUCER" by

etegrefet

YOU ASKED FOR IT-WE PRODUCED IT!
All of you callers, cuers, cloggers and contras have asked us to design a
state-of-the-art sound system, minus a few frills, but producing the high-quality
Clinton sound you have come to expect.

The "PRODUCER" amplifier
produces:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

enough power for 100 squares
a graphic equalizer for the mike channel
jacks for hi & lo impedance mikes
calibrated speed control from 35 to 55 rpm
extended speed range from 0 to 80 rpm
full floating turntable and tonearm assembly
strobe for 45 and 331/3 rpm
illuminated control panel

TRY OUR "TWO FISTED"
BALANCED PACKAGING
Carrying case, including: the 10 lb.
"PRODUCER" amplifier; MilTech's new
"KLEAR-SOUND" mike, space for 60 7"
records. Carrying wgt.-18 lbs.
The "PROJECTOR" Sound Columns
with top handle,
weighing in at 18 lbs.

It costs you nothing to call usPut in your order NOW!
Toll free: 1-800-227-1139
In Connecticut: 877-2287

MasterCard/Visa accepted
Call or write for brochure

MilTech, Inc., manufacturers of Clinton Sound Systems
51 High Street, Milford, Connecticut 06460

The

ROOFER'S
RECORDS

CALLER
of the
MONTH

NEW RELEASES with NEW ARTISTS
TRR 117 Cruising Down The River
TRR 125 Big Boss Man TRR 127 Goody Goody
TRR 126 Roil Out The BarrelTRR 128 The Party's Over
TRR 129 Yes Sir She's My Baby

NEW HOEDOWNS
TRR 205 Something Good
TRR 204 Ragtime Annie
TRR 206 Bitter Creek
Check the artists — you'll like them!
Phone (405) 942-4435
The ROOFER'S RECORDS

Oklahoma City, OK 73112

4021 N.W. 61st
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CATALOG.
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With Over 8 Years Experience
Serving Callers and Cuers Across
the Country. SUPREME is Your
F irst Choice For All Your Audio
Needs.
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for beginner classes is a fairly accurate comment when
referring to this square dance leader.
Throughout the years such groups have been
particularly significant for Bill Deane. 18
years ago, while still learning to dance the
basics, he was attracted to the calling aspect
and shortly thereafter it became a part of his
life. Two years ago, while teaching a beginner's class, Bill was attracted to a pert, young
woman named Joan, who became his wife and
also an important part of his life. Currently,
the Deanes maintain a demanding schedule of
four classes a week — three for newcomers
and one Plus/Advanced workshop.
About a year after entering the activity,
with a caller's class to his credit plus the encouragement of dancer-friends, Bill was
launched into a program of teaching beginners
and he has been entrenched ever since. His
early efforts strengthened the ranks of newlyformed clubs in the San Fernando Valley . . .
the Lamplighters, the Grand Squares, the
Rocky Tops. Today, most of his students become members of the Bachelors and Bachelorettes. Deane teaches for the Glendale, the

A

CALLER WITH AN AFFINITY

LT
-

Bill Deane, Santa Monica, CA

—_

SHURE

_

CALLERS CHOOCE

.

HeiE

__ j—

LEE
KOPMAN
• Newly revised Al and A2, & C-1 and C-2 Instructional Set
• Now Available on Reel or Cassette
INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES
for Advanced, C-1, C-2, and C-3 levels of dancing
• Minus a couple to make up a square?
Try our (5) Two-Couple Tapes geared to Approved Callerlab level lists
Mainstream — Advanced Level —
C-1 Level — C-2 Level — C-3 Level
• Also Available — Glossary of S/D Calls
• Workshop Tapes
For Details,
Advanced to C-3 Level

Write to LEE KOPMAN
2695 Campbell Ave., Wantagh, NY 11793
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Los Angeles and the Downey Chapters, representing a large contingent of Southern California's single dancers and he graduates from
250 to 350 dancers each year. He is also in
constant demand for weekend festivals.
A member of Callerlab, Bill, like many of
his associates, is concerned with the need for
more time to properly teach the movements
required today. He states, "If we are truly to
make square dancing the fun everyone talks
about but finds difficult to attain, then we
must join forces to bring it about. In my opinion, dancers, callers, clubs and associations
must combine efforts, perhaps through the
leadership of Callerlab, if we are to assure the
growth of our activity within a lively, happy
atmosphere.

LETTERS, continued from page 3
find that callers advertise Advanced and Challenge dances and inadequately trained
dancers, who do not know simple basics, are
spending money on things they cannot dance.
. . . Our hearts go out to those down here who
don't need Challenge dancing but do need
rusty hinge" dances so they can happily and
skillfully participate in club-level activities.
Name Withheld on Request

* BADGES *

FREE SAMPLES FOR CLUB BADGES
SEND SKETCH & QUANTITY FOR
OUR SAMPLE & QUOTATION

Write for free literature and order forms.

* SPECIAL EVENT AND
VISITATION BADGES
From
$25.00 per 100
SWEETHEART BALL
FEB 14. 19 81- ACTON

Dear Editor:
Spelled wrong but most dancers in our part
of the country know what our license plate
means and how to do it.
Don and Carolyn Lewis
Ardmore, Oklahoma
Last month we said "no more license plates

Plastic Bar
Metal Bar

* FUN
* CONVENTION
BADGES
BADGES

1.75
2.50

(Cal. Residents)
Sales Tax 6%

Single Rover
Emblem
Double Rover
Emblem

1.50
2.50

Postage & Handling Chg — $1.75 per order

24K Gold-Plated Enameled

MAR: ITIC: OM?
P. Earrings or Pendant $3.95
Both for only $6.95
plus $1,00 ship. & handling
{Calif. res. add 6% sales tax)
When ordering specify dress color:
red, blue. or black.
Send check or money order to:
Charmz-Reaction
P.O. Box 6529
',Adoodland Hills. CA 91365
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Have you square danced 1000 miles or more from
home?
If so—YOU can become a "ROVER." A caller's OK will
qualify a couple if they have completed the mileage
requirement. Hang your Rover Emblem on a Bar engraved with the Town and State where you visited and
danced.

BLUE ENGRAVERS
P.O. Box 1070
San Pedro, CA 90731

(213)
833-1581

"ORIGINALS IN SQUARE DANCE BADGES"
For Over 30 Years
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RDs
P.O. Box 574, Kingsbury, CA 93631
Owners/producers
Jay Henderson
Rick Hampton
(209) 224-5256
(209) 896-3816

Jay Henderson

Rick Hampton

CURRENT RELEASES
FT-CG-5001 Farmer's Fiddle — Hit Clogger
FT-CG-5002 Old Fashioned Love Song — Latest Clogger
Both by Dawn Farmer
FT-RD-1001 Lovesick Blues — R/D by Leonard 8, Dorothy Row
FT-115
Houston (Means I Am One Day Closer To You) by Vic
FT-114
There Must Be Something About Me That She Loves by Rick
FT-113
Crocodile Rock by Phil

for a bit" but this one reached us before the
writers could have received their
magazine.—Editor
Dear Editor:
I wanted to write and tell you how much we
have enjoyed your Basic and Plus Handbooks.
They have been so much help to us.
Linn Landers
Hemet, California
Dear Editor:
We enjoyed your article on Joe Lewis. He
was one of this area's all-time favorites.

Phil Farmer

Vic Kaaria

Dawn Farmer

NEW DANCERS
Don't forget practice hoedownsFT-104 Snipe Romp — 34 Basics by Rick
FT-109 Tune Up — 48 Basics by Rick
FT-110 Love Sick Blues — Jay

Thanks for taking us "down memory lane."
Betty Little
Longview, Washington
Dear Editor:
The middle of June will find Space City
Squares without a caller. Traditionally we
have depended upon military callers coming
to Holloman A. F.B. We would certainly appreciate any possible military transfers (of
callers) coining our way to contact us. Thank
you.
Jean Dodd 1302 Canyon Road
Alamogordo, New Mexico 88310

B & S SQUARE DANCE SHOP

Visa
Master charge

Billy & Sue Miller
St. Rte., Box 301
Magnet, In. 47555
Ph. 812-843-5491

B & S Nylon Organdy "Crisp" Petticoats
A light weight snag free slip available in beautiful
colors: Lt. Pink, Lt. Blue, White, Lt. Yellow, Bright
Green, Orange, Bright Yellow, Royal, Navy, Red,
Mint, Lilac, Lime, Beige, Black, Burgundy, Med.
Purple, Hot Pink, Brown, Peach, Deep Purple,
Multi. (Any 4 Comb.)
50 yd. single layer — $35.95
Special Order, No Returns:
35 yd. single layer — $33.95
60 yd. single layer — $38.95
50 yd. double layer — $39.00
60 yd. double layer — $45.95
80 yd. double layer — $55.00
100 yd. double layer — $63.00
75 yd. single layer — $43.95

B & S Ruffle Delight
Two top layers of baby mesh and a third inside
layer of nylon organdy to prevent hose-picking. 3
tiered with 150 yds. nylon ruffle on bottom edges.
White baby mesh slips with ruffles available in the
following colors: black, peacock, blue, yellow,
royal, red, orchid, orange, bright lime, fluorescent
orange, hot pink, candy pink, brown, purple, and
light blue and multis.
Price: $32.95
All Organdy Ruffle Delight's also available

All slips available in lengths 18" thru 23".
No returns on special made Slips under 18" or over 23"
All multi-slips and slips over 23" are $2.00 more.
Send $1.00 for Catalog
Prices Subject to change without notice.
Refunded on 1st Order
Shipping/$2.00 ea. — add 75•Z ea. additional
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Indiana residents add
5% sales tax
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BRIEF FORM FITTING

PETTIPANTS
NYLON TRICOT

MATCHING LACE is ruffled on these briefs

white, black, natural, maize, peach,
orange, medium pink, hot pink, red wine, lilac,
purple, light blue, royal navy, aqua, lime, brown
and multi-pastel
buy in dress sizes: 6 - 8 - 10 - 12 - 14 - 16
MMn30
$ 9.50

Marketing Test
FINAL
MONTH

THE CATCHALL qa REGALIA
1813 NINTH WICHITA FALLS, TEXAS 76301

Dear Editor:
Thank you very much for a magazine complete enough to explore and offer to your
readers a Directory of Leaders of Exceptional
Dancers.
Harold Fergus
Columbus, Ohio
For an update on Handicapable Dancers, see
page 18 this issue.—Editor

TO THE PEACE CORPS
Ed and Mary Warmoth, known as "square
dance goodwill ambassadors for Oregon, and

(817) 766-1612

6.93
Texas add tax $1.18

POSTAGE PAID

past presidents of the State Fed. of S/R/D
Clubs, are "shifting gears." They have accepted a two-year assignment for the Peace
Corps in the Dominican Republic where they
will assist with agricultural development in a
rural village. Granted two days' vacation a
month, they hope to attend some square
dances and possibly include dancing in their
Peace Corps work. Their philosophy: "You
share in a square; now we are going to share
some of our life with people of another country." We wish them well.

CALLER AIDS
MAINSTREAM FLOW: The callers note service which restricts itself to the Callerlab Mainstream Program and Quarterly Selections. Eight pages of good,
useable material for the Mainstream Club Caller and Teacher. No space is wasted on new experimental material and all of the routines flow smoothly.
Zero's equivalents and conversions will be featured along with two singing call routines using the spotlight call of the month. All material will enable you to
$16.00 per year subscription ($21.00 foreign air mail).
better understand and to use the mainstream program
THE PLUS SUPPLEMENT TO MAINSTREAM FLOW: The beneficial addition which gives you assistance with the Callerlab Plus Program. Four
additional pages of material for teaching and calling the Plus Program. Combined subscription with Mainstream Flow$25.00 per year subscription
($32.50 foreign air mail to Europe [$35.00 to far east]).
SINGING CALL BOOKS
These books contain singing call routines which progress in the recommended teaching order for the Callerlab Programs. They all fit any standard 64 beat
singing call recording you like. All are printed in orator type so they may be easily read from at least three feet away. If you are looking for ways to make your
dances and workshops easier and more fun these books are for you ....Each book is $10.00 postpaid ($13.00 to Europe [$14.00 to Far East])
Singing Thru Mainstream: 246 singing call routines for the Mainstream Program. A good, by definition tool for teaching your classes and mainstream
workshops. Just plain fun for experienced mainstream dancers.
Singing Thru Plus: 186 singing call routines for the Plus Program with three additional routines for each of the Quarterly Selections. If your dancers can
dance all routines in this book with minimum square breakdown they are ready for Advanced Workshop
Singing Thru Advanced one: 202 singing call routines for the Advanced One Program. Your advanced group will love these routines and will be better
dancers because of them.
THE FUNDAMENTALS OF HASH CALLING
This book, written by Jay King and revised by Gene Trimmer will be your key to learning how to use the Mental Image system of calling. It enables you to
learn how to practice and to call square dancing without having dancers before you. An invaluable aid to the old and new caller alike $18.00 Postpaid
($22.00 foreign air mail).
INSTRUCTIONAL CASSETTE TAPES: 90 minute tapes that will help your calling. You can learn to build your own singing call routines that flow smoothly
and time out properly for good dancing flow. You can also learn to use Zero's Equivalents and Conversions with ease and make your calling much more
Each tape $10.00 postpaid ($14.00 foreign air mail)
effective.

T001-HOW TO BUILD SINGING CALLS

T002-USING ZERO'S, EQUIVALENTS & CONVERSIONS.

Note: Prices are the same for Canada as U.S.
Send check or money order (foreign M.O. marked U.S. Dollars) to:

GENE TRIMMER, 103 Rosewood, Paragould, Ark. 72450 501-236-7067
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PATTERN
#570
SIZES: X-Small thru XXX Large

$4 50
Please include postage
and handling woo

SINGING CALLS
THE PARTY'S OVER ESP 129
Key: A Tempo: 132 Range: H C Sharp
LE
Caller: Elmer Sheffield
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A well-known tune that was due for a
re-issue. The music is bouncy and the figure
has enough different moves to make it interesting. Elmer seems to enjoy turning out the
lights. Rating: ****
CHARLIE'S SHOES—Sundown Ranch 102
Key: A Tempo: 132 Range: H C Sharp
L C Sharp
Caller: Uncle Otis
Synopsis: (Intro) Walk around corner men
star left pick up partner star promenade
allemande left —
halfway
back out
weave ring ---- do sa do promenade (Break
& end) Sides face grand square four ladies
promenade — swing promenade (Figure)
down middle -Heads promenade halfway
right and left thru pass thru trade by —
curlique — scoot back boys scoot back
girls — swing corner — promenade.
Comment: A rather traditional sound in the inHOW TO USE THE RECORD REPORT

The multisized pattern is
complete with layout and easyassembly instructions.

"First in Quality, Design, and Comfort"

P.O. Box 9597
v--...:ii- T--- 11111r1

IMILIALIMPle, I rile.
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All singing calls are checked and rated by our reviewer
and by dancers who dance to each recording. Recording quality, instrumentation, clarity of commands, presentation, body mechanics, flow of dance and choreography are all considered. The rating is given on an
overall consensus although an outstanding or a detracting feature in one or more points may contribute to the
final rating. The tempo, key and range — high and low —
are included for each singing call, while the key and
tempo are included for hoedowns. Whether you individually agree with the review is not as important as it is for
you to be able to count on the consistency of the reviewer's comments. Comparing these with your own
viewpoint will allow you to determine which records are
most suitable for your own use. Star ratings range from
7" to **.*, or below average to outstanding. A
synopsis of each singing call is included while selected
records are reproduced in their entirety in the Workshop
section of he same issue.
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Unicorn Records
Dick Loos

Bill Bumgarner

Unicorn Records
11897 Beaver Pike
Jackson, Ohio 45640

Jim Vititoe

Shag Ulen

UR 101 Unicorn Song
UR 301 One of Those Wonderful Songs
UR 302 Puffin' on the Ritz
UR 401 Sugar, Sugar
UR 501 Country Is

Coming Soon
UR 201 Country Jim
UR 202 Susan's Song

Distributed by: Astec, Merrbach, Twelgrenn, Old Timer
and Jim's Record Shop

strumental with a very easy melody line to
follow. The choreography offers a double
scoot back. The middle break during the
grand square offers a wild drum.
Rating. ****

HELLO HELLO Sunny Hills 5001
Tempo: 130
Range: H C
Key: F
Caller: Mac McCullar
LC
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left — allemande left —
do sa do own — four men star left — turn
partner by right — corner allemande — swing
own promenade (Figure) One and three
flutterwheel sweep one quarter pass thru
RUTH & REUEL deTURK
1606 Hopmeadow Street
Simsbury, Conn. 06070
Routes 10 — 202
Opp. Bowling Lanes at the
GRANBY LINE
Send for FREE MAIL ORDER CATALOG

— do sa do — swing thru two by two spin
the top — right and left thru — square thru
three quarters — corner swing
promenade.
Comment: A revival of a good tune originally
from MacGregor stock. A tune that the
dancers can become involved in singing.
Figure is a standard Mainstream offering. The
music is above average. Rating: ****

HEY GOOD LOOKIN'—River Boat 222
Key: A Flat Tempo: 128 Range: H C
Caller: Buddy Weaver
L E Flat
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A good instrumental with a well-

THE

C) P

Phone: 203-658-9417

HOURS:
Mon. thru Sat.
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Other times by
appointment
Summer Hours:
June-July-August
Fri. - Sat.
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

GEORGEOUS
GINGHAM
to thrill
with Eyelet Trim
Sm to XLg $44.98
Lilac, Red,
Rovai, Wine
Peasant BLOUSE
to match $12.98
Man's SHIRT
to match $19.98
S/M/L/XL
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White Blouse
with White Lace
Trim, Adjustable
Drawstring
S/M/L/XL $16.98

ALL LEATHER BY COAST
WHITE-BLACK, N-M-W NAVY $
Sizes 6 thru 10
Reg. Price $29.98

22

CLOSEOUT

SQUARE TOE
Fully lined with an
elasticized throatsquare toe, 11/4" heel,
elasticized buckle
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346

Ve

Pattern Co.
Box 23
Hamlin, Texas 79520
Catalog $1.50
plus 500 postage & handling
known melody line. The calling is distinct and
easy to understand. Figure is Mainstream and
very danceable. Good musical introduction.
Rating: ****

I'M AN OLD ROCK AND ROLLER—ESP 607
Key: E
Tempo: 132
Range: H E
Caller: Larry Letson
LE
Synopsis: (Break) Sides face grand square allemande left — weave ring
swing -promenade (Figure) Heads square thru four
hands — do sa do — swing thru — boys run
right -- ferris wheel centers pass thru
star thru
square thru three quarters —

Paul Marcum

Larry Letson

Jim & Dottie McCord
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swing corner
promenade her.
Comment: A rock type record as indicated by
the title. Some callers will be able to go with the
beat. It does not seem too difficult to handle.
The figure is average.
Rating: ****

CATFISH JOHN—River Boat 215
Key: D
Tempo: 136
Range: H B
Caller: Larry Marchese
LA
Synopsis: (Intro) Circle left — left allemande
turn partner right left allemande
weave
ring — swing — promenade (Break & end)
(The grand square called on the 2nd and 4th
time of the figure will start off the break &

ESP 004 Home So Fine (Round) cued by Jim
ESP 003 Carousel Waltz (Round) cued by Jim
ESP 002 Elmer's Two Step (Round) cued by Jim
ESP 131 Don't Call Him a Cowboy by Elmer
ESP 130 Maggie by Elmer
ESP 129 The Party's Over by Elmer
ESP 209 Big Daddy's Alabamy Bound by Elmer, Paul
& Daryl McMillan
ESP 208 You Are My Sunshine by Elmer & Bob
ESP 207 On The Road Again by Elmer & Larry
ESP 314 My Baby's Got Good Timin' by Paul
ESP 313 That's The Way Love Goes by Paul
ESP 312 Love In Disguise by Paul
ESP 402 Bones (Hoedown) Plus Calls by Paul
ESP 508 Old Fashion Girl by Bob
ESP 507 Street Talk by Bob
ESP 607 I'm An 01' Rock 'N Roller by Larry
ESP 606 Coin Machine by Larry
For distribution information contact: Elmer Sheffield Productions, Inc.
3765 Lakeview Dr., Tallahassee, Fla. 32304
904 576-4088/681-3634

Elmer Sheffield, Jr.

Bob Newman

ESP WEEKEND
September 6, 7, 1985
Jackson, MS
Contact: Vicki Letson,
PO Box 1475, Carmel, ID 46032
(313) 844-4218
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WANT TO OWN A RECORD COMPANY?
• Complete tape and record inventory •
For information please write to:

Ann MacKenzie
428 W. 8th Street
Upland, California 91786

mACGREGORRECORDS
ending) four ladies promenade --- swing
promenade (Figure) Heads rollaway - up to
middle and back — star thru — do sa do make a wave girls trade girls run right
tag the line face right ferris wheel centers square thru three quarters — swing --promenade (2nd and 4th time add sides face)
grand square.
Comment: A quick moving dance that kept the
dancers alert. The figure offers Mainstream
and grand square. The music is above average. Choreography is a little different.
Rating: ***

ONE OF THE WONDERFUL SONGS—
River Boat 218
Key: E, F Sharp & G Sharp
Range: H C Sharp
LB
Tempo: 128
Caller: Buddy Weaver
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies promenade —
swing - join hands circle left — allemande left
— weave ring — do sa do — promenade
(Figure) Head couples promenade halfway —
into middle — pass the ocean — extend the
tag — swing thru the outside pair -- boys run
right -- ferris wheel — center four curlique

The Fun Never Sets
is Arizona's most complete
at Sun Vista! newSunRVVista
resort. It's the resort everyone's
been talking about! Sun Vista facilities
and amenities include:
JACK &
DOROTHY
WRIGHT

MARV
LINDNER

Resident Square Dance
Caller/Recording Artist

Round Dance Cuers
and Instructors

STARTING IN OCTOBER, WEEKDAY SQUARE
DANCE INSTRUCTION AND EVENING DANCES AT
THESE CALLERLAB-APPROVED DANCE LEVELS:
• Beginning Basics • M/S, OS
• Plus • A-1, Advanced 2, C-1
ROUNDALAB PROGRAM ALSO BEGINS IN
OCTOBER AND INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING:
• Beginning Basic Steps • Intermediate Rounds
• Classic Rounds

For information
call
or write:

Sun Vista

7201 E. Highway 80
Yuma, AZ 85365

RV Resort

(602) 726-8920
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• Hardwood floor dance hall

• 1230 large park model sites
• 3 acres of recreational facilities
• 2-story clubhouse
• Driving range and putting green
- Separate arts & crafts building
• Postal facilities
• Full-sized indoor and outdoor
swimming pools and spas
• Free cable TV
• Continuous activities
• Nighttime security
• RV storage area
• Recreational director
• Round and square dancing
- Shuffleboard courts, card rooms,
pool rooms, horseshoes
and more!
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NEW RELEASE
WIN 4779 Back Home In
Indiana - two step by Betty
Clancy Mueller and My
Best Girl - two
step by Corky &
Paulette Pell

Winesop Records-

make right hand star — roll it to the corner man
and swing — promenade.
Comment: A good tune that most are acquainted
vvith. blear calling. Music is hn\IPaverage
and the Mainstream choreography has a little
different action. The key change added a little
to the release. Rating:

FOR DANC1t4g

CURRENT RELEASES
WIN 4773 My Ideal/Small Town
viiN 4775 CeciIia/Either 'Way Is i%
WIN 4776 Ain't We Got Fun/Beautiful Morning
WIN 4778 Mean To Me/Moonglow
Send for our free 1985 round dance catalog.
312 Monterey Pass Road, Monterey Park, CA 91754

MAIL ORDER
MASTER RECORD SERVICE
Telephone
(602) 997-5355
Square and Round Dance

P.O. Box 37676

Phoenix, AZ 85069

NEW RECREATIONAL DANCE PROGRAM
Mixers, folk dances, squares and contras for
one-night stands, recreation departments,
schools, colleges, camps, senior citizens.

Write: Lloyd Shaw Foundation
Sales Division
12225 Saddle Strap Row
Hudson, FL 33567

GOLDEN SLIPPERS—Sundown Ranch 103
Range: H E
Tempo: 132
Key: A
Caller; Louie Sequin
LA
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left — allemande left —
allemande Char forward two make a star
men back up — slip the clutch skip one —
allemande left right and left grand do sa
do
promenade (Figure) Heads lead right —
circle make a line forward and back
pass thru wheel and deal double pass
thru first go left next go right square
thru four hands — swing corner promenade
Comment: Welcome to the square dance recording world. The first for Sundown Ranch to
this reviewer's knowledge. The music is solid
and standard. Figure is average Mainstream.
The music offers a fiddle and mandolin lead.
Rating: **
WASN'T THAT LOVE—Bogan 1356
Tempo: 126
Range: H C
Key: C
Callers: Tommy White & David Davis
LC
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left -- walk around
men star right left
corner — see saw own
swing partner
weave ring
allemande
(Figure) Head couples square thru — with
sides make right hand star ---- heads star left —
same two right and left thru veer to left
swing
ferris wheel — centers pass thru
corner promenade.
Comment: An easy singing call using Mainstream moves. The duet with Tommy and
David is quite acceptable. The lyrics are
catchy. Music is adequate and well-balanced
with trumpet background. Rating: *-*),A.(*

MIKE COZY

QUALITY NAME BADGES

Holds and protects any microphone up to 101/2" long, plus
twenty feet of cable. Sturdy,
easy to store, handy to
carry, handsome Naugahyde exterior, with
sturdy metal
zipper.
$11.80 plus

NEW CLUBS — free design help ALL
CLUBS — guest, special event, fun,
gimmick badges, charms (including
BREAKFAST
,ILINE 24.1972
ROVER,
Square Angels, Retriever,
DES MORES
etc.)
NATIONAL Utt.
PANIC BUTTONS — flag with square
dance saying pops up
RHINESTONE BADGES — your name, also Hug-N-Bug,
Snuggle Bunny, Glow Worm, Turtles, KK
GLENVIEW

*Write or call for more info*

A to Z Engraving, Co., Inc.

$1.50 postage

462 N. Robertson Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90048
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Calif. add
6% Sales Tax

1150 Brown Street, Wauconda, IL 60084
312/526-7396
A Custom Service Since 1956
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MY BABY'S GOT GOOD TIMING—ESP 314
Key: D
Tempo: 132
Range: H D
Caller: Paul Marcum
LB
Synopsis: Circle left — men star right left
allemande weave ring swing — promenade (Figure) Heads promenade halfway —
square thru four swing thru boys run —
half tag trade and roll — pass thru -- trade by
— swing -- promenade.
Comment: Good instrumental music by ESP on
this release. The figure offers a half tag trade
and roll in the Mainstream figure. Callers
would have to listen to see if this fits their
needs. Rating: ***

A NICKEL FOR THE FIDDLER— River Boat 221
Tempo: 124
Key: G
Range: H G
Caller: Nate Bliss
LG
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande left — turn partner
by right — boys star left — turn opposite by
right make wrong way thar — boys back up
left hand star — slip the clutch — skip one —
right and left grand — swing — promenade
(Figure) Head two couples promenade halfway — lead right circle four make a line —
right and left thru — pass thru tag the line —
all face in — box the gnat slide thru — pass
swing corner lady promenade.
thru
Comment: This release has a very quick intro-

LNAI; DEALERS
Stores handling square dance records and
books anywhere in the world are listed in these
pages. Your listing will reach 80,000 square
dancers, many of them potential record buyers. For
information regarding these special listings write
SQUARE DANCING Advertising, 462 North
Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90048. Our
Telephone: (213) 652-7434. Attention: Adv. Mgr.
* CALIFORNIA
ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
3600-33rd Avenue, Sacramento 95824
* CANADA
GLAMAR DANCE CRAFT LTD.
3584 E. Hastings, Vancouver, B.C. V5K-207
THOMASSON S/D SPECIALTIES
121 Barrington Ave.. Winnipeg, Man.
R2M 2A8
* COLORADO
SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP
957 Sheridan Boulevard, Denver 80214
* FLORIDA
ROCKIN' RHYTHMS/LISTENING POST
1894 Drew St., Clearwater, 33575
(813) 461-1879
* MINNESOTA
FAIR 'N SQUARE RECORDS (PALOMINO)
816 Forest Hills Dr. SW, Rochester 55902
Order Toll Free 1-800-328-3800
ID & I_ RECORDS
6199 43rd St. N., Oakdale, 55109

* NEW JERSEY
CALLERS'-CUERS' CORNER/ SUPREME AUDIO
271 Greenway Rd., Ridgewood 07450
(201) 445-7398 Free Catalog
* NEW YORK
WORLDTONE MUSIC, INC.
230 Seventh Ave., New York, NY 10011
(212) 691-1934
* NORTH CAROLINA
BIG BOB'S RECORD WORLD
2304 Maywood St., Greensboro 27403
* OHIO
CLAWSON ENTERPRISES
3780 Thornton Dr., Cincinnati 45236
F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Avenue, Toledo 43609
* OREGON
PROMENADE SHOP
11913 N.E. Halsey, Portland 97220
* TENNESSEE
CALLER'S RECORD CORNER
163 Angelus, Memphis 38104
* TEXAS
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORD SHOP
P.O. Box 17668, Dallas 75217
* WASHINGTON
PROMENADE DANCE CENTER & SHOP
149 S. 140th, Seattle 98168
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duction for the caller to come in on but can be
handled. The melody is not familiar to this
reviewer. Very clear calling by Nate. Figure is
different not just average.
Rating: *rr

The Leader in
Sewing Supplies by Mail
The most complete selection of
SNAP FASTENERS • BUTTONS
WESTERN TRIMS • ZIPPERS
LACES • TRIMS • THREADS • NOTIONS

FREE CATALOG
The

.(L̀See

Company

P.O. Box 36108-SD
Dallas, Texas 75235

GENUINE LEATHER

Swing Your
Partner
only

$ 2495

SAVE $4
• two for
$459°

„of

KRAUS

You asked for it! Soft, flexible leather has
elasticized topline and new 0-ring instep
strap for fantastic fit! Stacked 1/2" wood-like heel. Great
value in the most comfortable dancing and walking
shoe around! Black, White, Bone, Red, Navy, Camel.
Full & Half Sizes: 6-10,11 N, 5-1 0,1 1 M & W.

of CALIFORNIA

ORDER NOW! MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Add $2.25 p&h one item, $3.50 for two, $4.25 for three.
Az. res. add 7% tax.

FOR FAST PERSONAL SERVICE CALL
orders only. We accept Visa, Master(602) 747-5000 charge
Card, Diners Club, American Express.
Send $1 for CATALOG or ORDER NOW & receive
CATALOG and $2 BONUS CHECK good on next order.

Dept. BZ W1A, 3740 E. 34th Street, Tucson, Arizona 85713

LD PUEBLO TRADERS_

Darryl McMillan Tony Oxendine
NEW RELEASES
RH 216 Baby's Got Her Blue Jeans On by Darryl
RH 308 Ain't Nothing Shakin' by Bill
RH 508 Eight Days A Wee.k by Tony
RH 606 Take Me To The River by Darryl & Tony
RH 704 Diamond In The Dust by Keith

YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE—ESP 208
Key: D
Tempo: 136
Range: H B
Callers: Elmer Sheffield
LD
& Bob Newman
Synopsis: (Break) Sides face grand square —
four ladies chain — chain back all promenade (Figure) Head couples square thru four
— meet sides make right hand star — heads
star left — with same two do sa do swing
thru — boys trade — turn thru — left allemande promenade.
Comment: A quick moving dance that all can
sing-a-long with. The figure is average but the
musical accompaniment makes it a good release. Any caller should be able to handle this
melody and figure.
Rating: ****
HEAD OVER HEELS IN LOVE—Lore 1217
Range: H D
Tempo: 130
Key: G
LD
Caller: Murry Beasley
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A rhythmic record with a nice beat.
Music is above average. Figure is Mainstream
and thoroughly enjoyable. The dancers seem
to like dancing to this release. Rating: ****
FOLLOW ME—River Boat 219
Key: B Flat Tempo: 128 Range: H B Flat
L B Flat
Caller: Buddy Weaver
Synopsis: (Break) Sides face grand square —
circle left — left allemande promenade
(Figure) Heads square thru — do sa do —
touch a quarter — walk and dodge — partner
trade — right and left thru — pass the ocean
— recycle swing — promenade.
Comment: A fairly relaxed dance with good instrumental music. The dancers had mixed
emotions but enjoyed the tempo and smooth

Keith Rippeto

Bill Terrell

RECENT RELEASES
RH 214 Right Or Wrong
RH 215 Attitude Adjustment
RH 307 nur ^ay Will Come
RH 507 What You Do To Me
RH 703 I Can Tell By The Way You Dance

RANCH HOUSE RECORDS, P.O. Box 880 Lynn Haven, FL 32444, Phone (904) 265-2050
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REDRoute
BOOT
PRODUCTIONS
8, College Hills
Box 281 Crest Drive
Greeneville, Tennessee 37743
615 - 638-7784
Record Labels: Red Boot, Red Boot Star, Gold Star, J-K, G&W, Flutterwheel

Dick Bayer
RB 2996 If I Gave My
Heart To You

John Marshall
RB 3000— Leona

Jack O'Leary
RBS 1277—Wabash
Cannonball

Claude Ross
Red Boot Star

Hoyle Gross
Red Boot Star

THERED BOOT BOYS 1
qt6

,

Steve & Jackie Wilhoit
RB 910—Baby
Elephant Walk

Mike
Hoose

ITINERARY
Aug. 2-3—Crossnore, NC Contact 615-638-7784
Aug. 15—Greeneville, TN Greene County Fair
Contact 609-327-2697
Sep. 5—Glassboro, NJ
Contact 717— 629-1751
Sep. 6— Nazareth, PA
Contact 518-235-7660
Sep. 7—Albany, NY
Contact 617-869-3140
Sep. 8—Boylston, MA
Contact 315-776-4944
Sep. 9—Auburn, NY
Contact 416-560-4692
Sep. 10—Toronto, Ont,
Sep. 11— Montreal, Quebec Contact 514 — 631-5737
Sep. 12—Staten Island, NY Contact 212-727-5141
Sep. 13—Amhurst, Nova Scotia Cont. 902-638-9934
Sep. 14—Gardiner, Maine Contact 207-234-4981
Oct. 4-5—Myrtle Beach, SC Contact 615-638-7784
Contact 713-522-8387
Oct. 19—Houston, Texas
Oct. 25-26—Pigeon Forge, TN Cont. 615-638-7784

Bill Anderson
RBS 1281 Paper Roses

Ron Libby
Red Boot

Red Bates
RBS 1280—
Singing The
blues

th
Wayne
Johnny
Don Williamson
Jones RB 2999 Don't Call Him A McDonald
Cowboy

•

Ralph Trout
RB 2998—Blueberry
Hill

Norm Cross
RBS 1279—It's
Great To Be
Single Again

Ron Dunbar
Red Boot Star

Bob Fehrrnann
RBS 1278—Do
Remember Me

Ben Rubright
Red Boot Star

Dave Stuthard
Red Boot Star

Jack Murray
RBS 1283-7
Spanish Angel

Chuck Meyer
RBS 1282 Four Leaf
Clover

Harry McColgan
Red Boot Star
Evan Pauley
RBS 1276—Prisoner
Of The Highway
Mike Callahan
Red Boot Star

Stan Burdick
Red Boot Star

Mac McCall
RB 297 Piano Roll
Blues

Gary Kincade
RBS 1284 Bad Moon
Rising

Chuck Marlow
Red Boot Star

execution. Callers should be able to handle
the melody line. The choreography is Mainstream.
Rating: ****

You simply sew the side seam and
finish the casing for a perfect fit!

ANNGENE FLUFF

AG-101 SLIGHTLY CRISP NYLON
TRICOT TIERS AND A SMOOTH FLUFFY BOTTOM EDGE
COLORS: white, red, black, orange, yellow, aqua,
blue, royal, candy pink, purple, orchid,
kelly and fluor orange, pink and lime.
SWEEP: 40 YD* 80 YD** 120 YD***

DIAMOND FLUFF

AG 301 CRISP NYLON DIAMOND
WEAVE TIERS AND A SMOOTH FLUFFY BOTTOM EDGE
-

COLORS: white, red, yellow, blue and pink
SWEEP: 40 YD* 80 YD** 120 YD***

DIAMOND MAGIC

AG 501 CRISP NYLON DIAMOND
WEAVE TIERS, NON-SNAG CONSTRUCTION AND THE
BOTTOM EDGE BOUND WITH STIFFENED TAFFETA
-

COLORS: white, red, yellow, blue and pink
SWEEP: 20 YD* 40 YD** 60 YD***
FULLNESS
NOT TOO FULL *
**
FULL LOOK
EXTRA FULL * * *

KIT
$16.95
$25.95
$34.95

CUSTOM MADE
PETTICOAT
$24.95
$34.95
$44.95

STATE WAIST MEASUREMENT AND PETTICOAT LENGTH
PLEASE INCLUDE $2.00 PER KIT FOR HANDLING

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
$1.00 PER KIT FOR TWO OR MORE KITS PER ORDER

GRAND SQUARE SIX QUADRILLE—
Square Dance Time 009
Caller: Jack Murtha
Tempo: 128
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comments: Congratulations to Jack for his release of a quadrille. The music is very enjoyable. Words that are cued come a little quickly
at times but callers can work at it. The traditional feel of the release was enjoyed by the
dancers as it was so well phrased.
Rating: ****

SPECIALS
CIRCLE DANCES AND MIXERS—
Square Dancetime — 500
Comment: This 331/3 record has two easy
dances on each side of the record. They are
prompted by Jack Murtha. This is good for a
home party.
CIRCLE AND SQUARE DANCES—
Square Dancetime — 501
Comment: The four routines on this mini album
can be danced in either a square with four
couples, or a circle with any number of couples. These are prompted by Jack Murtha.
Very good for a party at home.

FLIP HOEDOWN
OLD JOE CLARK—River Boat 510
Key: A
Tempo: 130
Caller: Bob Elling
Comment: A flip record utilizing an instrumental.
The figures in this workshop type release uses
Advanced dance movements. Music is average with fiddle lead. Choreography was interesting. Rating: ***

***** * * * * * * * * ******* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

PETTICOAT LAYERS
A NEW AND EXCITING WAY TO RESTORE THE
FULLNESS AND BEAUTY TO OUR OLD PETTICOATS
THE LAYERS ARE COMPLETELY GATHERED AND SEWN
WITH FUSIBLE WEBBING ATTACHED TO A SHORT
COTTON TOP. SIMPLY STEAM PRESS AND SEW THE
SIDE SEAM. AVAILABLE IN A NUMBER OF FABRICS.
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE WRITE

SEWING SPECIAITIFS
7429 4TH AVE SO., RICHFIELD, MN 55423
612-869-2650
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GERMANYS FIRST INTERNATIONAL OPERATING SQ./D. LABEL

Fly

-Dance
ORDS

SW

PRESENTS
INTERNATIONAL
CALLERS

CW-2001 I'VE TRIED TO FIND A PARTNER, by Holger (Germany)
CW-2002 I LOVE TO HEAR DAVE DUDLEY, by Dave Crissey (LISA)
CW-2003 GYPSY WOMAN, by Dave Crissey (USA)
Distributed by TweIGRENN, Inc., PO Box 216, Bath, OH 44210
and A-S-T-E-C Record Distributors, Ft. Meyers, FL 33905
nwnarc R. Prnrii irarc•

HOLGER & PETRA WILLM Post Box 1105
D-6104 Seeheim-Jugenheim, West Germany
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BADGES BY PROFESSIONALS
Over
GUEST

20 Years of
Service to
Square Dancers

VISITATION BADGES

*Send CLUB BADGE With Order for Design
*$40.00 per 100 Minimum
Plus $25.00 One Time Die Charge
*A!! orders !Prepaid with $1.00 postage

Delron's of

DELL

FUN BADGES

*New Methods to Make Your
Club Badges Stand Out
*Send Sketch or Present Badge
for Estimate

P.O. Box 364, Lemon Grove, Calif. 92045
(619) 469-2109

HOEDOWNS
OVER YONDER—Rockin A 203
Tempo: 132
Key: G
Music: Blue Star Band
Rockin' Momma—Flip side to Over Yonder
Tempo: 132
Key: E
Comment: Two instrumentals with excessively
strong beat on bass, therefore the melody is
quite subdued. Music is average. Nice to hear
an accordian in use again. Callers may have
to adjust bass control on P.A. set.
Rating: ***

EAST TEXAS SUNDAY MATINEE
Thunderbird 531
Key: B Flat
Tempo: 130
Music: The Thunderbirds
Fiddle, banjo, guitar, bass, piano.
FEUDIN'—Flip side to East Texas Sunday Matinee
Key: F
Tempo: 130
Comment: East Texas Sunday Matinee offers
some fancy fiddlin'. The melody is fairly subdued by interesting hand clapping in the
background at intervals. Feudin' offers a
piano lead alternating with guitar. Good mu-

"WWWWWINMINWiNiaWIWWINVW*WiftWigialNiftWiriP;

PONDEROSA
RECORDINGS
Phone
(206) 838-8977

tarif#
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Johnny
Kozol

Mike
DeSisto

Art
Tangen

i‘ "

We Welcome Art (our new partner)
catch our NEW sound
on these releases
Blame It On Mexico — Johnny Kozol
Love Takes Two — Art Tangen
After You're Gone — Lou Popolowski
2500 South 384th, Space 103
Federal Way, Washington 98003 (206) 838-8977

Distributed by Twelgrenn, Inc

*A.*•*..**AA.t*.*A.t.c..c.c.*AAAAD*Ax,cm*A.c..*Amt• g
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JULY, 1985
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE RECORDS
INSTRUMENTAL
,CH
Chinese Breakdown/Fancy Sticks
HCC
Country Roads/Back Alley
RA
Jo/Sundown
Ragtime Annie/Lincoln County Blues TRR
TH
Rock-A-Billy Fever/Warning Sign
BS
Rubber Dolly/Flipchop Sticks
TRR
Something Good/Wild Fiddler

112
103
204
204
532
2281
205

FLIPS
2274
Avalon - J. Wykoff
BS
Baby I'm In Love With You —
LORE 1219
B Graham
Baby Likes To Square Dance —
.MAR
507
R. Townsend
124
BSH
Beautiful Baby — W. Spraggins
LM
152
Blue Dancing Shoes — L. Swain
Carlen And Jose Gomez —
LORE 1218
M. Beasley
Close Enough To Perfect For Me —
18
Greg
OC
Don't Call Him A Cowboy —
D. Williamson
RB
2999
1278
RBS
Do Remember Me — B. Fehrmann
D.X. Land — J. Schatzer (Hoedown) HH
650
2276
Everywhere You Go — L. Smith
BS
1221
Fond Affection — J. Creel
.LORE
TB
240
Food On The Table — T. Russell
ST
216
Fools Rush Ins R. Dougherty
1282
Four Leaf Clover — C. Meyer
RBS
WK
005
Get Back — M. Johnstone
Got No Reason Now For Going
2279
Home — L. GraveIle
BS
730
Grand Square — J. Wykoff
EZ
Heart Of My Heart — J. Wykoff
22-77
BS
HD
113
If You Can't Find Love — Bob
I Just Called To Say I Love You —
2004
.CW
A. Stevens
It's Great To Be Single Again —
RBS
1279
N. Cross
CH
515
Joy To The World — Ken

NATIONAL
SQUARE DANCE
DIRECTORY
1985 Edition
The Directory includes information and contacts on over 10,000 square,
round, contra and clogging clubs in the U.S., Canada and around the world
Also information on major festivals, organizations, publications, products
and services
.

A MUST FOR EVERY DANCER
$7.00 per copy (plus $2 00 postage)

Send to. National Square Dance Directory
(601) 825-6831
P.O. Box54055, Jackson, MS 39208
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BONANZA TIME
We can sometimes attribute an unusually
large number of record releases to some special event or to special time of the year. The
record harvest this month is probably due to
the recent National Convention which attracted callers from all parts of the world.
Whatever the reason, this is an unusually
large yield for a single month.
MAR
Leona — D. Burnes
Let's Groove — R. Shuler
ROC
Little Red Wagon — J. Wykoff
EZ
Lonesome Road Blues (Hoedown) —
RB
D. Williams
PH
Love MP Tonight — J. Stone
E ovin' You Baby — Ken & Gary .... _CH
Mississippi Squirrel — L. Gravelle
BS
My Ding-A-Ling — M. Johnstone . .
_WK
Painting The Ole Town Blue
BS
J. Wykoff
Paper Rose — B. Anderson
RBS
Prisoner Of The Highway — E. Pauley RBS
ST
Repeat After Me — J. Lee
Seven Spanish Angels — J. Murray . . PBS
She Got Away With My Heart —
BS
R Strickland
Traveling Shoes — W. Smith
MAR
SD
When You're Smiling — J. Murtha .
You Are My Sunshine — T. Marriner ST
LM
You, You, You — M. Letson
You Can't Judge A Book By Its
LORE
Cover — M Beasley

509
111
729
316
107
3502
2278
003

—

ROUNDS
EZ
Bunny Hop/Hokey Pokey
BS
Cecilia/Monte Rey Lights
Frontier Schottische/Calico Polka
EZ
It All Depends On You/
When My Baby Smiles At Me . , . ,MGR
BS
Kon-Tiki/Street Fair
Stardust/Fifty Year Waltz ....... .. BEL
BEL
Sugar Blues/Say You Love Her
You Brought A New Kind Of Love
...EN
To Me/Tear Drops
EZ
Virginia Reel

NEW:

2275
1281
1276
218
1283
2280
508
007
215
151
1220
726
2272
727
005
2273
330
331
002
728

$25.00 Add $2.50
for postage & handling
Send for Free Brochure

Holds up to
6 petticoats.
Use for traveling or
storage Lightweight
nylon Sturdy. Secure.
Water & Dirt Repellent. Dealer Inquiries Welcome
New York State res add 81/2% tax
30-day Unconditional Money Back Guarantee.
A STITCH IN TIME SEWING MACHINE CO.
100 W. 25th St , New York, NY 10001 212-243-8059
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Lead
Right
Callers
Notes

Don
Malcom

Walt
Cole

Stan
Burdick

Sheldon, MO

Ogden, UT

Huron, OH

Today's Fastest Growing Callers Aid

WIN A NEW HILTON MICRO 75 FREE

BE A DOUBLE-BARRELED WINNER!

All new subs via this special offer only $12.50 US funds
That's $4.00 off our reg. price
Don't be left out—this fantastic offer will expire with sub's #500
Plus supplement add $7.50
Foreign postage extra

Sound by

Callers Notes from
Hilton
"Lead Right"
Send self-addressed #10 envelope
(370 postage) for free sample.
MAVERICK ENTERPRISES, RR2, Box 20, Sheldon, MO 64784

sicians on these two hoedowns. This reviewer
Rating: ***
leans toward Feudin'.

Workshop previously. It is not difficult and the
music is light and airy.

WHEELCHAIR JAMBOREE
ROUND DANCES
A SLOW WALK—Belco 325
Choreographers: Charlie and Bettye Procter
Comment: This two-step routine will keep you
thinking. The music has a low down beat. One
band has cues.
DIXIE MELODY—Reverse side of A Slow Walk
Choreograhers: Pete and Carol Metzger
Comment: This two-step has been printed in the

cof

#p_700Nylon

CORRECTION
The excellent photos of Japan on page 42 of
the June issue were taken by Ichiro Fujima of
Setagaya-ku, Tokyo. We regret his credit line
was omitted.

Everything
for SQUARE DANCERS

• h•

im Ins

S

119 Allen Street
Hampden, Mass. 01036

The 3rd Canadian National Wheelchair
Square Dance Jamboree was held May 17-20 in
Edmonton, Alberta. We hope to have a full
report on this very special event.

Send $1.00 for Catalog
(Refunded on first order)

Ruffles

100 yards of soft Nylon Ruffling are used to trim this
very full three skirt nylon "horsehair-bouffant.
This is not only a very durable, but beautiful
garment. Heavy elastic waistline is double stitched
for comfort and long wear.

Colors:
White/White ruffles
Hot Pink/Hot Pink ruffles
White/Blue ruffles
White/Multi-colored ruffles
Pink, Blue & Yellow
Sizes:
Small, medium, large
Length: 19" 21" 23"
Please give waist size & length desired

SQUARE DANCING, July, 1985

$25.00

Black/Black ruffles
Red/Red ruffles
Soft Pink/Soft Pink ruffles
Yellow/Yellow ruffles
Blue/Blue ruffles
Brown/Brown ruffles
Orange/Orange ruffles
Purple/Purple ruffles

Handling
$2.00 each
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SATURDAY SQUARE DANCING IN LYONS, COLORADO
This Summer, Dance with the Red Rock Ramblers
7:45 Rounds
8'15 Squares
Lyons Elementary Gym — 4th & Stickney, Lyons — Every Saturday
1985—Our 27th Summer Season of Square Dancing
June 8 — Jerry Haag, WY & TX July 20 — Scott Smith, UT
27 — Gary Shoemake, TX
15 — Colorado State Festival
Aug. 3 — Jerry Jestin, AZ & CAN
— Greeley
10 — Les Main, CO & AZ
22 — Dan Nordbye, NE
17 — Jerry Haag, WY & TX
29 — Dave Guille, WY
24 — Dave Kenney, AZ
(Good Old Days Dance)
31 — Les Main &
July 6 — Bob Kendall &
Dean Salveson
John Kwaiser
(27th Annual "Whing
(Summer Holiday Serenade)
Ding")
July 13 — Dean Salveson, CO & TX

Great Fun 8 Fellowship greets you in Lyons!
A Good Dance Every Saturday . . Good Caller, Good Cuer, Good Sound,
Good Floor Dancers from near and far come to Lyons! Campers call
(303) 823-6692

7111
11111111

111mommal-6
The Original Fun Club Badges
Send for list

ARMETA, Dept. M
P.O. Box 696
Canby, Oregon 97013

SINGLE? ENTHUSIASTIC?
Interested in starting a SINGLES'
Square Dance Club? LET US HELP!
Become affiliated with the largest
Singles' Square Dance Club in the
World!

WRITE FOR INFORMATION NOW!
BACHELORS 'N' BACHELORETTES
INTERNATIONAL, INC.
cio RALPH OSBORNE, International President
P.O. Box 1214
South Gate, CA 90280

SQUARE
mina
DATE BOOK
July 3-6 — 19th Annual Alaska State Festival,
Wasilla Jr. High School, Wasilla, AK —
(Roberts) PO Box 2227, Palmer 99645
July 5 — Haynes Apperson Festival Kickoff
Dance, Downtown Square, Kokomo, IN
1224 Belvedere, Kokomo 46902 (317) 4574051
July 5-6 — Calgary Stampede S/D Round Up,
Calgary, Alberta — 156 Fairview Crescent
S. E. , Calgary T2H 0Z6 (403) 259-2802
July 5-7 — Summer Cooler '85, Convention
Center, Visalia, CA — (209) 896-3816
July 5-7 — 29th Annual Jamboree, Thiel College, Greenville, PA
July 5-7 — Firecracker Festival, Topeka, KS
— (913) 362-5218
July 11-13 — Cascade Jubilee, COCC Campus, Bend, OR — 388-1910
July 12 — 4th Annual Coalminer's Festival,
St. Charles, MI — (517) 642-8892
July 12-13 — Dance in the Clouds, Jay Peak,
Jay, VT
July 12-14 — Monterey Festival, Monterey
College, Monterey, CA — (408) 394-7684
July 13-15 Surf City Roundup, Santa Cruz,
CA

The Red River Community House

JULY 23 - 27

Red River, New Mexico

4_

Join us for your summer square dancing fun in -the'
beautiful cool, mountain atmosphere of NewMexico.
For more information on the summer program contact:
Toots Richardson, Director/Resident Caller
Box 213 Red River, NM 87558 (505) 754-2349
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Dean Crowell
(Kay)
Pasadena, Tx.

Jim & Janis Feemster
Country & Western
Dance Instructors
Garland, Texas

Kevin Bacon
Houston, Tx.
Circle D Records
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GRENN,

INC.

Latest ROUNDS
GR 17073 Napoli Theme two-step by Leo &
Pat Fiyalko
GR 17072 St. Louis Blues two-step by Betty &
Clancy Mueller
GR 17071 Just Ours waltz by Harold &
Lorraine Roy
GR 17070 So Much two-step by Dan & Jane Bloom
GR 17069 One Kiss waltz by Jay &
Boots Herrmann

Latest "EVERGREEN" ROUND converted to vocal cues
GR 17079 Lisbon Antigua two-step by Charles &
Dorothy DeMaine
Latest ROUND DANCE TEACHING records
GR 15043 Waltz Ex. 3 Waltz Balance
Ex. 4 Solo Turn
GR 15042 Waltz Ex. 1 Side-Touch-Hold
Ex. 2 Waltz Away & Together
Vocal instruction & cueing by Frank Lehnert

Low, AZ
(Panchot) Rt. 3, Box 6801,
Show Low 85901
July 19-21 — Jamboree '85, Coliseum,
Southampton, Ontario — Box 1195,
Southampton N2H 2L0
July 19-21 — Canyon Country Jubilee,
Mansfield University, Mansfield, PA
(717) 662-4244
July 20 — Thunderbird Clogging Festival,
Mathis City Auditorium, Valdosta, GA
July 20 — 11th Anniversary Dance Swinging
Rebels, St. Citizens Hall, Rialto, CA

NSDCA International CampoJuly 15-17
ree, Pueblo, CO
July 16-18 — NSDCA Intl Camporee, Pueblo
State Fairgrounds, Pueblo, CO
July 18-20 — 16th Annual Thunder Bay Festival, Confederation College, Thunder Bay,
Ontario — 46 Strathcona Ave., Thunder
Bay P7A 1R9 (807) 683-8528
July 19-20 — IDA's Summer Sounds '85, Holiday Inn, Gainesville, GA — 4346 Angie
Dr., Tucker 30084
July 19-21
36th Annual Festival, Show
PATTERN
No. 319
$4.50

P.O. BOX 216
BATH, OHIO 44210

SQUARE DANCE PATTERNS
Multi-Size Pattern
319 Ladies' Square Dance Dress
8 Pieces

Square dance dress features inset V-neckband in
front and back, with ruffle trimmed with bias tape.
The 8-gored gathered skirt has 3 rows of bias tape
trim. Dress is sleeveless, with ruffle extending
slightly over shoulder.
Multi-Size 5-7-9 6-8-10 12-14-16 18-20-40

Dealer inquiries welcome.
Mail to: AUTHENTIC PATTERNS, INC.
P.O. Box 170119

Arlington, Texas 76003
Pattern * 319

@ $4.50 ea. Size(s)

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED $
Name
Address
City
I

t
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State

Zip

Add for
1 Pattern — $1.25 3 Patterns — $2.55
postage & handiing: 2 Patterns — $2.00 4 Patterns — $2.90
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"HAPPY FEE74" ®

water and foam cushion innersoles
give blessed, instant relief to tired aching feet. Used by square
dancers everywhere. See your square dance dealer or:
Women
Send correct shoe sizes: Men

7----"\
/ •
-,_...."

(Wash residents
add 7% sales taxl

Send $6.50 pair for shipping and handling to

.

.-,:-.!-4=Y- :,;4:
-,.--- 4:- ,,
- ...:..
-4-• e -7
.....

..•

:,

...—
1,.1
.,
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Exp

STRIEGEL & Associates, Inc.
Yakima, WA 98902
1311 Hathaway St.

■

.'

,,..•
i.

4.,

.>

• -7: t

MASTERCHARGE or VISA —

w

44,

,,.t‘

`` ,,

4.

.

,

,
,,t,

,

(509) 457-3444

Name
Address
City

State

Zip

(714) 627-3723
July 20 — Golden Triangle Assn. Summer
Festival, Civic Center, Port Arthur, TX
July 24-27 — 9th Annual URDC Convention,
Montreal, Quebec — (Pearson) RR 4,
Ashton KOA 1B0 (613) 256-4069
July 25-27 — 12th Annual Diamond Lake
Festival, Diamond Lake, OR — (503) 7728970
July 26-27 — B-Ville Romp, American Legion
Bldg., Bartlesville, OK 1756 Lexington,
Wichita, KS 67218

DEALER INQUIRIES
WELCOME

•

July 26-27 — 32nd Annual Black Hills S/R/D
Festival, Civic Center, Rapid City, SD
613 Indiana, Rapid City 57701 (605) 3429305
July 26-28 — 5th Annual Spokane Singles
Summerama, Western Dance Center,
Spokane, WA — PO Box 14363, Spokane
99214
July 27 — Downhome Swing, Dothan Civic
Center, Dothan, AL
July 27-28 — 2nd Illinois S/R/D Convention,
Peoria Civic Center, Peoria, IL
(SCI-

l
otiDER/306
Bob
Bennett

Carlene
Bohannon

Chuck
Mashburn
BOB & VIVIAN BENNETT
Owners & Executive Directors
2111 Hillcrest Drive
Valdosta, GA 31602
(912) 242-7321

„...v,

THUNDERBIRD CLOGGING FESTIVAL, July 20, 1985, Valdosta, GA
JEKYLL ISLAND JAMBOREE, August 15 - 18, 1985, Jekyll Island, GA

Chuck
Myers

Gabby
Baker

Singing Calls
TB-233 Baby's Back Again by Bud
TB-235 Cab Driver by Chuck & Gabby
TB-236 Do I Ever Cross Your Mind
by Chuck
TB-237 Little Red Wagon by Bud
TB-238 Gonna Go Huntin' Tonight
by Bob
TB-239 Good Ole Days Are Right Now
by Chuck & Gabby
TB-240 Food On The Table by Tommy

Bud
Whitten

Hoedowns
TH-530 Under The Double Eagle/The
Poor Hobo
TH-531 East Texas Sunday Matinee/ Feudin'
TH-532 Rock-A-Billy Fever/Warning Sign
Rounds
TR-3002 Kansas City Kick by Jack &
Muriel Raye
TR-3003 Over Again by Carlene &
Steve Bohannon
New Clogging Routines
TB121 Sneaky Snakes by Vivian Bennett
TH530 Under The Double Eagle
by Betty Heath

11
Tommy
Russell

Jack & Muriel
Raye

Announcing Thunderbird Records associate label "Falcon Records" — All callers interested in
recording a dream come true — Now is your chance! Limited opportunity .. . Best rates.
Contact Thunderbird Records
2111 Hillcrest Dr., Valdosta, GA 31602 or (912) 242-7321
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Patterns now available!
Display your favorite hobby by making
a reversible Bermuda Handbag Cover.
+
+
+
+
+
+

Compliment your wardrobe!
Reusable pattern pieces along with easy-to-follow instructions!
Full lining!
Easy sewing machine construction!
$3.00 per pattern
Ideal for counted-cross stitch designs and monograms!
Great gift idea for friends, parties, and graduations!
+ $1.00 postage & handling

Bonnie's Custom Boutique
Department CB
P.O. Box 24025
Cincinnati, Ohio 45224
‘1141%.M. mEnme.

■
Nomo m===r

mmiwise
■■
•■■
1■
1311•••

Bermuda Handbage Handles (wood)
$14.00 each + $1.75 shipping

— Dealer Inquiries Invited —

•
•■■■
■
•■
MINNIMMO ••■

■

SDA) PO Box 1212, Peoria 61654
paree, Emo, Ontario — (807) 482-2548
Aug. 1-4 — Hunter Country Music Festival, Aug. 2-4 — 3rd Annual Silver Salmon
Hunter, NY — (Brodeur) Box 914, PittsShindig, Valdez, AK — PO Box 1952, Valfield, MA 01201
dez 99686 (907) 835-2466
Aug. 2-3 — Mississippi Gulf Coast 23rd An- Aug. 2-4 — Flagstaff S/D Festival, East
nual S/D Festival, Coliseum Convention
Flagstaff Jr. High School Dome, Flagstaff,
Center, Gulfport-Biloxi, MS — 4502 KenAZ — (602) 779-6201
dall Ave., Gulfport 39501
Aug. 3 — Shirts & Skirts Annual Special, Pine
Aug. 2-3 — 9th Annual Old Home Week S/D
Bluff Convention Cntr., Pine Bluff, AR
Jamboree, Charlottetown, PEI — 569- Aug. 3 — 17th Annual Night Owl Dance,
3297
Stuttgart, West Germany — (Kull) RotenAug. 2-3 — Country Squares Annual Camberger Str. 27, D-7000, Stuttgart 1
Producer:
Dwight L. Moody, Jr.
Executive Producers:
Bill Wentz and
Aaron Lowder

6870-A Newell/Hickory Grove Rd
Charlotte, N.C. 28212
Phone (704-537-0133

RECORDS e
Recorded at Lamon Sound Studio by Staff Musicians. ..
Callers! Want to make a Recording? Contact above for rates. ..

Singing Calls

LR 10078 Ya'll Come — Bill Wentz
LR 10079 Wandering Eyes — Aaron Lowder
LR 10083 It'll Be Me — Aaron Lowder
LR 10085 Wooden Horses — Bill Wentz
LR 10087 I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa — Bruce
Williamson
LR 10091 Light In The Window — Grady Humphries
LR 10092 That's The Way Love Goes — Aaron Lowder
LR 10093 Cornbread, Beans, Sweet Potato Pie —
David Moody
LR 10094 Sentimental Ole You — Bill Wentz
LR 10095 Easter Parade — Bruce Williamson
LR 10101 We Go Together — Bruce Williamson
LR 10106 Master Jack — Sam Rader
LR 100109 Monster Mash — Bruce Williamson
LR 10110 Up On The Housetop — Bruce Williamson
LR 10113 If You're Gonna Play In Texas — Bill Wentz
LR 10118 Mississippi Squirrel Revival — Bruce
Williamson
LR 10119 In The Middle of an Island — Bruce
Williamson

Hoedowns

LR 10076 Blue Ridge Mountain Memories (Clog)
B/W Melody Hoedown
LR 10077 Cotton Eyed Joe (Texas Style)
B/W Long Journey Home
LR 10097 Golden Slippers B/W Tennessee Wagner
(Clog)
LR 10120 Fire On The Mountain/Soldier Joy
Line Dance

LR 10096 Raggae Cowboy/Brown Eyed Girl —
Carlton Moody and Moody Brothers
LR 10099 Take A Letter Maria/I Love You — David Moody
LR 10098 Look What We've Done To Each Other — Ray
Roberts
LR 10100 Red Neck Girl — Carlton Moody and Moody
Brothers
LR 10104 Amos Moses — Oscar Burr
LR 10116 Line Dancing — Carlton Moody & The Moody Bros.
PH 100 Shaking A Heartache — Bill Barnette
PH 101 Ruin My Bad Reputation — Jim Snyder
PH 102 Nadine — Gary Stewart
PH 103 School Days — Gary Stewart
PH 104 Sweet Country Music — Jim Snyder
DISTRIBUTED BY: Twelgrenn, Lamon Recording Services,
PH 105 Small World — Jimmy Stowe
PH 106 Rub It In — Gary Stewart
Old Time Distributors, and Tape Service by
PH 107 Love Me Tonight — Jimmy Stowe
Hanhurst, Sundance Dist.
PH 108 High Horse Woman — Jim Snyder

SQUARE DANCING, July, 1985
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15-Day Tour
Leaving April 18 - 1986
Personally Escorted by Al & Bea Brundage
• Six Cities including )(ran & Beijing — The Great Wall,
Terra Cotta Warriors, Forbidden City
• Several nights of Square Dancing with the Chinese Dancers
For full information write to:
AL & BEA BRUNDAGE, P.O. Box 125, JENSEN BEACH, FL 33457
Aug. 4-8 — Jackpot Fetival West, Las Vegas,
NV — 6545 Edna, Las Vegas 89102
Aug. 5-10 — 32nd Annual S/D Jamboree,
Penticton, B.C. — PO Box 66, Penticton
V2A 6J9 (604) 493-8372
Aug. 7-11 — 23rd Reunion of Overseas
Dancers, Chamberlin Hotel, Fort Monroe,
Hampton, VA — 1621 Sudbury Ct., Virginia Beach 23464 (804) 495-7652
Aug. 8-10 — 4th American Advanced & Challenge Convention, University of Toledo,
Toledo, OH (Tarleton) Box 369, Marys-

vine 43040 (513) 644-0790
Aug. 8-10 — 27th Annual S/R/D Convention
of Wisconsin, Dane County Coliseum,
Madison, WI — 1117 No. Pontiac Dr.,
Janesville 53545
Aug. 9-10 — 12th Annual State Convention,
East Tennessee University, Culp Center,
Johnson City, TN
Aug. 9-11 — August Spectacular, Girls College, Tauranga, New Zealand — 22 Waimpau St., Greerton
Aug. 9-11 5th Annual Glassboro State Fes-

"The Best Little Square Dance Store Around"

"Pastel Beauty!"
Something very different and truly a "Pastel
Beauty". Smooth flowing round neck makes
into a lovely over-cape sleeve trimmed in
matching crochet edging. A bouffant threetier skirt.

Open Daily 10-6 p.m.
Open Friday 10-9 p.m.
Closed Sunday

MostelCard

Colors: Pink, Peach, Lime Green,
and the Light Blue with
white edging.
Sizes: 4 — 20

New!

Crochet
Edging
Color
on
Color

#S-175 $68.00

Send with order:
Style, Color, Size and Price — Your Name, Address,
City, State and Zip. For Charge: Card Number and
Expiration Date.
Add $3.50 for postage & handling Virginia residents
add 4% tax. Check, Visa, MasterCard and Choice
accepted.
Dresses are made to order. Please allow 3-4 for
delivery.
Send $2 00 for a copy of our Square Dance Apparel
Catalog. Will be refunded with your first order

250 West Broad Street (Route 7) Falls Church, VA 22046
(703) 534-7273
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sip

(209) 439-3478
4.9
Shannon
Duck

675 E. Alluvial, Fresno, CA 93710

Dick
Waibel

HOT NEW RELEASES!!
RWH 123 Kiss of Fire by Dick
RWH 511 Hacksaw Hoedown by Jerry

Doug
Saunders

HOT NEW ROUNDS!!
RWH 713 Rockin' Cha by The Langes
RWH 712 Cold Cold Heart by The Langes
RWH 711 Honey Two-Step by The Langes

Jim
Brown

SIZZLIN 7SELLERS!!
RWH 122 Pins and Needles by Jim Davis
RWH 121 Don't Think Twice by Jerry
RWH 120 It's Just The Sun by Jim Davis
RWH 119 Rockin' With You by Jerry
RWH 118 Cold Cold Heart by Shannon
RWH 117 Heartaches by Dale
RWH 116 Honey Love by Jim Brown
RWH 115 Somewhere South of San Antone by Doug
RWH 114 A Memory On My Mind by Jim
RWH 113 Game of Love by Dick
RWH 112 When You Wore A Tulip by Jim Brown
RWH 111 Second Fling by Shannon
RWH 110 Beautiful Baby by Dale
RWH 107 Show Me The Way To Go Home by Dick

Dale
Houck

Leo & Reatha
Lange

BUCKSKIN

Jim
Davis

Jerry
Hamilton

RECORDS
Al
Saunders

HOT NEW BUCKSKIN RELEASES
BUC 211 Don't Blame It All On Me by Lee
BUC 210 Girls Night Out by Al
C

t luirar
r

"

Ireft#1..

n

Lee
McCormack

aLuruo

DISTRIBUTED BY TWELGRENN, MERRBACH, ASTEC & SUNDANCE DISTRIBUTORS

16.PINIMERRerwra. --_—,InuaRr.laRman7,

KALOX&ice-Longhorn
New on Kalox
K-1303 Maggie Flip/Inst. by Jon Jones
K-1302 Flat Top Guitar Blues Hoedown/Flip by Harold Davis

Recent Releases
John Saunders

New on Belo°
B-330-A Stardust Two-Step by Richard &
JoAnne Lawson; 1st, music only;
2nd, cues by Richard Lawson
B-330-B Fifty Years Ago Waltz Waltz by
Vaughn Parrish; music only
B-331-A Sugar Blues Two-Step by Bill &
Virginia Tracy; 1st, music only;
2nd, cues by Bill Tracy
a-331-B Say You Love Her Two-Step by C.O.
& Chris Guest, music only

K-1301 Mr. Sandman Flip/Inst. by Jon Jones
K-1299 Mexican Joe Flip/Inst. by John Saunders

New on Longhorn
LH-1043 Highway to Nowhere Flip/Inst.
by Francis Zeller

Recent Releases on Longhorn
LH-1042 Betcha My Heart Flip-Inst.
by Francis Zeller
LH-1041 I'm Only In It For The Love Flip-Inst.
by Mike Bramlett
Guy Poland

2832 Live Oak Dr., Mesquite, TX 75150 (214) 270-0616

tival, Glassboro State College, Glassboro,
NJ
Aug. 10 — 12th Annual Red Carpet S/D, City
Auditorium, Vicksburg, MS -- 107 E.
View Dr., Vicksburg 39180 (601) 638-1195
Aug. 10 -- Vermont State Convention, Randolph, VT
Aug. 10-11 — 24th Michigan S/R/D Convention, Grand Center, Grand Rapids, MI
—4312 Milan, Wyoming 49509 (616) 5381182
Aug. 15-17 — Lost Creek S/D Festival,

)04,
Bill Crowson

Francis Zeller

Stewart State Park, Medford, OR
Aug. 16-17 — Metro New Orleans Festival,
Rivergate-New Orleans, LA
Aug. 16-18 — 26th Wisconsin S/R/D Convention, University of Wisconsin,
Oshkosh, WI — PO Box 10774, Green Bay
54307
Aug. 17 -- Heart of Texas Assn. Cornhuskers
Hoedown, Waco Convention Center,
Waco, TX
Aug. 17-19 — Paradise Promenade, Ventura
Fairgrounds, Ventura, CA

ow 2 NEW SQUARE DANCE PATTERN PIECES
ss
05-A.
$1.75
BODICE #5 and #5a.
This bodice pattern features both lovely neckline styles with the high back neckline that's so
flattering.
Multisized : (8-10-12)
(14-16) (18-20)
$1.50
PEEK-A-BOO Sleeves
Both long and short, opensided sleeve styles
are included. Also has cording instructions.
1-size-fits-all
Border Skirt instructions are in our Sewing
Booklet, along with 5 other Square Dance Skirt
$2.00
pattern instructions.
plus .250 postage
A purchased grosgrain ribbon `completes' the
look.
Catalog K contains all our interchangeable pattern pieces plus Authentic, C & C, and KwikSew, plus 6 pages of s/d clothing, shoes, etc.
.500 plus .250 postage
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Dealers Inquiries Welcomed
POSTAGE

1 Pattern
2 Patterns

$1.00
$1.50

Mastercard/Visa
SHIRLEY'S SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE
Route 9-D Box 423 Dept. A
Hughsonville, N. Y. 12537
914-297-8504
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HI

HAT

Round Dance Records

Important Notice From Hi Hat
Round Dance Records
* * *
RECORDS OF INTEREST TO DEALERS: Somewhere along the line there seems to be some
confusion about the availability of HI HAT ROUND DANCE RECORDS. In order to clarify the situation
perhaps it would be a good idea to explain things again so there will be a clear understanding of how
our company is structured. First of all the name of the company is HMS ENTERPRISE. The H is for HI
HAT, the M is for Metzger, the S is for Siegel and the word enterprise needs no explanation. Record
ordering is placed through HMS ENTERPRISE, as well as dealer information and dealer inquiries. All
shipping, receiving and billing is done through and by HMS ENTERPRISE. The only change that was
made was from whom and where to order the round dance records. The most important reason this
was done, is that it affords us better inventory control. Another reason is that Corsair went out of
business and left a void that needed to be filled. Therefore, it was decided that HMS ENTERPRISE
would be the sole distributor of HI HAT ROUND DANCE RECORDS. HI HAT ROUND DANCE
RECORDS ARE STILL EASILY AVAILABLE!!!
If you are a dealer or wish to become a dealer then write to:
HMS ENTERPRISE, 19321 Roseton Ave.
Cerritos, Ca. 90701, Or Phone: (213)865-7101

OF INTEREST TO CHOREOGRAPHERS: If you wish to write a dance to a HI HAT record,
the first step is to find out if the tune is available for choreography and not promised to
someone else. Once that has been determined the next step is to submit a cue sheet for
review. For this information, write to:
HI HAT ROUND DANCE RECORDS, 201 W. Collins SP. 134
Orange, Ca. 92667, Or Phone: (714)532-2481

OF INTEREST TO EVERYONE: There are three records labels that are
now being produced by HI HAT ROUND DANCE RECORDS: MERRYGO-ROUND (MGR), HI HAT and PRIVATE STOCK (PS). Each series is
identified by its own distinctive label and each represents a dance level of its
own. The MERRY-GO-ROUND record is identified by red print on a white
background with a picture of a carousel on the label. This label is geared for
the fun and easy level dancer. The HI HAT logo is the same and designed for
the easy intermediate to high intermediate dancer. The PRIVATE STOCK
record is identified by black print on a white background and has a silhouette
of a dancing couple on the label. PRIVATE STOCK (PS) is tailored to fill the
needs of the high intermediate and above dancer. We at HI HAT hope that
the above information clears up any doubts, rumors or confusion regarding
the where, why, and how of the status of
HI HAT ROUND DANCE RECORD COMPANY.

Happy Dancing to all.
Pete Metzger & Bob Siegel

■•■■
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Lawrence & Marian Foerster
MV.Rt. 1 Box 14
Park River, ND 58270
Ph. 701 284-7901
jewelry, towei holders and metal dancers available.
Wholesale only. Please include your State sales tax
number with catalog request. Dancers, please encourage your local shop to give us a try.

WESTERN SNAP BUTTONS
TECH-PEARL in 10 colors
Blue, Yellow, Smoke, Tan, Brown,
Black, Red, White, Lt. & Dk. Green
5 for $1.00

DANCER SILHOUETTES
Iron-On for Shirts, Dresses, Vests
Red, Black, White-4 inch — 4 for 80v
2 inch — 6 for 80v
Zippers, laces, ric-rac available
Add 80c on first $5.00; $1.25 over $5.00 for
handling. Mich. add 4% State Tax

C ENTERPRISES

P.O. Box 271

Cedar Springs, Mich. 49319
ti

DIXIE
STILES
DOWNTOWN. U.S.A.

1 line "Slim Jim" $1.25
Name only,
regular size $1.25
Name and town
OR design $1.50
Name and town
and design $1.75
Name, town, design
and club name $2.00
State shape $2.50 and up

ANY STATE SHAPE $2.50 & UP EACH
$5.00 Minimum Order — We Design Club Badges
Order Any Badge in Any
Blue, Green, Brown, Red,
Color—Black, White,
Yellow, Walnut.
Please Send Check With Order
Add 15¢ per badge for postage and handling

MICRO PLASTICS
Box 847 Rifle, Cola. 81650

Aug. 23-24 — 10th Annual Montreal Area
S/R/D Convention, Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal, Quebec — PO Box 906,
Pointe Claire-Dorval, Quebec H9R 4Z6
Aug. 23-25 — 29th Annual Festival and
Salmon Barbeque, Western Dance Center, Spokane, WA — South 1322 Progress,
Veradale 99039
Aug. 23-25 — 26th Australian National Convention, Perth, Australia — 278 Surrey
Rd. , Kewdale, Western Australia 6105
Aug. 24 — Ice Cream Social, Billings, MT -241 Siewert Lane, Billings 59105
Aug. 24-25 — 25th Annual Callers Institute,
Paradise Inn Motel, Savoy, IL — (312)
956-1055
Aug. 30-31 — End '0 Summer Fling, Community House, Red River, NM — (505)
754-2349
Aug. 30-Sept. 1 — 15th Annual Dance-ARama Singles Convention, Marriott Hotel,
Anaheim, CA — (Osborne) PO Box 1214,
South Gate 90280
Aug. 30-Sept. 1 EAASDC Fall Round Up,
Berlin, West Germany — (Schensick)
Kleineweg 67, D-1000 Berlin 42
Aug. 30-Sept. 1 — 30th Knothead Jamboree,
West Yellowstone, MT
Aug. 30-Sept. 1 — 6th Annual A Square D
Jamboree, Oxnard Community Center,
Oxnard, CA — (213) 473-0090
Aug. 30-Sept. 1 — Rhythm International
S/R/D Convention, MGM Grand, Reno,
NV — 4800 W. 34th, Suite C-4, Houston,
TX 77092
Aug. 30-Sept. 1 — Square Affair, Convention
Center Fairgrounds, Santa Maria, CA —
601 Moss Ave., Paso Robles 93446 (805)
238-6532

Phone (303) 625-1718

Keep 'Em Squared Up With Hi-HAT & BLUE RIBBON DANCE RECORDS!!!!

HI
HAT
Records
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RECENT RELEASES ON HI-HAT
HH 5075 Washed My Hands In Muddy
Water by Tom Perry
HH 5074 Don't Sweetheart Me
by Jerry Schatzer
NEW SINGS ALONGS ON ELK
ELK 008 Help Me Make It Through The Night
by Ernie Kinney
ELK 009 Four Walls by Ernie Kinney
FOR YOUR LISTENING ENJOYMENT THIS SUMMER OR A GIFT TO A FRIEND OR RELATIVE (Order from the
Producer)
ELK 2002 Movin1West Cowby Songs as sung by the Hi-Hat Pioneers
ELK 2001 Singing About Cowboys Cowboy Songs as sung by the Hi-Hat Pioneers
Producer: Ernie Kinney Enterprises-3925 N. Tollhouse Rd.—FRESNO, CA 93726—Phone 209-227-2764

TRY THESE RECENT BLUE RIBBON RELEASES
THIS SUMMER
BR 238 Think Summer by Jerry Hightower
BR 234 Summer Rain by Jerry Hightower
NEW HOEDOWNS ON HI-HAT
HH 650 D.X. Land Flip 2 Cpl A-2 by Jerry Schatzer
HH 649 O.R.T. Flip 2 Cpl A-1 by Bronc Wise

.
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Mustang Recordings
Produced by
Chuck Bryant & The Mustang Band
New Releases
MS 194 A&B Greenback Dollar by Bob Shiver
MS 193 A&B Guess It Never Hurts to Hurt Sometime
by Chuck Bryant
MS 192 A&B Rodeo Romeo by Bob Shiver
MS 191 A&B All I Ever Need Is You by Chuck Bryant

Bob Shiver

Many Previous Releases Now Available
Call or Write A&S Records, 321 Laurie
Lane, Warner Robins, GA 31093
(912) 922-7510

Chuck Bryant & Mustang Recording Co.
P.O. Box 735, San Benito, Texas 78586 (512) 399-8797

35TH, continued from page 10
in Santa Monica, California, said they wanted
to put on The World's Largest Square Dance,
we were just naive enough to reply, "Why
not?" At that time, our area (Southern California) was gung-ho for square dancing and
had been for about three years. That isn't to
say that square dancing hadn't been around in
the area for a lot longer but now it had reached
boom proportions and we were all so swept up
with the way the public was taking square
dancing by storm, that nothing seemed im-

COMPU

••

Chuck Bryant

possible. Anyway, we said, "Great! Let's go."
As we remember, back in those days, it was
pretty much everyone for himself. There were
perhaps a dozen different dancer associations
in the state and a number of callers associations, some local magazines and a national
square dance publication, lots of clubs, perhaps 150 callers and tons of enthusiasm. There
was, however, little or no coordination between one group and another, and there was
really no need for there to be. All this changed
when we started plans for the big one. We

NEW for CALLERS
and CLUBS

II •
SQUARE

MIXING MADE EASY!

PROGRAM UP TO 99 COUPLES FOR 99 TIPS!
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

1Plus89
tax
2 week trial with
Money-Back Guarantee
90-day unlimited warranty.
One year warranty on parts.

count SQU
I 3

do 6

A microprocessor based computer especially designed to provide
maximum mixing of couples in different squares and tips. Easy to
operate.
Great mixing for all levels of dancing. Excellent for teaching.
Convenient and easy to transport. One inch L.F.D. display visible up
to 40 feet.

3321 Columbia, NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107 / (505) 884-1922
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8" Wide
5" High
8" Deep

COMPU
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THE

YELLOW ROCK SHOPPE
FASHIONS BY MARILEE

SQUARE DANCE APPAREL
AND ACCESSORIES

SKIRTS AND BLOUSES
TO MIX AND MATCH

NASHVILLE SOUND & YOU LP'S

VISA

Catalog Upon Request
1604 So. Buckner Blvd., Dallas, TX 75217, 214/391-7040

wanted and needed the support of all the
dancers in the area and also outside of the area
if we could get them. And as callers, we also
needed all the cooperation we could get. Even
with tight programming, it would be impossible to include all the callers in the area — 36
was the maximum with each one calling just
half a tip.
In the initial planning, the sponsors had
asked us what the largest square dance had
been up to that point. We thought it was
somewhere around 2,000 a dance held the

year before in Texas. Just to be on the safe
side, we told them 4,000 and they, not wishing to set their goals too low, let it be known
that 8,000 dancers would be on hand!
8,000 — wow! Where would that many
come from? And if you got 8,000 where would
you put them? The answer was a gigantic
street dance, running several blocks to the
east on Wilshire Boulevard from where it ends
on Ocean Avenue, and then one block to the
north and one block to the south on ocean
forming a giant letter "T".

RECORDS
Mark Patterson
182 N. Broadway #4
Lexington KY 40507
Golden Oldies
JP109 See You In My Dreams
JP105 I Don't Know Why
JP101 Blue Moon Of Kentucky
JP111 Nevertheless
JP106 Heartbreak Mountain
JP206 I Feel Better All Over
Hoedowns:
JP501 Jopat/Jolee Special
JP502 Country Cat/City Slicker
JP503 Sunshine/Moonshine
JP504' Uptown/Downtown

Order from:
Denise Benningfield
217 Glissade Dr.
Fairdale, KY 40118
(502) 368-6376
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New Releases:
JP219 Oh Lonesome Me — Joe
irtht
JP220 Give My Regards to Broadway — Joe & Bill Peterson
Owner/Producer
JP602 New River Train — Mark
Joe Porritt
JP801 Yellow Rose of Texas — Tom
1616 Gardiner Lane Suite 202
JP802 Hey Good Lookin' — Tom
Louisville KY 40205
JP506 Mama/Rose — Hoedown
(502) 459-2455
Recent Releases:
Rounds:
JP218 Bonaparte's Retreat — Joe
JP301 All Of Me
JP217 Love Letters in the Sand — Joe
JP302 No Love At All
JP216 Devil Woman — Joe
JP601 Gotta Travel On — Mark
JP403 Morning Dew — Joe & Mark
JP505 Muddy River/Feelin' Good
Best Sellers:
JP402 Four In The Morning
Joe
JP214 Sweet Georgia Brown — Joe
JP215 Little Red Wagon — Joe
JP114 Yellow Ribbon — B. Vinyard
JP110 Once In My Life — B. Vinyard
JP108 Matador — B. Vinyard
JP103 Selfish — B. Vinyard
JP209 Country Wasn't Cool — Joe
JP208 Friday Night Blues — Joe
JP205 I Don't Drink From The River — Joe

Tom Roper
Rt. 2 Box 143A
Omaha IL 62871
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CAMPING AND SQUARE DANCING . . .
TWO GREAT ACTIVITIES!
NSD
CAMPER

Join The National Square
Dance Campers Association
For information about joining or forming a chapter in
your area write:

NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CAMPERS ASSOC. IN.
P.O. BOX 224, LITTLE CHUTE, WISCONSIN 54140

To start the ball rolling, we, with the help of
the City of Santa Monica, brought together for
the first time all the presidents of all the associations in the state. When they were assembled, we put it to them - "Can you, and will
you publicize the event in your area and help
us to meet the goal of 8,000 dancers?" They
said they could - and would.
Next came the job of figuring how to select
from some 200 callers in the area-36 who
would appear on the program. Avoiding the
obvious solution of asking the dancers to vote

HOLLY HILLS ROSES
A Bouquet set for

Square and Round Dancers

for their favorite in the manner of a contest,
we asked the callers to decide among themselves. They did. Each one cast a vote and
the first ballot provided us with the 36 to
be programmed.
The purpose of all of this is not to repeat
what we've written many times in the pastthat the Santa Monica Diamond Jubilee, held
35 years ago this month, on July 13, 1950,
attracted the largest number of dancers and
spectators to a full evening of square dancing
15,200 dancers, 35,000 spectators. What it
SQUARE UP WITH THESE ALWAYS POPULAR
AUTHENTIC GEMSTONES

Buckle - Bola - Collar Tips

BOLA BUCKLE SCARF SLIDE COLLAR TIP
MOTHER OF PEARL
BLACK ONYX
BLUE ONYX
TIGER EYE

10.00
12.00
12.00
18.00

5.00
7.00
8.00
9.00

8.00
8.00
10.00
12.00

$24.00

0
•

9.00
11.00
11.00
16.00

These delightful sets come in four styles:
BLUE ROSE - RED ROSE - YELLOW ROSE
Roses on Black
AND

per set

SPECIAL - AS
2 Piece Set - Deduct $2.00
3 Piece Set - Deduct $4.00
4 Piece Set - Deduct $6.00

FOR YOUR PARTNER

Matching Pendants $5.00
$8.00
Matching Earrings

•

AND DON'T FORGET YOUR PARTNER !

"POUNDED GOLD" or "POUNDED SILVER"
Square Dancer Figure Set

$24.00 set

PENDANTS
40 x 30 25 x 18 18 x 13 EARRINGS
MOTHER OF PEARL
BLACK ONYX
BLUE ONYX
TIGER EYE

6.00
9.00
8.00
15.00

5.00
7.00
6.00
9.00

4.00
6.00
5.00
6.00

6.00
8.00
8.00
10.00

0

•

"TRACK-2" WHISTLES
$4.00 each

Goldtone Setting Available
0 Buckles Fit Western
•
Snap-on Belts 134
Gemstone list on request
Member - NSARDS
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VISA'

hilly hills
2-G2 Holly Lane
P.O. Box 233
Tuckerton, N.J. 08087
(609) 296-1205

Check - VISA - MasterCard
Add $1.50 for postage
and handling

•

New Jersey residents add 6%
State Sates Tax
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Ne w!!!

SD 008 Venus
SD 007 When You're Smiling
(Great music — everyone will sing along.)

Current Releases
Interesting, Easy Dances:
SD 002 Gordo's Quadrille,
Calls 1-19
SD 003 My Bonnie Lies Over The
Ocean Calls 1-13
SD 005 When You And I Were
SD 004 Western Quadrille,
Young Maggie
Calls 1-16
SD 006 Quarter Chain Quadrille
Calls 1-19
SQUARE DANCETIME records are distributed by: ASTEC, CALLER'S RECORD CORNER,
MERRBACH, OLD TIMER AND TWELGRENN. Dealers please write for information if interested.

did prove to all of us early in the game, was
that square dancers are a rather amazing collection of individuals who can do anything to
which they set their minds.
Not only was the assembly of dancers the
largest ever up to that time, it almost doubled
the exaggerated forecast. Not only did the
callers, themselves, decide on the excellent
representation of calling talent, but attending,
among the thousands of dancers, were most of
the callers from the area — including those
who had not been selected to call. This sort of

cooperation helped to provide the groundwork and from this original start grew a coordinating council of dancer associations which
achieved many goals in subsequent years.
And the callers, many of whom had felt competitive toward each other up to this point,
now felt a great sense of cooperation. So,
pardon us for the burst of nostalgia, it's fun to
look back.

NEXT MONTH: Watch for the 1985 —1986
Square Dance Directory.

RUTHAD, INC.
PETTICOATS &
PETTIPANTS
Nylon Sheen with Velvet Stripe
Nylon Organza or Nylon Marquette
Doubles
Singles
30/30 Yard
35 Yard
35/35 Yard
50 Yard
40/40 Yard
50 Yard
45/45 Yard
60 Yard
75 Yard
50/50 Yard
Matching Panties — Cotton with wide lace
Color swatches on request

8869 AVIS • DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48209
Al & Eleanor Muir
TELEPHONE: (313) 841-0586
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WESTERN SQUARES DANCE RANCH
Air
Apparel 511°9
Conditioned
BATON ROUGE, LA.
oav, vloor

Club dances & workshops every week night.
Featuring Top National Callers

BLUE STAR RELEASES BY ANDY
2117 Evidently
2053 I Don't Want to be Alone Tonight
2127 You're in Love with the Wrong Man
2075 Sweet Memories
2157 Heaven is My Woman's Love
2077 Wabash Cannonball
2237 Sentimental Ole You
2100 I Don't Believe I'll Fall in Love Today
2244 Right or Wrong
2106 Robinhood
2259 I May be Used but I Ain't Used Up
Available from your local record dealer

Andy & Algie Petrere
Blue Star
Records

For information write or call.
12111 Catalina Ave. • Baton Rouge, LA 70814 • Phone (504) 926-8373
CHANGING SCENE,
continued from page 12
bers) are eliminated (embarrassed, frustrated,
confused to the point where dancing was no
longer fun) and those who remained (graduated from class) were hired (invited into the
club) on a trial basis.
Of course, this was the misconception. This
was the trap that square dancing had fallen
into. What at one time was a folk activity with
nothing to be learned that couldn't be taught
during a person's first evening on the dance

floor had expanded with additional movements to the point where a battery of classes,
first just a handful and eventually 30, were
requisite if a person was to become a serious
dancer.
Obviously there was a happy medium, a
point at which dancers could enjoy the best of
both situations —a relaxing, fun activity requiring some lessons, but then, once the lessons had been learned, an ongoing program
utilizing just those basics taught in class where
the longer a person danced, the more profi../.67
...i..,

"
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RECORDS V
Joe
Saltel

Bob
Stutevoss

Dan
Nordbye

NEW ON CHINOOK LABEL
CK-067 DIXIE DREAMIN' by Dan
CK-066 I'LL NEVER NEED ANOTHER YOU by Joe
CK-065 SWEET THANG by Daryl
CK-064 LOVIN WHAT YOUR LOVIN DOES TO ME by Daryl
CK-063 ABILENE by Gordon
RECENT RELEASES ON CHINOOK
CK-062 BLUE MONDAY by Dan
C-061 SAN FRANCISCO BAY by Bill
C-060 HEART TO HEART by Daryl
C-059 LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT by Daryl
C-058 I CAN LOVE YOU by Jim
C-057 JUST BECAUSE by Daryl

Daryl
Clendenin

Bill
Peters

Jim
Hattrick

Gordon
Sutton

HOEDOWNS
CK-510 THINGAMAJIG / THUMBS UP
C-509 TAG ALONG by Jim
C-508 "D's" RHYTHM by Daryl

Order Direct or
from your nearest
Record Dealer

HOEDOWNER LABEL
H-113 IF YOU CAN'T FIND LOVE by Bob
"SO YOU WANT TO SING" by Pauline Jensen . .
VOICE LESSONS ON TAPE. Designed for callers that have no access to
professional instruction in proper breath and voice techniques. Complete
with step by step instruction booklet and exercise tape.
$29.95 plus $1.75 handling and postage. Order direct from: CLENDENIN
ENTERPRISES, 7915 N. CLARENDON, PORTLAND, OR 97203.

PRODUCED BY CLENDENIN ENTERPRISES, 7915 N. Clarendon, Portland, OR 97203
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1985
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The most comprehensive, organized caller/teacher/dancer aid ever introduced to American square dancing! Teaching manuals with corresponding
record series from BASIC — A-2 (by Jack Lasry); Basic, 29 Week Teaching
Program with 9 records; mainstream, 12 Week Teaching Program with 6 records; Plus, 20 Week
Teaching Program with 10 records; A-2, 20 Week Teaching Program with 10 records. All records
$3.50 each + $1.00 per every 5 shipping; Basic Manual $7.50; MS Manual $3.50; Plus, A-1 and A-2
Manuals $5.00 each + $1.00 per manual shipping. Composite Manual (all 5 bound together) $26.00 +
$3.50 shipping. Visa/MasterCard accepted.

236 Walker Springs Road • Knoxville, Tennessee 37923 • Phone: (615) 693-3661
dent and enjoyment-prone he could become. ent — the entry of Callerlab; reaching up and
Becoming a square dancer was not to be com- out. Then, after having looked at the probpared with being tested for a job. Once the lems, we'll start checking out possible solumomentum had set in and new movements tions and hopefully end up with one solution
became the measure of a dancers ability, there that can work.
was no stopping. The activity just kept rolling
along with more and more for an individual to DIRECTORY, continued from page 19
learn and the gap growing steadily between Bill & Laurie Ness, 808 11th Ave. West, West
class and club.
Fargo, ND 58078 (wheelchair)
Ken Oakley, 7621 Bywell Ct., Vancouver,
NEXT MONTH we'll take our final stab at
British Columbia V5S 3Y2 (wheelchair)
tracing square dancing in it's trek to the pres- Phyllis Plimpton, 5423 Antoinette St.,

BILL DAVIS' DANCER/CALLER SERVICES & SYSTEMS
DANCER/CALLER HANDY FLIP-CARD SYSTEM (In 4 sets: MS, +, A1&2, C1)
An original from Bill & John Sybalsky. One card for each call. Available in three categories to fit your needs. A) With
definitions on flip side for dancers and callers to use as 'flash cards' for learning or reviewing the calls. B) With
get-outs on the flip side for Sight & Module Callers. C) Blank on the flip side for recording your own goodies or singing
call. Each card has call name, starting & ending formation on front. Price per set (A+B+C): MS, Al , A2, Cl $10 ea;
Plus $5. Full system (290 cards) $30. Quotes available for individual categories or quantity orders.
$12.95
THE SIGHT CALLER'S TEXTBOOK Second Edition
The most complete how-to-do-it book ever published on sight calling. Fully illustrated and geared for self-teaching.
Learn from scratch, or improve current skills. Chapters on Resolution, Formation Awareness, Snapshot Get-outs,
Programing, and 10 other topics plus Callerlab (APD) Arrangements and symbols.
$6.95
TOP TEN 1983
All new product of a first-time collaboration of Bill with John Sybalsky. Features FIVE complete dictionaries of square
dance calls for all Callerlab levels (MS, Plus, Al&A2, C1, C2). Illustrations, definitions & choreo for all Quarterly
Selections. Descriptions & explanations of new concepts & ideas. Sections on Formations, Arrangements, a
number system for mixing dancers, and suggested teaching orders. In-depth analysis of selected new calls (THE
TOP TEN).
$12.50 per year.
SCV CALLER'S NOTE SERVICE . . . Notes only
With $1 million liability insurance: $22.50/yr. The most complete listing of ALL new calls and concepts; choreo
analysis and figures MS thru A2. Equipment insurance & rented premises insurance also available. BI-MONTHLY;
CALENDAR YEAR.
DANCER'S NOTE SERVICE (Bi-monthly)
Definitions of ALL new calls & concepts. Supplements the annual TOP TEN book.

$6.50/calendar yr.

ORDER postpaid by sending check or money order (US funds) to:
BILL DAVIS. 1359 BELLEVILLE WAY, SUNNYVALE, CA 94087. Add $3.00 for air mail.
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INTRODUCING the all NEW
-.04'
A.
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Cotton Ventilated Sole
and aerated crotch
keep your feet COOL
and comforable!

* COO L
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* Reinforced Toe
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for long lasting wear!

RE AT 0- **

* Nude to the Hip
for that special leg glamour
that's so desirable!

161°

PANTY HOSE

* Sheer Support
of springy lycra and nylon
that will let your legs dance
the night away!

DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY for the Square Dancer, Round Dancer, Clogger

95
ONLY

75% Nylon
15% Lycra
10% Cotton

%.0

PR.

Ask for DANCING LEGS at your favorite square dance store or mail in your order below.

r Please send me the following Dancing Legs panty hose:

In your choice of our
beautiful shades of

Satisfaction
Guaranteed

SIZE COLOR' QTY.

Dealers Inqurres
Welcome

(5) = SUNTAN (med. tan)
(B) = BEIGE (taupe beige)

VISA'
11
41 10"-5'2"

90-115 lbs.

M -Medium

5'2"-5`5"

115-135 lbs.

Tall 5'5"-5'8" { or Short Queen) 135-170 lbs.
5,7,,-5,11,,
160-200 lbs.

Q i Queen

+

ff1

CITY

STATE
PHONE

4

P = Petite

-

ADDRESS

ZI P

Size Chart

T

NAME

TOTAL QTY.

MAIL TO:

X 3.95 pr. =

Calif residents acid sales tax

.24 pr. -

Shipping & Handling

$1

. 0 0

AMT. ENCLOSED

DEPT. 11
R & 1 SPECIALTIES
1215 Ruberta Ave. Glendale, CA 91201
81E11 244-6373

PETTICOAT HANG-UP?
Don't know where to store your petticoats neatly and conveniently? Solve your petticoat problems with an all new

PETTICOAT TREE

Decorate your room and keep as many as 12 petticoats neat and
easy to reach. This spring-tension petticoat tree is satin brass
plated with 12 specially designed hooks to make it easy to
remove and replace your petticoats. The tree fits snugly between
floor and ceiling, and can be easily relocated. It fits ceiling heights
7'10" to 8'3" (special heights on request).
HANGERS AVAILABLE qi 940 EA. (WHITE, CREME, BROWN)
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL (818) 244-6373
r

ORDER YOURS
TODAY

Mall to: R&J SPECIALTIES

Dept. SO
1215 Ruberta Ave., Glendale, CA 91201

Send Me

Petticoat Tree(s) ( $34.50 ea
Hangers
(a) 94c ea
Plus shipping & handling
SIC°
(Write for shipping charges outside USA)
.

.

to11,11..)5EPLI

Satisfaction
Guaranteed
Dealer Inquiries
Welcome

Address
City
Zip

State
Phone

FOUR SQUARES RECORD CO.
FS 800 Connie's Hoedown
FS 801 Billy's Hoedown
FS 803 I Think I'll Stay Here
and Dance
by Earl Rich
SQUARE AND
ROUND DANCE SUPPLIES
LATEST RECORD RELEASES
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

FOUR SQUARES
DANCE SHOP
145B HUBBARD WAY
RENO, NEV. 89502
PH. 702-825-9258
OR 702-322-2077

Charlotte, NC 28212 (wheelchair)
Sarasota, FL 33582
Jim Prouty, 4800 Hamilton Ave., B-4, Balti- James Strava, 8550 No. 32nd Dr., Phoenix,
AZ 85021 (wheelchair)
more, MD 21206 (deaf)
Lloyd Shaw Foundation (Kit for Exceptional Larry Strippy, 2680 Bingham Ave., Dayton,
OH 45420 (wheelchair)
People), c/0 Elizabeth Grey, P.O. Box 561,
Sunsetters S/D Club, c/c Jim Quine presiPort Richey, FL 33568
Doreen Sillery, 318 E. 21st St., No. Vandent, 4900 Pine Tree Rd., Longview, TX
75604 (mentally retarded)
couver, British Columbia V7L 3B8 (mentally retarded)
Scotty Wallace, 145 Bloomfield Ave.,
Windsor, CT 06095 (wheelchair)
Herb Stechmesser, 2900 W. Highland Blvd.,
#104, Milwaukee, WI 53208
Mike Woods, 3421 Herman Ave., San Diego,
CA 92104 (mentally retarded, blind)
Gary Stewart, 5920 Lake Forest Rd.,

toa
fika-

BELT BUCKLES

O
Exclusive Worldwide
Distributor

Colors:
Navy, Ivory, Ebony, Pink,
Sapphire Blue, Carnelian
(Tan), Sardonyx (Dark
Brown) & Lavender
Hunter Green, Garnet

If you see our product
for sale at swap meets,
flea markets, etc., the
source may be questionable. We would
appreciate notification.

AN ORIGINAL DESIGN
HANDCRAFTED IN INCOLAY STONE
Only $25.00
(Calif. residents add 6% tax)

J.R. Kush & Co.
7623 Hesperia Street
Reseda, California 91335

118

Makes an
ideal gift!

Exclusive Worldwide Distributor
Dealer Inquiries Invited
Phone (818) 344-9671 or 345-7820
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Promenaders, Inc.
P.O. Box 550, E. MIDLAND AVENUE
WINDER, GA. 30680
(404) 867-6614

" KATIE "
BY PROMENADERS

The "Katie" by Promenaders is a tap dancing shoe
designed for young ladies. In black patent vinyl with
ribbon ties, complete with taps attached. Stock number 5913.
Child's sizes 8 1/2 thru 12 including 1/2 sizes.
Misses sizes 13 thru 3 including 1/2 sizes.
Call or write Promenaders for immediate delivery.

LET YOUR
SQUARE DANCE CLOTHIER

You'll look your best outfitted from head to toe by those who carry the finest in square dance
apparel. Look for a store in your area. Keep the list on hand for easy reference when traveling
away from home. You can count on being clad in the very best when you allow square dance
clothing dealers to help you Dress for the Dance.
STORES handling square dance clothing are invited to write
SQUARE DANCING regarding a listing.
HILLTOP FASHIONS
• ARIZONA
BUTLER & SONS
8028 North 27th Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85021
(602) 995-8480

• CALIFORNIA
AUNTIE EMM'S S/D APPAREL
9244 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503

ELAINE'S OF CALIFORNIA
11128 Balboa Blvd.
Granada Hills. CA 91344

* FLORIDA
ROCKIN RHYTHMS
1894 Drew Street
Clearwater, FL 33575
1-800-282-4198 Wait for tone, dial 1879

CHEZ BEA S/D CREATIONS
650 N E 128th St
North Miami, FL 33161

PROMENADE SHOP
4200F 62nd Ave N
Pinellas Park, Fl. 33565

THE JUBILEE S/D &
WESTERN WEAR SHOP
MORRY'S — CLOTHING

* ILLINOIS

11911 Santa Monica Blvd.
West Los Angeles, CA 90025
(213) 478-9595

3820 Stewart Rd.
Doraville, GA 30340
Simons Plaza, Columbus, GA

ROMIE'S S/D& WESTERN
3827 El Cajon Blvd
San Diego, Calif 92105
Phone (619) 280-2150

SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE

7215 W Irving Park Rd
Chicago, IL 60634

1045 W. Philadelphia
Ontario, CA 91761

* INDIANA
B-BAR-B S/D APPAREL
6315 Rockville Rd.,
Indianapolis, 46224

7210 Vassar Ave. (818)347-1207
Canoga Park, CA 91303

* COLORADO

CHRIS' S/D CORRAL

HICKORY HILLS S/D SUPPLIES
224 Highway 18 (201) 828-5666
East Brunswick, NJ 08816

THE CORRAL,

Trudy Boyles
10 Pine Street (201) 244-3921
Tom's River, NJ 08753
Member NASRDS; Visa & MC

MADELYN FERRUCCI. Creations
Brewster & Lake Rds.
Newfield, N.J. 08344

SQUARES AND FLARES

5517 Central Ave., NE (505)265-8019
Albuquerque, NM 87108

IRONDA S/D SHOPPE

115 Catalpa Rd.
Rochester. NY 14617

ROCHESTER SHOE STORE

• KANSAS

DOROTHY'S SQ. DANCE SHOP
3300 Strong Ave. - Catalog $1.00
Kansas City, KS 66106

WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP. INC.
Rt. 115 Yarmouth Rd
Gray. ME 04039
Catalog $1.00—refund with 1st order
.

• NEBRASKA
KERCHIEF & CALICO
On The Square
Minden, NE 68959

SQUARE DANCE REC. ROUNDUP

SQUARE COUNTRY WESTERN
1232-42 High Street
Lincoln, NE 68502

• NORTH CAROLINA
PEARL'S OF RALEIGH
2109 Franklin Rd.
Raleigh. N.C. 27606

2990 Roche Drive South
Colorado Springs. CO 80918

957 Sheridan Blvd.
Denver, CO 80214

• NEW JERSEY

K-Mart Plaza
Mattydale, NY 13211

• MAINE

CAROL'S COUNTRY CORNER

1166 Hookset Rd.
Manchester, NH 03104

• NEW YORK

.

WARD'S WESTERN WEAR

CALICO HOUSE

* NEW MEXICO

BOOT HILL S/D APPAREL

6357 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, CA 90028
(213) 461-5433

• NEW HAMPSHIRE

.

• GEORGIA
C & M WESTERN WEAR

73 N. San Tomas Aquino Rd.
Campbell, CA 95008

6246 Decatur St.
Omaha, NE 68104 (402) 553-9601

SOPHIA T's
Rt 9, Box 273A, Hwy 70E
Goldsboro, 27530 (919) 778-0476
Member NASRD—VISA & MC

OHIO
DART WESTERN SHOPPE
419 So. Arlington St.
Akron, Ohio 44306

F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Ave
Toledo, Ohio 43609

MAGAZINE
MAY BE PURCHASED
AT THESE STORES

M & H WESTERN FASHIONS
13002 Lorain Ave
Cleveland. Ohio 44111

* VERMONT

TONY'S TACK SHOP

SQUARE TOGS

THE ALLEMANDE SHOP

11757 Hwy 42
Sharonville, Ohio 45241

PO Box 8246,
Chattanooga, TN 37411

• OKLAHOMA

* TEXAS

C BAR S TOO, Inc.
4526 N W 50th St
Oklahoma City, OK 73122

LOWELL'S S/D APPAREL/BADGES
107 SE 3rd St. (405) 799-5602
Moore, OK 73160-5207

CALICO SQUARE

PROMENADE SHOP
11909 N.E. Halsey
Portland, Or 97220

THE CATCHALL

PETTICOAT CORNER

1813 Ninth Street
Wichita Falls, Tx. 76301

5605 Windsong (512) 656-6442
San Antonio, 78239

YELLOW ROCK SHOPPE

1630 Lilac Drive
W. Middlesex, PA 16159
(412) 528-2058

11601 Plano Rd. Ste. 102
Dallas, TX 75243
(214) 340-0515

FAWCETT S S/D SHOP

HAT TA BOOT WESTERN WEAR

412 W. Sam Houston
Pharr, TX 78577

1359 East College Avenue
State College, PA 16801
Phone: (814) 237-8725

TERESA S/D APPAREL

THE BOBBIE SHOPPE

4818 Louisville Ave.
Lubbock, TX 79413

84 Jackson Avenue (814) 724-1136
Meadville, PA 16335

TERESA S/D APPAREL

MISS MARIE'S FASHIONS
1506 Old Waynesboro Rd
Lawrenceburg, TN 38464
Catalog $1.00 — Refund with 1st order
.

TRIPLE R WESTERN WEAR
250 W. Broad St. (Rt. 7)
Falls Church, VA 22046

* WASHINGTON
8229 South Park
Tacoma, WA 98408

PROMENADE DANCE CENTER
149 S 140th (213) 242-8138
Seattle, WA 98168

* WISCONSIN

PETTI-PANTS UNLIMITED

3204 Uranus Ave. Rt. 4, Box 1560
Odessa. TX 79763

• TENNESSEE

8816 Hwy. One No., Richmond
(Mail—Glen Allen. VA 23060)

CIRCLE UP FASHIONS

C BAR S

FORD'S FLUTTER WHEEL

LIW WESTERN APPAREL

Rt. 4, Box 19
Elkton, VA 22827
Phone (703) 298-8676

1604 'So. Buckner Blvd.
Dallas, TX 75217

• PENNSYLVANIA

* VIRGINIA

2805 S. 14th
Abilene, TX 79605

STEPPIN' OUT

• OREGON

2000 Hinesburg Rd.
So. Burlington, VT 05401

4400 Windsor Road
Windsor, WI 53598

* CANADA

LOU-ANN S/D ACCESSORIES
ARLENE'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP 12348
Fort Road

321 W. 16th
Amarillo, TX 79101

Edmonton, Alberta T5B 3A8

MOVING?

Why chance missing a single issue of SQUARE DANCING? Most magazines (second class material) are not forwarded by the post office and are thrown away. If you'll let us know sixty (60) days before
you move, well have time to re-direct your subscription. Just paste on your old label and fill in the form
below. We're sorry, but increased costs of the magazines and postage will not allow us to replace back copies
that have gone astray due to unnotified address changes.

To change or correct your address
Attach the label from your latest copy here and
show your new address to the right—include
0,r1 thee '4otte 4 Iinc and
riot
vest sr Tin rintqa
send both to us. Thankyou!
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Name
Address

City

State

Zip
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3. PLUS MOVEMENTS 4. INDOCTRINATION

2. BASIC/MAINSTREAM

HANDBOOK

HANDBOOK

HANDBOOK
75v per copy
$60.00 per hundred

35v per copy-$30.00 per hundred

1

THE CALLER/TEACHER MANUAL
thru Mainstream. Expandable Looseleaf edition $29.95 ($4.00)

7

THE CALLERTEXT
Loose-leaf companion piece to the
CTM (above). A treasure house of
articles and special choreography by
some of the greats in the activity.
$49.95 ($7.00)
5. ROUND DANCE MANUAL by Hamilton $6.00 (80v)
6. CONTRA MANUAL by Armstrong
$6.00 (80V)

6A. SIOASDS Wet-mount
decals $1.25 per dozen
Min. order (30e/dozen)

SPECIAL INTEREST
HANDBOOK LIBRARY

6A.

8. SQUARE DANCING Magazine Binders
-Red with gold imprint; sturdy & attractive $5.00 (1 or 2 $2.50; 75C each additional)
9. NON-DANCED PROMOTIONAL FOURPAGE FLYER $6.50 per 100, Min. order
($2.30 per 100)
10 & 11 TEMPORARY NAME TAGS-indicate
which-$5.00 per 100, Min. order ($1.15
per 100)
12. AMERICAN HERITAGE POSTERS (blue
& red) $1.90 per dozen, Min_ order ($1.25
per dozen)
13. JOIN IN POSTERS (Black &
White) $1.40 per dozen, Min.
order ($1.25 per dozen)
14. JOIN IN POST CARDS $4.00
per hundred, Min. order ($1.50
9
per 100)
IMPORTANT: Pay the shipping & handling
charges shown in parentheses ($X.XX) or
box and we will adjust to the actual charges
and bill or credit you accordingly.

$1,00 each or 6 for $5.00

Club Organization
One-Night Stands
Party Fun (Planning)
Square Dance Publicity
The Story of Square
Dancing by Dorothy Shaw
20. Youth in Square
Dancing

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

AN AMERICAN HERITAGE!
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LET'S DANCE!

11

12
13

14

25

21.
22.
23.
24.

BASIC CHECKLISTS
CLASS ATTENDANCE RECORD
CLASS ROSTER
CLASS LESSON PLAN
Cost of these forms is $1.00 per
dozen, minimum order of 1 dozen of
one form. (70¢ per dozen)
25. BOB RUFF/JACK MURTHA TEACHING RECORDS
(with calls and written instructions) 4
records in this series $8.95 each LP
26. SQUARE DANCE DIPLOMAS
6001—Level; LP 6002—Level 2; LP
27. ROUND DANCE DIPLOMAS
6003—Level 3; LP 6501—Party Danc15¢ each, Minimum order 10
ing to Level 1 (1-2 $1.50; 3-4 $1.70)
28. PLASTIC RECORD SLEEVES $15.00 per hundred ($3.00)
444

44.

.,S ■1(114120 I . )411-35 109

-.“,-.4
"."

29.
MIKE
COZY
$11.80
($1.50)

IMPORTANT — SHIPPING COSTS — Please add the following amounts on the items listed: Basic/Mainstream Handbooks 1 to 6
books 850; 7 to 12 $1.10; 13-26 $1.70; 27-50 $3.00; 51-100 $3.70. All other Handbooks: 1 book 500; 2-10 75V; 11-25 $1.15; 26-50
$1.60; 51-100 $3.00. Diplomas 10 $1.05; 11-20 $1.30; 21-50 $1.75; 51-100 $2.75. Foreign shipments will be charged at cost. If
shipping via United Parcel , we must have your complete street address, not a post office box number.
IMPORTANT: Shipping & handling reflects current rates.

The Sets in Order AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY

K

SUBSCRIPTION AND ORDER FORM
462 North Robertson Boulevard • Los Angeles, California 90048 • (213) 652-7434
Cost

No.

Qty

Description

Each , Total ,

No.

City

Descri

n

Cost
, Each

•

Shipping & Handling
TOTAL ENCLOSED

Please send SQUARE DANCING
Magazine for 12 months. Enclosed is
my memhprship fee of $1n.n0 to The
SETS IN ORDER AMERICAN
SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY.
Overseas: Add $3.00 U.S. per year

Please include postage. See box above.
NAME'
ADDRESS

CITY
STATE
ZIP
New ❑ Renew ❑
Calif. add 6% Sales Tax (on purchases other than subscriptions) Total (Enclosed) $

Total

Our Advertisers
A-Z Engraving, 94
A Stitch In Time, 100
Anina's, 110
Armeta, 102
Ashton Electronics, 2
Authentic Patterns, 103
B 'N' B's International, 102
B & S Square Dance Shop, 88
Basic/Mainstream Handbook, 106
Bee Lee Company, 96
Blue Engravers, 87
Bonnie's Custom Boutique, 105
CW Records, 98
CallerText, CTM, 6, 7
Callers-Cuers Corner/Supreme
Audio, 86
Chaparral Records, 5
Chary z Reaction, 87
China, Brundage, 106
Chinook Records, 115
Clinton Sound by Miltech, 85
CompuSquare, 111
Davis, Bill, 116
Dell Enterprises, 99
Dixie Daisy, 125
Dress for the Dance, 120, 121
ESP Records, 92
Fann Burrus Collection, 90

Fine Tune Records, 88
Four Square Dance Shop, 118
Gordon Bros. Shoes, 128
Grenn Records, 103
Happy Feet, 104
Hi Hat Records, 110
Hi Hat RID Records, 109
Hilton Audio, 44
Holly Hills, 113
JoPat Records, 112
Kalox Records, 108
Kopman, Lee—Tapes, 86
Kush, J.R., 118
Lamon Records, 105
Local Dealers, 95
Lloyd Shaw Foundation, 94
Mac Gregor Records, 93
Mail Order Record Service, 94
Maverick Enterprises, 101
Merrbach Record Service, 127
Micro Plastics, 110
Mike Cozy, 94
Mustang Records, 111
National S/D Campers, 113
National S/D Directory, 100
Old Pueblo Traders, 96
Ox Yoke Shop, 91
Ponderosa Records, 99
Prairie, Desert, Mountain, Ocean, 8

Peters, Bill, 124
Promenaders, 119
Ranch House Records, 96
Rawhide Records, 107
Red Boot Productions, 97
Red River Community House, 102
Red Rock Ramblers, 102
R & J Specialties, 117
Roofer's Records, 86
Ruthad, Inc., 114
Sewing Specialties, 98
Shirley's Square Dance Shop, 108
Shopper's Mart, 122, 123
Simkins, Meg, 101
Sun Vista Resort, 93
Square Dance Time/J. Murtha, 114
Square Tunes Records, 116
Stevens Stompers, 4
T & C Enterprises, 110
The Catchall, 89
Thunderbird Records, 104
Trimmer, Gene, 89
Triple R Western Wear, 106
Unicorn Records, 91
Vee Gee, 92
Western Squares Dance
Ranch, 115
Windsor Records, 94
Yellow Rock Shoppe, 112

THE BILL PETERS
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK SERIES
PRESENTATION TECHNIQUES
BOOK 1 A
In-depth coverage of all patter calling presentation techniques including music, timing, body flow, voice and
command techniques, showmanship, etc. The perfect guidebook for the beginning caller
$7.95
SINGING CALL TECHNIQUES
BOOK 2
The most complete how-to-do-it book on singing calls ever published. The choreography section includes instructions for changing, improvising and "hashing-up" singing calls plus more than 150 singing call dances listed by
Callerlab plateaus (thru Plus 2)
$7.95
THE BUSINESS SIDE OF CALLING
BOOK 3
Covers the skills a working caller uses in the profitable operation of his business affairs with special emphasis on
calling fees and contracts, financial records, tax accounting, sales promotion and public relations, plus many other
business-connected activities
$9.95
THE ART OF PROGRAMMING
BOOK 4
Offers detailed descriptions of a modern caller's day-to-day programming responsibilities including all program
planning techniques and tips for programming a. complete season, an individual dance, a tip or a single routine or
figure
$7.95
ALSO AVAILABLE
SIGHT CALLING MADE EASY (Book 1C)
THE MIGHTY MODULE (Book 1B)
MODULES GALORE (1000+ Zeros and equivalents)

$7.95
$6.95
$5.95

HOW TO ORDER
Order postpaid by sending check or money oder to:

BILL PETERS • P.O. Box 10692 • Zephyr Cove, Nevada 89448
Californians add 6% sales tax: from Canada or overseas. U.S. funds. Please. Add $3.00 for Air Mail

124
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DIXIE DAISY
THE STORE WHERE SQUARE DANCERS LIKE TO SHOP

1

No. 125
White Blouse with
White Lace Trim,
Adjustable Drawstring, S-M-L-XL,
--- $16.50 Additional
Color-Cords-50v

DANCER
Ideal for Round Dancers; 11/2" Heel,
All Leather, Cushioned Insole for
Comfort. 5.10 Narrow; 4-10 Medium;
5-10 Wide.
$32.50
White/Black
$32.50
Red/Navy/Brown
$35.00
Silver/Gold

WESTERN STYLE SHIRTS
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
WESTERN DRESS PANTS
BY "RANCH"
$28.50

DRESSES
PATTERNS
CRINOLINES

MAJESTIC
1" heel, steel shank, glove leather,
lined, 5 thru 12 Narrow, 4 thru 12 Med.
5-10 Wide, Half Sizes.
Black I/2 White
$28.50
Red/Navy/Brown
$28.50
G old/Silver
$30.50

THE FOUR B'S
BOOTS
BELTS
BUCKLES
BOLOS

N-24
Nylon
Shorty length
S-M-L-XL
$10.00
N-20 SISSY Nylon
n-29 SISSY Cotton/Poly
S-M-L-XL
$8.75

$1.85 postage
& handling

SCOOP
3/4" heel, steel shank, glove leather,
lined, sizes 4 thru 10 Med., 5 thru 10
Narrow, also Wide, Half Sizes.
Black/White
$30.00
Red/Navy/Brown
$30.00
Gold/Silver
$30.50

n••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••■••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1111

DIXIE DAISY
1351 Odenton Rd.
Odenton MD 21113
Maryland Residents add 5% tax.

NAME
ADDRESS
STATE
CITY
NAME & NO. OF ITEMS
Price
SHIPPING & HANDLING
TOTAL

_ZIP

•••••

ashion
eature

Joan Cochran has used Authentic
pattern #309 but scooped the neck
slightly deeper. She cautions
those using a striped material (as
she has done) to buy a fabric with
no right or wrong side in order to
get the center seam on the yoke
cut somewhat on the bias, as well
as to match, color-wise, the gores
in the skirt. Joan's material is a
rainbow of lavender, pink, blue
and green stripes. The skirt has six
gores with a straight ruffled bottom, with one with gathered to
Photo by Larry Kanter
each gore.

CALIFONE PA SETS
1925-03, One speaker in lid. 40-60 watts
1925-04, 2 separate speakers in case. 60-100 watts .
1155K-12, 2 speakers in case, stereo 5-9 watts/channel
2155-04, 2 speakers in case, stereo 40-60 watts/channel
1925-00 amplifier only
,

$375.75
$460.70
$450.90
$551.90
$322.75

ASHTON PA SETS
100 watts (pictured) . . $818.01
plus $147.00 for digital speed
control. Other models available.
PLUS FREIGHT ON ALL ABOVE PRICES
HAWKINS RECORD CASES
RC 700 Wood Case, 120 records
RC 710 Wood Case, 120 records with mike compartment

$28.95
$35.95

ASHTON RECORD CASES
YAK STACKS . $420.00 Ea.
YAK STANDS . 95.00 Ea.
ASHTON SP820
SPEAKERS . 145.00 Ea.
(Plus shipping)
SLOWDOWN .. $5.00 Per Can
+ $.50 shipping each

RC-4
RC-5
RC-4
RC-5

Metal record case, holds 120 records/mike compartment ..
Metal record case, holds 150 records/no mike compartment
Wood record case, holds 120 records/mike compartment
Wood record case, holds 150 records/no mike compartment

Record Case Shipping — $5.00/ Metal—$6.00/Wood

PLASTIC QUICK
LOAD 45 RPM
ADAPTER $7.50
+ $1.00 shipping

MIKE COZY
$11.80
plus $1.25
shipping

$33.54
$33.54
$47.96
$47.96

CAR CADDY—A new concept in a hand
truck. Carries up to 100 lbs., 40" folds to 20".
Tubular steel, weighs 7 lbs. Collapsible,
designed to be used for sound equipment,
luggage, etc. $31.95 plus $4.00 shipping.
Shock cord for Caddy, $2.00 each plus
$1.00 shipping.

ALL shipping charges quoted are for U.S. ONLY!

LATEST RELEASES on these OUTSTANDING LABELS
BLUE STAR RELEASES
2281 —Rubber Dolly Flipchop Sticks (2
Hoedowns)
2280 —She Got Away With My Heart, Caller;
Rocky Strickland Flip Instrumental
2279 —Got No Reason Now For Going Home,
Caller Lem Gravelle, Flip Inst
2278 —Mississippi Squirrel, Caller Lem Gravelle,
Flip Inst
2277 —Heart Of My Heart, Caller; Johnnie Wykoff,
Flip Inst
2276 —Every Where You Go, Caller; Lem Smith,
Flip Inst
2275 —Paintin The Ole Town Blue, Caller Johnnie
Wykoff, Flip Inst
2274 —Avalon, Caller Johnnie Wykoff, Flip Inst
2273A—Kon-Tiki, Composers; Marge and Burt
Glazier (Round Dance)
22738—Street Fair, Composers; Paul and Lura
Merolo, (Round Dance)
2272A—Cecilia Composers, Joe and Ann Roeling

22726— Monte Rey Lights, Cued by Jack and Nedra
Barnes (Round Dance)
2271 —Goofus. Cued by Clark McDowell (Round
Dance)

DANCE RANCH RELEASES
684 —That Song Is Driving Me Crazy, Caller Tony
Simmons Flip Inst

BOGAN RELEASES
1357 —April On My Mind, Caller, John Men, Flip
Inst
1356 —Wasn't That Love, Callers Tommy White
and David Davis, Flip Inst

LORE RELEASES
1221 —Fond Affection, Caller; Johnny Creel Flip
Inst
1220 —You Can't Judge A Book By Its Cover,
Caller; Murry Beasley, Flip Inst
1219 —Baby I'm In Love With You, Caller; Bob
Graham, Flip Inst
1218 —Carlena and Jose Gomez, Caller; Murry
Beasley, Flip Inst

1217 —Head Over Heels In Love, Caller; Murry
Beasley, Flip Inst.

ROCKIN A RELEASES
204 —Jo; Key A, Sundown, Key G; 2 Hoedowns
203 —Over Yonder, Rockin Moma 2 Hoedowns

BEE SHARP RELEASES
124 —Beautiful Baby, Caller; Wayne Spraggins,
Flip Inst

PETTICOAT PATTER
119 —Around The World. Caller: Toots
Richardson, Flip Inst

E Z RELEASES
-

730 —Grand Square, Caller; Johnnie Wykotf, Flip
Inst
729 —Little Red Wagon, Caller, Johnnie Wykoff,
Flip Inst
728 —Virginia Reel, Caller Johnnie Wykoff, Flip
Inst
727 —Frontier Schottische Flip Side Calico Polka
726 —Bunny hop Flip Hokey Pokey Caller;
Johnnie Wykoff

We carry all square dance labels. Dealers: Please write for your inquires concering starting a dealership to:

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, P.O. Box 7309, Houston, Texas 77248-7309
323 W. 14th — Houston, Texas 77008 — (713) 862-7077

GRUNDEEN's WORLD of SQUARE DANCING
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You say he plays the harmonica . . and er . . . calls . . . at the same time?"

The BEST SQUARE SHOE
in All America
At This Price
COMPARE AND
YOU'LL AGREE

Widths A-B-C-D-E-EE-EEE
Sizes 6-12
. Colors — Black orBrown
We pay postage anywhere

All Leather — Top Quality

GORDON BROTHERS
2488 PALM AVE.

BOX 841 - HIALEAH, FLORIDA 33011

